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1.

Reason for the Report

1.1

The purpose of the report is to present the proposed Budget for 2022/23,
updated Medium-Term Financial Plan 2022/23 – 2025/26, Capital Strategy
2022/23, proposed Fees and Charges for 2022/23 and Procurement Forward
Plan 2022/23.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That members support the following recommendations to Council:


Approves the General Fund Budget for 2022/23 as detailed in Appendix A
(section 9)



Approves the revised Medium-Term Financial Plan (2022/23 to 2025/26)
as detailed in Appendix A, including the revised Capital Programme
(attached at Annex A)



Approves the Capital Strategy 2022/23 as set out in Appendix B



Approves the proposed Fees and Charges for 2022/23 as detailed in
Appendix C
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Approves the proposed Procurement Forward Plan for 2022/23, providing
the authority to procure based on procurement activity detailed in
Appendix D



Approves a Band D Council Tax of £163.14 for 2022/23 (an increase of
2.99% from 2021/22)



Approves a Band D Council Tax of £52.92 for Leek and £10.64 for
Biddulph for 2022/23 (no increase from 2021/22) in respect of Special
District Expenses



Notes the Chief Finance Officer's view that the level of reserves are
adequate for the Council based on this budget and the circumstances in
place at the time of preparing it (Appendix A Annex E)

3.

Executive Summary

3.1

This report makes recommendations to Council for the budget and the level of
Council Tax for 2022/23. The report also provides an update on the Council’s
medium-term financial position through to 2025/26. Additionally, it establishes
an overarching Capital Strategy, sets out the fees and charges that are
proposed for 2022/23, and details the Procurement Forward Plan 2022/23.

3.2

The budget setting and medium term financial planning process provides the
Council with the opportunity to plan its delivery of public services in
accordance with local priorities. There are also risks around the outcomes of
national funding reviews (i.e. fair funding; business rates retention; and new
homes bonus) which may have a detrimental impact on the future financial
position.

3.3

The current four year MTFP was updated in September 2021 to reflect further
Covid-19 related pressures and updated economic forecasts in order to begin
to understand the medium term financial impact.

3.4

This version of the MTFP updates the September forecasts, based on the
provisional settlement information released in December, latest economic
forecasts, assumptions around the timing and level of capital and revenue
expenditure and income and the impact of the recovery from Covid-19.

3.5

The 2022/23 local government finance settlement was better than anticipated
in the MTFP, but contained one-off monies or greater uncertainty and it was
also a one-year settlement, which isn’t good for medium term service planning.

3.6

The Council received £117k of Lower Tier Services Grant, which wasn’t
expected, as it was announced as a one-off grant last year. The assumption in
setting the MTFP is that it won’t recur. The Council also received £180k in the
form of a new Services Grant. The Secretary of State has said that the
Government “will then take the time to fully consider its future distribution”. So
this grant looks set to continue, but the Council’s future share is unknown. The
Council also received an allocation of £63k in Rural Services Delivery Grant,
this is assumed to be on-going throughout the life of the plan.
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3.7

Lastly, the Council received £255k in New Homes Bonus for 2022/23, which
was anticipated and is
positive news. In the finance settlement, the
Government stated it would reform New Homes Bonus to improve
how housing growth is incentivised, but it didn’t say how this would be done.
So, in the MTFP, it is prudent to revise downwards the Council’s current
reliance on it to balance in the medium term.

3.8

In terms of costs, the Council will incur costs higher than originally anticipated
when setting the MTFP last year. The pay award for this year (2021/22) will be
at least 1.75% and probably at least 2% next year. The current MTFP had
anticipated 1.0% on the basis of a Government announced squeeze on public
sector pay. General inflation will also be higher than anticipated last year, with
an average consolidated rate in the 2022/23 budget of 3.5%, rather than 1.0%.

3.9

This leaves a balanced 2022/23 budget on both the revenue and capital side,
but with greater uncertainty and risk in the MTFP for future years. Particularly
so, as the outcomes from Government’s business rates review, fair funding
review, or new homes bonus review are all unknown.

3.10

The current efficiency strategy ends this year (2021/22). Any savings from recommissioning and re-procurement during the year will be taken. It is
recommended that underspends at year end are put into a financial resilience
reserve, which will provide a buffer if national reviews have negative impacts
for the Council. And for the same reasons, work should begin on a new
efficiency strategy during 2022/23.

3.11

The financial settlement allows for a 2% or up to £5 increase in Council Tax. It
should be noted that Treasury’s published figures do assume all Authorities
maximise the increase. The way capping (or “referendum limits”) works, if the
maximum increase isn’t taken then that opportunity is lost forever (there’s no
way to catch up in subsequent years).

3.12

Having completed the annual budget exercise, a balanced budget for 2022/23
has been achieved. The final General Fund budget proposal for 2022/23
provides for a net budget of £10,792,890 and a Council Tax increase of £4.74
on a Band D equivalent property (2.99%) with the Special District Expenses
remaining at £52.92 (Leek) and £10.64 (Biddulph) respectively

3.13

A new financial year (2025/26) has been added to the MTFP and the overall
financial assumptions have been updated for the four years. It must be
stressed that there is a great deal of uncertainty in regard to this position, both
from the coronavirus pandemic and the outcomes of national funding reviews
(i.e. fair funding; business rates retention; and new homes bonus), which
remain unknown at this stage.

3.14

The forecast predicts a balanced budget position by 2025/26 – on the basis
the Country has fully recovered from the Coronavirus pandemic at that point
and the Council can once again become self-sustainable (without reliance on
reserves) – albeit it with the risks identified above.
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3.15

The Capital Strategy and the Capital Programme have been updated and
allow for additional investment in priority areas. The Medium Term Financial
Plan includes an updated Capital Programme of £27,948,070 over the period
2021/22 – 2025/26.

3.15

The Procurement Forward Plan sets out details of the expected activity during
2022/23.

4.

How this Report Links to Corporate Priorities

4.1

The successful delivery of all corporate priorities is dependent upon the
effective management of financial resources, which is the subject of this
report.

5.

Options and Analysis
This report recommends a Council Tax level and associated budget, Medium
Term Financial Plan, Capital Strategy (and future capital programme) and
Fees & Charges for 2022/23 designed to best deliver the Council’s corporate
priorities within a balanced budget. Other options are feasible, but any
alternatives would need to robustly identify the service and financial
implications, in order to satisfy the Council’s Section 151 Officer (under the
Local Government Finance Act 1988, section 114) of the need to deliver a
balanced budget.

6.

Implications

6.1

Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)
None.

6.2

Workforce
None.

6.3

Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Council's Equality and
Diversity policies.
An Equalities Impact Assessment (EIA) has been undertaken on the
Corporate Plan, which feeds into budget plans.

6.4

Financial Considerations
There are substantial financial considerations contained throughout the
report.

6.5

Legal
The Local Government Act 2000 states that it is the responsibility of the full
Council, on the recommendation of the executive, to approve the budget and
related council tax demand. The Local Government Act 2003, section 25
requires the council’s Section 151 officer to report to the council on the
robustness of the estimates made and the adequacy of the proposed
financial reserves assumed in the budget calculations. The Local
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Government Finance Act 1988, section 114 requires the Section 151 officer
to report to all of the Authority’s councillors if there is likely to be an
unbalanced budget.
16.6

Sustainability
An earmarked reserve has been established to support with climate change
related activities. Climate Change considerations are indirectly included in
many aspects of the MTFP – including capital programme projects focused
on Council buildings and vehicle purchases, as well as being a consideration
in procurement activity reflected in the Forward Plan. These are highlighted,
wherever possible, in the MTFP report itself.

6.7

External Consultation
The Council’s budget plans have been subject to a consultation via the
Council’s website.

Risk A Risk Assessment
6.8
A full risk analysis has been undertaken which is contained within the plan

JOHN BETTS
Interim Executive Director Finance and Revenues & Benefits
Web Links and
Background Papers

Location

Contact details

Various background working papers

Moorlands House

John Betts

John.betts@highpeak.gov. uk
07581 010628
Keith Pointon
Head of Finance
01538 395400 Ext. 4193
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APPENDIX A

STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PLAN
2022/23 to 2025/26

February 2022
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1.

Introduction

1.1.

The Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) is a key element of the Council’s budget
and policy frameworks. It ensures resources are targeted towards delivery of the
Council’s Corporate Plan. It describes the financial direction of travel for the
Council for planning purposes and outlines the financial pressures the Council is
likely to face over the next 4 years.

1.2.

The medium-term financial planning process establishes how resources will be
allocated to services in line with the Council’s priorities, which have been
determined following consultation with residents, councillors and other
stakeholders. The process facilitates the prudent management of the Council’s
finances, whilst building resilience to provide for the needs of residents over the
medium and longer term.

1.3.

The MTFP is updated regularly as part of the budget setting cycle. This review of
the MTFP builds on the existing plan and updates assumptions to reflect known
changes to income, costs and funding. The plan incorporates revenue and capital
financial projections over the four years 2022/23 to 2025/26. It also includes an
assessment of key risks and a presentation of longer-term financial issues which
have the potential to impact on the Council.

2.

Strategic Priorities

2.1.

The Medium Term Financial Plan is driven by local priorities. The Council’s
spending strategy is set out in the Corporate Plan formally adopted by members of
the Council.

2.2.

Following the elections in May 2019, there was a fundamental review of the
Corporate Plan focussing on the period 2019-2023 (up to the end of the current
political administration). The Corporate Plan was agreed by Council on 16 th
October 2019 and establishes the Council’s vision, corporate objectives and key
priorities for the medium term. It establishes the Council’s commitment in the
delivery of service and community leadership to the residents of the Staffordshire
Moorlands.

2.3.

The delivery of the Corporate Plan is measured through the Performance
Framework. A set of local performance indicators and targets will be established
in preparation for the start of the financial year 2022/23 to help monitor delivery.
The Medium Term Financial Plan has been updated to reflect the contents of the
plan and to ensure that resources are directed towards key priorities.

2.4.

The Council’s vision is expressed as:
“Achieving Excellence in the delivery of high quality services that meet the needs
and aspirations of our communities”
This vision is articulated further by four aims:-:


Help create a safer and healthier environment for our communities to live
and work
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2.5.

Effective use of resources and provide value for money
Help create a strong economy by supporting further regeneration of towns
and villages
Protect and improve the environment and respond to the climate
emergency

These aims are supported by a number of objectives which also provide the
framework for the delivery of service plans. The Council’s objectives are
summarised below:
Aim

1

2

3

4

Help create a safer
and healthier
environment for our
communities to live
and work
Effective use of
resources and
provide value for
money

Help create a strong
economy by
supporting further
regeneration of
towns and villages
Protect and improve
the environment and
respond to the
climate emergency






















Objectives
Increased supply of good quality affordable homes
Develop a positive relationship with communities
Effective relationship with strategic partners
Effective support of community safety arrangements including CCTV
Provision of sports facilities and leisure opportunities focused upon
improving health
Effective use of financial and other resources to ensure value for
money
Ensure services are easily available to all our residents in the
appropriate channels and provided “right first time”
A high performing and well motivated workforce
More effective use of Council assets
Effective procurement with a focus on local business
Effective use of ICT
Encourage business start-ups and enterprises
Flourishing town centres that support the local economy
Encourage and develop tourism
High quality development and building control with an “open for
business” approach
Effective recycling and waste management
Meeting the challenge of climate change
Provision of high quality public amenities, clean streets and
environmental health
Provision of quality parks and open spaces
Car parking arrangements that meet the needs of residents,
businesses and visitors

2.6.

The Council is committed to playing the lead role in championing the local area. In
doing so the Council recognises its community leadership role. Fulfilling this role
effectively means influencing partners in a number of areas such as supporting the
police and other partners to reduce crime; ensuring effective health provision
particularly for the elderly; working with partners to improve the provision of bus
services and continuing to support the Churnet Valley Railway with their plans to
bring trains back to Leek.

2.7.

The Plan identifies key priority outcomes, which will be the highest priority in the
development of performance targets and key actions. A significant proportion of
the Council’s resources will be directed towards achieving them:-
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Aim

Objectives

Help create a safer and healthier
environment for our communities
to live and work
Effective use of resources and
provide value for money
Help create a strong economy by
supporting further regeneration of
towns and villages
Protect and improve the
environment and respond to the
climate emergency





Increased supply of quality affordable homes
Improved health
Improved community safety




Council services provide value for money
High level of resident and customer
satisfaction
Sustainable towns and rural communities
Increased economic growth
Increased tourism
High recycling rates
Reduction in carbon emissions







2.8.

The Council maintains a Strategic Alliance with High Peak Borough Council,
formed around the principle of shared services in the pursuit of efficiency and
realisation of savings. The Strategic Alliance has enabled the implementation and
transformation of a joint management structure and services, consequently
realising significant efficiency savings. The Council intends to continue to drive
savings and service improvements through collaboration with its Alliance partner.

3.

Current Spending Levels

3.1.

The starting point for the development of the MTFP is the current level of spending
and the approved capital expenditure commitments.

3.2.

The Council’s current year (2021/22) General Fund budget can be summarised as
follows:
Income and Expenditure

2021/22
Budget
£

Employees

6,320,320

Premises

2,202,120

Transport

141,260

Supplies & Services

7,591,880

Benefits

5,010

Borrowing

224,580

Financing Costs

231,380
16,716,550

Total Expenditure
Fees and Charges / Other Income

(5,739,900)

Interest Receipts

(20,710)

Ascent LLP Income

(522,880)

Net Expenditure

10,433,060
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3.3.

The net expenditure is financed as follows:
2021/22
Budget
£

Financing

Council Tax

(5,679,150)
(3,801,300)

Business Rates Retention
New Homes Bonus

(121,880)

Covid-19 Funding

(639,400)

Collection Fund (Surplus)/ Deficit

4,061,790

Earmarked Reserves / Balances

(4,253,120)

Total Financing

(10,433,060)

General Fund Capital Budget

3.4.

The medium-term projection for capital commitments approved by Members in
February 2021 is detailed below: -

Service Area

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

£
775,640
790,000
116,610
986,130
408,850

£
663,160
1,515,650
141,900
1,716,940
651,920

£
1,404,360
1,500,000
50,000
100,000

£
915,490
1,500,000
50,000
301,640
41,920

£
1,081,390
1,500,000
50,000
50,000

£
4,840,040
6,805,650
408,510
3,004,710
1,252,690

Total Revised Programme
Financed by:External Contributions
Capital Receipts
Capital Reserve
Earmarked Reserves
Borrowing

3,077,230

4,689,570

3,054,360

2,809,050

2,681,390

16,311,600

795,000
110,000
557,000
220,850
1,394,380

1,512,390
25,000
3,152,180

1,500,000
77,500
1,476,860

1,500,000
1,309,050

1,500,000
1,181,390

6,807,390
212,500
557,000
220,850
8,513,860

Total Revised Financing

3,077,230

4,689,570

3,054,360

2,809,050

2,681,390

16,311,600

Asset Management Plan
Housing Grants
ICT Strategy
Fleet Management
Other Schemes

2020/21

Total

Reserves
3.5.

The forecast general fund reserves position over the life of the current approved
MTFP was estimated to be:-

Contingency reserve
Balance at year end
Minimum requirement
Headroom

2020/21
(Budget)
£
3,480,790
1,107,000
2,373,790

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

£
£
£
£
3,224,710 2,917,060 2,730,350 2,724,380
1,480,000 1,480,000 1,480,000 1,480,000
1,744,710 1,437,060 1,250,350 1,244,380
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4.

Coronavirus Pandemic

4.1.

The Coronavirus pandemic has had, and is likely to continue having, an impact on
the Council’s financial position.
The financial impact includes additional
expenditure in dealing with the crisis both externally and organisationally and lost
income. This version of the MTFP updates the forecasts included in the
September 2021 refresh for the latest coronavirus pandemic response and
recovery impact and assumptions around the timing and level of capital and
revenue expenditure and income. The forecast use of reserves required to
balance the MTFP position in February 2021 (as a result of the pandemic) has
remained steady and it not envisaged that further contributions will be necessary.

4.2.

The Council has established a Covid-19 earmarked reserve specifically to support
with the financial impact of Covid-19 totalling £600,000.

5.

Transformation Programme

5.1.

Introduction

5.1.1. The Council’s ‘transformation programme’ incorporates all major projects which
meet the strategic priorities of the authority and have significant financial
implications, including: The Capital Programme
 Treasury management implications
 The Efficiency and Rationalisation Strategy
 The Council’s major contracts
 Member Priority Projects
5.1.2. The delivery of transformation programme projects is monitored by the
Transformation Board made up of Directors, along with key Heads of Service and
officers. A Director is allocated as ‘project executive’ and a full business case
appraisal is completed for each project.
5.1.3. The progress and current financial projections of the transformation programme is
explored below along with any potential revenue and capital consequences. Any
further work required to identify the financial implications of the programme are
discussed and will feed into future MTFP updates.
5.2.

Capital Strategy

5.2.1. In accordance with the requirements of the 2017 edition of the Chartered Institute
of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) Prudential Code for Capital Finance
in Local Authorities, the Capital Strategy has been updated for 2022/23.
5.2.2. The Strategy, which is being presented to members along side this report, explains
how capital expenditure and investment decisions are taken in line with the
Council’s Corporate Plan and service objectives, taking account of stewardship,
value for money, prudence, risk management, sustainability and affordability.
5.2.3. The Capital Strategy is detailed in APPENDIX B.
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5.3.

Capital Programme

5.3.1. The Capital Programme presented to Members in February 2021 has been
reviewed, re-profiled and updated to reflect the latest position in terms of capital
projections to 31st March 2026. Some projects have inevitably been delayed due
to the lockdown periods, social distancing measures and contractor availability.
5.3.2. Consequently, the five-year capital programme (including 2020/21) is forecast at
£27,948,070. The latest capital projections, specifically identifying the major
schemes, are summarised in the table below. Full detail is attached in ANNEX A.
Service Area

2021/22
£
508,660
1,523,200
10,000,000
122,000
1,062,630
740,890

2022/23
£
734,260
1,500,000
20,000
774,070
473,000

2023/24
£
1,509,790
1,500,000
50,000
320,000
171,920

2024/25
£
717,700
1,500,000
50,000
15,000
170,000

2025/26
£
2,824,390
1,500,000
40,560
120,000

Total
£
6,294,800
7,523,200
10,000,000
282,560
2,171,700
1,675,810

Total Revised Programme
Financed by:External Contributions
Capital Receipts
Revenue Reserves
Earmarked Reserves
Borrowing

13,957,380

3,501,330

3,551,710

2,452,700

4,484,950

27,948,070

1,519,940
3,215,750
1,200,000
1,185,650
6,836,040

1,500,000
71,000
1,930,330

1,500,000
16,000
2,035,710

1,500,000
11,000
941,700

1,500,000
2,984,950

7,519,940
3,313,750
1,200,000
1,185,650
14,728,730

Total Revised Financing

13,957,380

3,501,330

3,551,710

2,452,700

4,484,950

27,948,070

Asset Management Plan
Housing Grants
Housing
ICT Strategy
Fleet Management
Other Schemes

5.3.3. The capital projections above include the carry forward of £141,620 capital
budgets from 2020/21. Further detail on the capital schemes are provided below.

Asset Management Plan (AMP)

5.3.4. It is essential that the Council maintains an asset base, which delivers the
ambitions of the Corporate Plan – however, this needs to be affordable. The
Capital Strategy sets out the proposed outcomes and actions, including the
potential capital and revenue financial implications of maintaining the Council’s
current property assets over a 30 year period, as summarised below:-
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SMDC AMP Capital Investment & Revenue
Consequence
(AS AT SEPT 2016)

2016-17 –
2019-20
£

Public Buildings
Car Parks
Public Conveniences
Waterways & Infrastructure Assets
Leisure Centres
Depots and Parks Buildings
Industrial Units
TOTAL
Revenue Consequences (cost of borrowing)

2020-21 –
2045-46
(26 years)
£

TOTAL
£

1,010,850
754,000
181,400
479,361
310,000
97,070
80,380
2,913,061

2,761,600
4,293,431
415,800
448,761
10,005,995
2,355,714
392,050
20,673,351

3,772,450
5,047,431
597,200
928,122
10,315,995
2,452,784
472,430
23,586,412

115,959

943,653

1,059,612

5.3.5. The table below reflects the updated capital investment requirements as at
February 2022, adjusted for 2020/21 actual outturn, any in-year re-profiling that
has taken place in 2021/22 and changes to spending plans. This amends the
overall forecast capital spend by £966,592 over the 30 years from the original
position.
SMDC AMP Capital
Investm ent
2016-17
(Actuals)
£
Public Buildings
Car Parks
Public Conveniences
Waterways/Infrastructure
Leisure Centres
Depot/Parks/ Cemeteries
Industrial Units
Total

Revenue
Cons equences

2026-27
to 204647

MTFP
2017-18
(Actuals)
£

2018-19
(Actuals)
£

2019-20
(Actuals)

2020-21
(Actuals)

£

£

202122 to
2024-25
£

202526

TOTAL

(20
Years)

£

£

£

70,020
5,270
1,700
76,990

410,000
1,290
3,280
261,090
95,170
770,830

387,460
4,660
1,790
5,090
1,650
3,810
404,460

12,120
394,620
31,310
84,640
2,410
3,920
58,580
587,600

99,890
67,170
14,500
539,910
6,340
727,810

601,560
671,950
166,780
217,580
853,210
959,330
3,470,410

603,220
441,350
1,279,050
360,060
140,710
2,824,390

2,008,770
3,368,207
297,000
343,761
6,293,763
1,176,629
269,200
13,757,330

4,093,150
4,981,967
565,540
928,631
9,070,303
2,507,929
472,300
22,619,820

-

11,250

30,700

22,300

14,410

192,570

54,270

635,020

960,520

5.3.6.

The Council is developing an Asset Management Strategy to ensure the future
delivery of efficient asset management. This work will be progressed once the
condition surveys have been undertaken and the updated 30 year costs of
maintaining the general fund asset stock are known. The above will then be
reset.

5.3.7.

Any positive revenue implications of the asset management strategy, for
example, reduced annual maintenance and utility costs due to fewer and/or more
efficient buildings and income receipts from shared accommodation partners will
be taken towards the efficiency programme.
Housing

5.3.8. A capital loan of £10million is being made to Your Housing Group for the
maintenance of and provision of affordable housing within the Staffordshire
Moorlands District. This is anticipated at the end of January 2022.
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5.3.9. This follows the cessation of the Council’s joint venture housing company, Ascent
Housing LLP, with Your Housing during the same time period; and the return of
the £14million loan facility and £3.14m impaired debenture facility.
5.3.10. The new loan will be financed in part by the capital receipt from the debenture of
£3.14m; £1.1m from an earmarked reserve previously set up to offset the
impairment in the debenture; with the remainder being financed by borrowing.

Housing Grants
5.3.11. The District Council is the duty holder under the Housing Grants, Construction
and Regeneration Act 1996 for mandatory Disabled Facilities Grant (DFGs) and
this status remains despite changes to funding arrangements. All eligible
applicants are entitled to receive mandatory funding for certain major
adaptations to their properties.
5.3.12. The funding for these adaptations had previously been given directly to the
council but from 2015/16, the funding has been incorporated into the Better Care
Fund and paid to the County Council.
5.3.13. The Better Care Fund is a single pooled fund for all health and social care
provision and covers the whole range of services including public health, social
care services and clinical commissioning groups
5.3.14. Government funding has increased each year since 2015/16. Based on current
information (as at Quarter Three), the allocation for 2021/22 will not be fully
utilised to support the current year’s grants programme; this will bring the
Disabled Facility reserve up to £4.2m at year end.
ICT Strategy
5.3.15. An updated IT Strategy is currently being developed, alongside a Organisational
Development Strategy and Access to Services Strategy. The aim is to drive a
change in culture and deliver the systems, processes and skills required in an
environment where information is shared seamlessly though connected
systems. This will potentially reduce costs of services through optimisation,
improving online services and enabling customers to self-serve. This will also
reduce manual administrative tasks, removing paper processes and allowing
Officers to focus on high-value tasks.
5.3.16. Consequently, estimated requirements have been included within the MTFP.
There are other projects currently at initial business case or procurement stage.
More accurate costings of these will be developed as business cases progress.
5.3.17. There is also £225,000 set aside in an earmarked reserve which was established
specifically to support with the implementation of the ICT Strategy
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Fleet Management
5.3.18. The Council’s Fleet management service is now provided by Alliance
Environmental Services (AES) including procurement, whereas the responsibility
for funding fleet acquisitions remains with the Council. The capital programme
contains a forward plan of fleet replacement requirements based on estimates of
the useful lives of the existing fleet and future business needs.
5.3.19. For the purposes of this report, it has been assumed that all replacement vehicle
requirements over the next four years will be funded via direct capital purchase,
but this will be subject to further funding options appraisals prior to purchase.
5.3.20. The proceeds from the sale of vehicles will be used to fund future purchases and
where possible, funds are set aside and held within an earmarked reserve for
the purpose of funding short-life capital purchase such as fleet. This further
reduces the overall cost of financing the vehicle fleet by reducing borrowing
costs.
New/Other Capital Commitments –
5.3.21. The below provides details and estimated costs of new capital schemes which
the Council is aiming to progress during the 4 year MTFP period, as well as any
other potential schemes currently being developed where further work is required
to estimate costings:
- Market Town Regeneration - £373,000
Initiative towards enhancing and supporting investment.
-

Moorlands Partnership grant funding - £50,000
Moorlands partnership annual contribution; to support the board’s work in
awarding grants to improve historic buildings and structures.

In addition, there is £140,000 set aside as the remaining committed contribution
to support the refurbishment and upgrade of Cheadle Town Council facilities (first
tranche was allocated to play facilities), the Council is currently awaiting detailed
proposals of these plans.
Financing the Capital Programme
5.3.22. The capital programme can be funded from a number of options which include
external grants and contributions from third parties comprising of Government
and lottery funding; capital receipts from asset sales as part of the asset
management plan; earmarked revenue reserves and borrowing.
5.3.23. The main area of spending within the current programme which is expected to be
funded from external resources is support towards Disabled Facilities Grants.
Estimated capital receipts of £3.31m will be available over the next five years
(subject to a review of surplus assets). Revenue and capital reserves of £2.39m
are forecast (at this stage) to be applied over the period.
5.3.24. Where no other resources can be applied, borrowing becomes the funding option
for the programme. The Council’s estimated borrowing requirement over the 4
years is shown below:-
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Borrowing Requirement

2022/23
£
99,310

Total

2023/24
£
160,780

2024/25
£
184,470

2024/25
£
254,500

5.3.25. The Treasury Management Strategy then considers whether this is funded
externally or internally - both options have a consequence on revenue either
through reduced investment income or increased external interest liability as
highlighted in the table in 5.3.27.
5.3.26. It is proposed to utilise reserves allocated for capital spend (where possible)
where an options appraisal on the acquisition of short-life assets such as
vehicles, plant and equipment has been carried out and suggests that the most
financially viable option is to outright purchase.
Revenue Consequences of the Capital Programme
5.3.27. The capital investment proposals above will result in estimated revenue
consequences as follows:
Revenue Consequence
(changes year-on-year)

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

£

£

Investment Income
Ascent LLP windup **
Borrowing Costs

£
(5,170)
522,880
139,970

£
5,010
39,960

900
37,110

370
21,530

Total

657,680

44,970

38,010

21,900

** Disposal of capital assets and termination of associated loan / debenture

5.4.

Efficiency & Rationalisation Strategy

5.4.1. The current Efficiency and Rationalisation Strategy was approved by Members in
February 2017 and is due to finish in 2021/22. It had the effect of both reducing
expenditure and increasing income. The need to grow income is now more of a
priority as the Council moves more towards being self-financing (that is, not
reliant on direct government funding such as revenue support grant).
5.4.2. The strategy was developed with the underlying principles of protecting frontline
service delivery. It is also intended that the strategy is a tool to enable the
Council to ensure that its service spending is determined by the established
priorities set out in the Corporate Plan. It focused primarily on major
procurements, the asset management plan, growth, income generation and
rationalisation.
5.4.3. The current strategy is now largely delivered and any remaining targets will be
rolled inro 2022/23. A notional target of £100k has been incorporated into this
iteration of the plan, largely reflecting good housekeeping around new
procurements and recommissioning and delivery is not until 2025/26. However,
any further savings or income generation opportunities identified will be factored
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into MTFP updates and work will begin on developing a new efficiency
programme during 2022/23, to provide capacity to respond to any negative
funding outcomes arising from central Government reviews of local government
funding.
5.5.

Major Contracts

5.5.1. One of the major cost pressures as a result of Covid-19 has been the impact on
some of the Council’s major contracts. However, there are also other potential
pressures, as well as potential savings that need to be reflected in the MTFP
forecast.
Alliance Environmental Services
5.5.2. Alliance Environmental Services (AES) delivers waste, fleet, street cleansing and
grounds maintenance services to both High Peak Borough and Staffordshire
Moorlands District Councils. The company has three shareholders: Staffordshire
Moorlands District Council, High Peak Borough Council and Ansa, which is a
wholly owned subsidiary of Cheshire East Council.
5.5.3. The contract fee for 2022/23 has been established following discussions between
the Council and AES. The contract fee has been calculated based on the base
2021/22 contract fee plus future inflation/growth items less forecast savings
achieved.
5.5.4. Change demand items flagged by AES which will affect the management fee
from 2022/23 include: hydrotreated vegetable oil (HVO) introduction; an
improvement on recycling markets basket of goods prices; organic contract
savings; tonnage changes; drivers pay and hours changes; and National
Insurance increase.

Leisure Centres
5.5.5.

Financial support was provided in respect of the Council’s leisure centres during
the various lockdown and recovery periods in both 2020/21 and 2021/22. A
£272,000 growth item was built into the MTFP in 2021/22 and this is reversed
back out from 2022/23 onwards, on the working assumption of a return to pre
COVID-19 levels.
Facilities Management

5.5.6. The Council are currently exploring an alternative delivery model for the operation
of Facilities Management via establishing a trading company in partnership with
Staffordshire Moorlands D.C. and Norse Commercial Services (wholly owned by
Norfolk County Council) This is subject to conclusion and approval of the
business case. No financial consequences of this arrangement have been built
into the MTFP at this stage, but it is expected that service improvements and
client functions will be delivered within existing budget constraints. Proposals for
a new depot should contribute towards a response to the Climate Change crisis
by provision of charging points, more efficient vehicles and heating systems.
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5.6.

Member Priority Actions / Projects

5.6.1.

During the development of the Corporate Plan a number of priority actions have
been identified and prioritised by members. These are as follows:
Financial Implications
Member Priority Actions / Projects

(y/n)

Leader
Develop and implement a plan to identify new and innovative ways of
generating income

Firm - in
plans

Costs
understood not in plans

Costs
not yet
known

Y



Support the development of Cornhill and improved rail links

Y



Develop a masterplan for bringing redundant mills back into use

Y



Support the development of Cornhill and improved rail links

Y



Refresh the Council’s Communications Strategy in order to ensure that
there is a more effective dialogue with residents

N

Implement the Council’s Growth Strategy to bring about the
regeneration of towns and rural communities

N

Develop a new Organisational Development Strategy to ensure that our
workforce is developed effectively
Leisure and Sports

Y

Identify and implement an approach to reduce the cost of country parks

Y

Review the Sport and Physical Activity Strategy in order to integrate the
communities and sports clubs into the delivery of its objectives

N





Successfully deliver Phase 3 of the transfer of services to Alliance
Environmental Services Ltd, to deliver ground maintenance services on
behalf of the Council in order to achieve improved performance and
value for money outcomes

Y

Develop a plan to improve Brough Park and John Hall Gardens

Y



Y



Y



Develop and implement an ongoing indoor leisure facilities
improvement plan focussed on improving the health and wellbeing of
residents
Develop and implement an outdoor leisure facilities improvement plan
focussed around the “sports village” concept
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Financial Implications
Member Priority Actions / Projects

(y/n)

Firm in
plans

Costs
understood not in plans

Costs
not yet
known

Customer Services
Continue to embed good information management practices through the
ASSURED framework

N

Develop a new ICT Strategy to enhance and support the delivery of services

Y

Develop a new Procurement Strategy with a focus on spending money locally

N

Develop an Access to Services to ensure that Council services are accessible
to all
Environment

Y





Successfully deliver Phase 3 of the transfer of services to Alliance
Environmental Services Ltd to deliver street cleansing services on behalf of the
Council in order to achieve improved performance and value for money
outcomes

Y



Review the Council’s waste & recycling arrangements to increase recycling
and to respond to the emerging new national strategy

Y



N



Review the Environmental Enforcement Policy in order to take steps to further
environmental crime



Climate Change
Develop a Climate Change Strategy and an action plan of response to a
declared climate emergency



Y

Communities
Complete the review of the CCTV system and implem ent the agreed
recommendations

Y

Develop a strategy for further development of affordable and s pecialist housing

Y

Develop a Private Sector Housing Strategy to improve conditions for
homeowners and private tenants

N

Develop a Tourism Strategy to maximise the pos itive impact to our
communities

N

Review the Council’s community support arrangements in order to maintain
strong partnerships with community groups
Planning & Property

N

Refresh and im plement the Asset Management Plan, including a review of
public estate, and ensure adequate facilities management arrangements are in
place

Y

Develop and implement plans to improve the public market operations

Y

Adopt a new Local Plan

Y



Develop a new Parking Strategy to ensure that our car parks meet the needs
of residents and visitors

Y
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5.6.2. Any costs or revenue associated with these actions will need to be included in
the MTFP. The impact of a number of them is already included in this iteration
of the plan but additional work will need to be undertaken to develop a number
of the actions further and at the same time identify any financial implications.
6.

Financial Forecasts

6.1.

Introduction

6.1.1. A review of financial forecasts includes: Updated interest rate forecasts
 Updated inflationary projections
 Any pensions impact relating to economic changes
 Estimation of any budget demand or growth items that have been
incorporated into the MTFP
6.2.

Interest Rates

6.2.1. The Bank of England base rate increased from 0.10% to 0.25% in December
2021. The Council’s advisors, Link, forecast a slow but stead increase in average
earnings over the period of the medium term financial plan, reaching 0.75% by the
end of 2022/23, with a quarter % increase each year thereafter up to 1.25% at the
end of 2025/26. PWLB borrowing rates are also seeing an increase over the
period with 5 year rates, for example, increasing from 1.5% to 2%.
6.2.2. Based on the current forecasts, changes in investment income and borrowing
costs (based on interest rate changes) are highlighted below:Changes to treasury estimates
based on interest rate changes

Changes in Investment Income
Changes in Borrowing costs

2022/23
£
(53,510)
(265,240)*

2023/24
£
(100,980)
21,510

2024/25
£
(50,650)
(11,420)

2025/26
£
(38,560)
46,500

*income from the housing capital loan is netted off the borrowing costs

6.2.3. The forecast budget for borrowing costs and investment income are shown
below:Treasury Budgets – Borrowing
costs and investment Income

Borrowing Costs
Investment Income

6.3.

2022/23
£
99,310
(79,390)

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

£
160,780
(175,360)

£
186,470
(225,110)

£
254,500
(263,300)

Inflationary Projections

6.3.1. The Retail Price Index (RPI) and Consumer Price Index (CPI) 12 month rate, as at
December 2021, stood at 7.5 % and 5.4% respectively. Inflation forecasts are
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made reflecting the composition of the Council’s expenditure, resulting in an
inflation rate specific to the Council.
6.3.2. This includes the impact on staff pay, supplies and services, premises related
costs and transport. The current high levels of inflation arising out of effects of
Covid, supply chain pressures, and increased utility prices will feed through the
system as increased service costs as contracts are renewed and uplifted.
6.3.3. The MTFP has been updated to reflect the latest forecasts on inflation and to roll
forward a further 12 months to include the 2025/26 financial year. The full costs to
the Council arising from inflation are forecast in the table below.
Expenditure/Income

6.4.

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

£

£

£

£

Employee Costs
Premises Costs
Transport
Supplies and Services

330,600
110,110
0
224,090

151,330
92,490
1,410
197,180

125,640
48,090
1,430
135,080

127,770
49,060
1,440
140,570

In-Year Inflation Pressure

664,800

442,410

310,240

318,840

Budgetary Demand

6.4.1. The Medium Term Financial Plan presented to Council in February 2021 analysed
and projected forward both income and expenditure. This has been revised to
reflect known changes in budgetary demand.
6.4.2. The current changes in budgetary demand, included in this iteration of MTFP, are
highlighted below:-

Increased / (Reduced) Budget Demand

Uniforms – Customer Services
Car Park income - Covid effect reversal
Leisure Centre Support reversal

2022/23
£

2,500

2023/24
£

(2,500)

(81,000)
(272,000)
(53,000)

Regeneration - Market Stalls Arrangements

134,000

(134,000)

(100,000)

5,000

BioDiversity Strategy

25,000

(25,000)

ICT - Customer Services software

11,000

(11,000)

Car Parks - LED Lighting upgrade
Write-back Excess budget
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2024/25
£

2,500

2025/26
£

(2,500)

Community Funding

20,000

(10,000)

Assets - Asbestos & Legionella surveys

(2,500)

Assets - H&S Path Maintenance
Assets - Asbestos works

25,000

Assets - Bus shelter maintenance

(5,000)

Assets - CCTV upgrade Moorlands House

20,000

Assets - Warslow WC grant
Local Plan - Revision & Maintenance
AES - Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil (HVO) fuel
AES - Green Waste contract saving

(25,000)

(20,000)

4,000
(20,000)

35,000

20,000

150,000

15,900

300

300

300

6,200

6,600

6,900

(25,000)

(25,000)

4,400

129,700

(136,800)

AES - NIC increase

18,700

AES - HGV Driver costs

81,300

AES - Waste tonnage changes

(20,000)

(53,000)

AES - Recycling markets improvement

(208,500)

AES - contract sum planned reduction

(25,000)

(25,000)

Elections Reserve adjustment

(15,000)

15,000

(558,900)

(266,500)

Total

6.4.3. In the table above the following items merit further explanation:

Leisure centres – removal of the one-year contractor support of £272,000
added to the budget in 2021/22.

Car parks - reversal of the £81,000 Covid income loss adjustment added
into the budget in 2021/22

Waste Collection - Recycling cost reduction arising out of increased
tonnages (£53,000); green waste gate fees savings (£136,800) and
material sale values (£208,500).

Local Plan – Build up of costs in maintaining and revising the Plan

Car Park – Introduction of energy saving LED lighting to the Council Car
Parks
6.4.4. In addition to the above, there may be a requirement to include upfront increased
budget demand in relation to climate change related projects in future years.
Some of these costs may already be included with the MTFP forecast – for
example, schemes within the asset management plan and fleet purchase
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programme where environmental impact will be a significant consideration.
However, any additional costs will be assessed and included within future MTFP
iterations once known and the business case has been developed.
6.4.5. It may also be necessary to include increased budget provision as a result of the
completion of service plans and in accordance with the Organisational Strategy –
which is scheduled to be reviewed in line with Corporate Plan objectives.
Additional staff resource or expertise may be necessary to deliver specific
projects. This will be reviewed by the Transformation Board as part of the
business case process for each project.

6.5.

Budget Growth

6.5.1. In previous years, very few additions in respect of budget growth have been
included in the MTFP. It is assumed in light of the financial pressures faced by the
Council, that any local issues that necessitate budget growth will be financed by
internal spending reductions elsewhere. Occasionally, however, it is necessary to
include budget growth to meet spending commitments. No such items are
included in this iteration of the MTFP.
6.6.

Pensions

6.6.1. The Pension Fund triennial valuation, which took place in 2019, fixed the Council’s
contributions for the first 2 years of this plan. A further valuation is to take place in
2022, which will set the contributions payable up until 2025/26.
6.6.2. At this stage the plan assumes no further increase in contributions will be
necessary arising out of the 2022 valuation. At the 2019 valuation the Staffordshire
Moorlands portion of the Pension Fund had a funding level of 84%.
6.6.3. The impacts of Covid19 are not expected to have an effect on pension contribution
rates at this stage. The long term nature of Pension Fund forecasting means the
impacts of short term financial shocks are mitigated. This situation will continue to
be monitored following the outcome of this next valuation.
7.

Funding & Income Generation

7.1.

Introduction

7.1.1. The key areas of funding and income generation include:

Council Tax and Business Rates collection

Income from Government Grants

Longer term impact on fees and charges income
7.2.

Council Tax

7.2.1. The Council has the capacity to vary Council Tax levels, following the abolition of
capping. However the Council’s ability to increase Council Tax by more than a
certain percentage is subject to referendum. For 2022/23, this percentage has
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been confirmed as 2%, but alternatively, lower tier Authorities have the option to
increase the Band D by up to £5 – whichever is higher.
7.2.2. The MTFP assumes that a 2.99% increase is applied in 2022/23 (which equates to
£4.74 on Band D) with 1.9% assumed from 2023/24 onwards (as Government
consultation is currently ongoing regarding future years).
7.2.3. Provision has been included within the Plan to reflect anticipated growth in Council
Tax base over the next 4 years. The figures included are shown in the table
below:
Increased Council Tax Income

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

£

£

£

£

Council Tax increase
Revenue from future tax base
TOTAL
growth

(203,100)
(203,100)

(111,760)
(46,380)
(158,140)

(114,770)
(47,260)
(162,030)

(117,850)
(48,160)
(166,010)

Council Tax Income Budget

(5,882,250)

(6,040,390)

(6,202,420)

(6,368,430)

7.2.4. There is an increased risk associated with non-payment as a result of the on-going
impact of Covid-19, with some households potentially struggling to meet
instalments. However, the financial impact will only be felt by the Council if
outstanding debts are not collected in the medium term and are subsequently
written off.
7.3.

Business Rates Retention

7.3.1. Under the 50% Business Rates Retention system, the Authority retains 40% of
Business Rates income less a tariff that is payable into a pool made up of
Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent Authorities. This amount is then compared to a
Funding Baseline (estimated at £2,622,420 for 2022/23); any amount in excess of
this Baseline is subject to levy, or conversely if the amount of retained Business
Rates is below this Baseline, the loss is capped by a safety net payment. The
MTFP does not anticipate the Council falling below the Baseline.
7.3.2. As part of the Staffordshire Pool, the levy or the safety net payment is made to or
from the Pool instead of Central Government. If the Council was not in the
Staffordshire Pool it would have to pay 50p in the £1 to the Government as a levy,
effectively limiting the income the Council can gain from business rates growth.
However, as part of the Pool, the Council retains 40% of this levy plus 20% or a
minimum amount (currently £192,000); meaning that for every £1 achieved above
the baseline at least 60% is retained by the Council with the remainder going to
the Pool to be distributed within Staffordshire. The benefit to the Council of being
part of the Pool arrangement is estimated to be £542,100 in 2022/23.
7.3.3. Whilst central government continues to review business rates, the MTFP forecasts
the Council’s income from Business Rates Retention under the current system
throughout the plan. Changes in the level of the Council’s business rates will be
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impacted by a range of factors, including the Staffordshire Pool’s success in
generating new and retaining existing business within its area. At this stage,
predicted levels of business rates income are based on known and expected
changes to the current business rates listing.
7.3.4. Where collectible income is suppressed due to the award of reliefs announced by
the government (including increased small business rate relief, caps on inflation to
the multiplier, extended rural relief, public convenience relief, retail discount,
supporting small businesses and extended transitional relief), the council is
compensated with funding received under Section 31 of the Local Government Act
2003. The MTFP assumes equivalent Section 31 grants will continue on any
extension to reliefs announced by the Government.
7.3.5. Risks to the Council’s funding associated with non-payment of business rates
which may occur following the effects of Covid-19 on businesses are
accommodated for through an increased provision for bad debts: in the recent
past this has been calculated as 0.6% of collectible income; this was increased to
1% for the 2021/22 budget. As things begin to recover, this is reduced to 0.75%
for the first two years of the MTFP plan, then back to the original level of 0.6% in
the final two years.
Business Rates Retention

In year:
Baseline Funding
Achievement against Baseline
Section 31 Grant
Total
Change between years:
Business Rates retained
Section 31 Grant
Total

7.4.

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

£

£

£

£

(2,622,420)

(2,665,170)

(2,708,610)

(2,752,760)

643,620

(104,910)

(159,100)

(208,760)

(2,366,150)
(4,344,950)

(1,698,170)
(4,468,250)

(1,740,590)
(4,608,300)

(1,783,660)
(4,745,180)

478,470

(791,280)

(97,630)

(93,810)

(1,022,120)
(543,650)

667,980
(123,300)

(42,420)
(140,050)

(43,070)
(136,880)

Collection Fund

7.4.1. The Council maintains a Collection Fund to record the receipt of Council Tax and
Business Rates and their distribution to precepting authorities. Any surplus or
deficit generated is distributed or recovered from the preceptors in subsequent
years.
7.4.2. The Staffordshire Moorlands’ share of a surplus, in respect of Council Tax, to be
distributed in 2022/23 is £61,320.
7.4.3. The Staffordshire Moorlands’ share of the business rates deficit to be distributed in
2022/23 is £906,580. This largely relates to the award of Extended Retail Relief,
Nursery discount and Covid-19 Addition Relief Fund announced by the
Government in response to the Covid crisis. The Council will ringfence the
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associated s31 grant funding received in 2021/22 to offset this deficit distribution in
2022/23.
7.4.4. These and future year movements are set out in the table below:
Changes in Collection
Fund Income

Council Tax
Business Rates
Total

7.5.

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

£

£

£

£

(133,770)

31,280

(1,410)

(1,480)

(3,082,760)
(3,216,530)

(906,580)
(875,300)

0
(1,410)

0
(1,480)

Income from Government Grants
New Homes Bonus (NHB)

7.5.1. In the provisional Local Government financial settlement released in December,
the Government confirmed that during 2022/23, it would be consulting on a
replacement for the New Homes Bonus scheme (originally planned for 2020/21,
but delayed due to Covid-19). The new housing incentive scheme will reflect a
more targeted approach that rewards local government where they are ‘ambitious’
in delivering housing growth. At this stage, there is no further detail on what form
the new scheme will take.
7.5.2. The allocation of New Homes Bonus is secure for 2022/23 with the Council
receiving £255,050 in funding; beyond that no commitment is made for future
years.
7.5.3. The recent tendency towards one-off annual awards with no associated legacy
payments, has further eroded the base income received by the Council from this
funding source.
7.5.4. In the absence of any further information, this iteration of the MTFP assumes that
the Council will continue to receive funding from New Homes Bonus in future
years albeit on a reducing basis. The Plan assumes funding of £100,000 in
2023/24 (Year 2) reducing further to £75,000 for years 3 and 4. This reduces the
inherent funding risk associated with the uncertainty of this income source.
Other Grant Support
7.5.5.

As part of the spending review announcement in December 2021, it was
confirmed that Government support would be provided into 2022/23, including the
following grant awards:



Lower Tier Services Grant (£117,630)
New Services Grant (£180,780)
Rural Services Delivery Grant (£63,440)
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7.5.6.

At this stage, it is assumed that the Rural Services Delivery Grant will be on-going
throughout the life of Plan; the New Services Grant will reduce to 75% of that
received in 2022/23; and the Lower Tier Services Grant will not be awarded in
2023/24 or thereafter.

Summary of Income from Government Grants
7.5.7.

The table below summarises the movement in Government funding over the
MTFP period:
Government Grant (gain) / loss
of funding

2021/22
(Budget)

2022/23
(forecast)

2023/24
(forecast)

2024/25
(forecast)

2025/26
(forecast)

New Homes Bonus
Covid Support Grant
Lower Tier Service Grant
New Services Grant
Rural Services Delivery Grant
Local Council Tax Scheme Grant

£
(121,880)
(435,880)
(111,680)
-)
(91,840)
(761,280)

£
(255,050)
(117,630)
(180,780)
(63,440)

£
(100,000)
(135,580)
(63,440)

£
(75,000)
(135,580)
(63,440)

£
(75,000)
(135,580)
(63,440)

(616,900)

(299,020)

(274,020)

(274,020)

-

144,380

317,880

25,000

-

(Gain)/ Loss in Govt Funding

7.6.

Fees and Charges

7.6.1. Charging for local services makes a significant contribution to the Council’s
finances. The Council also uses charging to influence individual choices and
behaviour, and to bring other benefits to local communities. The Council’s
Charging Policy sets out the following principles for establishing the level of fees
and charges:
 The cost of providing services should be fully met by income
 There is a standard approach to concessions for those on low incomes
 Where a subsidy is agreed, this should be used to support the development of
Council services in accordance with priorities
 Subsidies should be reconfirmed annually
7.6.2. Charges are set in line with the categories below
Charging Policy

Policy Objective

Full commercial

Service is promoted to maximise revenue within an overall objective of generating a
surplus from the service

Fair charging

Service is promoted to maximise income but subject to defined policy constraints
including commitments made to potential customers on an appropriate fee structure

Cost recovery

Service generally available to all but without a subsidy

Subsidised

Service is widely accessible, but users of the service should make some contribution
from their own resources

Nominal

Service to be fully available and a charge is made to discourage frivolous usage

Free

Service fully available at no cost

Statutory

Charges are set in line with legal obligations
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7.6.3.

The proposed fees and charges for 2022/23 are presented in APPENDIX C to this
report.

7.6.4.

The Medium Term Financial Plan would normally project that the Council will
increase fees and charges (and other income) broadly in line with inflation. Whilst
recognising that certain income streams (such as car parking, planning receipts)
may not increase each year and that other income streams (such as grants and
rental income) are fixed or subject to periodic review.

7.6.5.

However, the assumed general increase in base income was suspended for years
1 and 2 of the current plan, whilst fees and charges income levels recovered from
the effects of Covid19; meaning that no inflationary increase is assumed for
2022/23.

7.6.6.

The underlying annual total expected from inflationary increases to fees and
charges from 2023/24 onwards has reverts to £25,000 per annum.

7.6.7.

In 2022/23, additional revenue reflects an increase in car park charges arising out
of a review of the Parking Strategy conducted over the last 2 years.

7.6.8.

The projected revenue from increased fees and charges (and other income) is
summarised in the table below:
Increased Fees and Changes

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

£

£

£

£

Revenue from increased Fees and Charges
Revenue from Car Park charge increase*

(85,000)

(25,000)
-

(25,000)
-

(125,000)
-

Total

(85,000)

(25,000)

(25,000)

(125,000)

(5,905,900)

(5,930,900)

(5,995,900)

(6,080,900)

Total budgeted Income from Fees & Charges
*subject to the outcomes of the Park ing Strategy review

8.

Risks, Contingencies & Use of Reserves

8.1.

Contingencies

8.1.1. The Medium Term Financial Plan is underpinned by a number of assumptions.
These assumptions have been made in the light of currently available information.
New information, when it emerges, may require the Council to alter its
assumptions with a consequential effect on the Council’s financial position.
8.1.2. Key risk areas will be closely monitored and reviewed on an ongoing basis and
remedial action taken. Members will receive quarterly updates on performance
against the budget.
8.1.3. The Council carries reserves as a contingency for situations where risks cannot be
fully mitigated. Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 requires the Chief
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Finance Officer (CFO) to report on the robustness of the estimates included in the
budget and the adequacy of the reserves that the budget provides.
8.1.4. While there is no detailed guidance on calculating the level of general reserves the
Council is encouraged to take into account the strategic, operational and financial
risks facing the Council. These amounts are then moderated to acknowledge the
likelihood of all risk events occurring together. The table below presents the
analysis undertaken by the Council last year in calculating the minimum level of
general reserve required.
Risk Item

Calculation Factor

Value

Reserve
Requirement

£’m

£

Expenditure Items (gross) – Employee Related

3% of value

6.33

190,000

Expenditure Items (gross) – Other

3% of value

10.39

312,000

Housing Benefits

0.25% of value

11.50

29,000

Fees and Charges

5.5% of value

5.10

281,000

Interest Receipts/Payments

50% fall in average rate

0.02

10,000

Efficiency Provisions

50% of value

0.70

352,000

Council Tax Collection

2.5% of value

5.68

142,000

Business Rates Retention

6% of value

3..80

228,000

Development Services Income

6% of value

0.50

30,000

Local Land Charges

6% income fall

0.14

8,000

New Homes Bonus

50% income fall

0.12

61,000

Total Requirement all events
Moderation

1,643,000
10% reduction

Total Requirement

(164,300)
1,478,700

8.1.5. These factors all remain valid, so it is proposed that the minimum general reserve
contingency balance should remain at £1,478,000 to meet unforeseen expenditure
and/or shortfalls in income.
8.1.6.

The level and utilisation of reserves is determined formally by the Council, having
received the advice and judgement of the Chief Financial Officer (CFO). The Chief
Financial Officer’s advice is:
“In the view of the Executive Director & Chief Finance Officer (Section 151
Officer), the budget includes estimates which take into account circumstances
and events which are reasonably foreseeable at the time of preparing the budget.
The view is therefore held, that the level of reserves are adequate for the Council
based on this budget and the circumstances in place at the time of preparing it.”
[Note: A formal record of the Chief Finance Officer’s advice is recorded in the
minutes of the Council meeting. In the unusual event that a Chief Finance
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Officer’s advice is not accepted by a Council, the rejection by a Council of the
Chief Finance Officer’s advice must be recorded in the minutes].
8.1.7.

Further detail of the CFO’s determination in regard to contingency balances and
reserves is detailed in ANNEX C.

8.2.

Use of Reserves and Balances

8.2.1.

When setting the Budget and Medium Term Financial Plan in February 2021, the
general fund contingency reserves balance as at 31st March 2021 was estimated
to total £3.481 million.

8.2.2.

Following the 2020/21 outturn position and after other earmarked reserves
movements, the general fund contingency balance as at 31st March 2021
improved to £4.087m.

8.2.3.

The updated MTFP shows a forecast cumulative surplus position of £5,340 over
the four years – which represents the required use of reserves in order to balance
the 4 year plan. The annual changes in the contingency reserve as well as other
earmarked reserves where it is planned to draw funding, are shown in the table
below:

8.2.4.

With effect from 2022/23, the MTFP reflects a £5,340 contribution to Contingency
reserves over the next 4 years (2022/23 £120,230 contribution; 2023/24 £63,900
usage; 2024/25 £50,990 usage; and 2025/26 £0 usage).

Reserve
Contingency
Section 106 Monies
Business Rates s31 Reserve
Total Contribution / (Usage)
Change in use of reserves

2021/22
(Budget)
£
(256,080)
(7,700)
(3,989,340)
(4,253,120)

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

£
120,230
(7,700)
(906,580)
(794,050)
3,459,070

£
(63,900)
(7,700)
0
(71,600)
722,450

£
(50,990)
(7,700)

£
0
(7,700)

(58,690)
12,910

(7,700)
50,990

8.2.5. The table below shows the revised level of contingency reserves over the life of
the Medium Term Financial Plan:
Contingency reserve

2021/22
(Budget)
£

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

£

£

£

£

As at February 2022:
Balance at year end

5,522,300

5,642,530

5,578,630

5,527,640

5,527,640

Minimum requirement (8.1)
Headroom

1,480,000
4,042,300

1,480,000
4,162,530

1,480,000
4,098,620

1,480,000
4,047,630

1,480,000
4,047,630
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8.2.6. At the end of year 4 of the plan (2025/26) there would be an estimated balance of
£5.528million in General Fund Contingency reserves – which would be £4.048
million above the required £1.48 million minimum balance.
8.3.

Risk Identification and Management

8.3.1. The early identification and management of risks is critical to the Budget and
Medium Term Financial Planning process. Risks are assessed, mitigated and
actively managed to ensure that the Council delivers its services effectively within
the funding at its disposal. The principal risks to the Medium Term Financial Plan
are summarised in ANNEX B.
8.3.2. Risk areas will be closely monitored and reviewed on an on-going basis and
remedial action taken as appropriate. Risks associated with specific projects will
be identified within the project methodology documents and reviewed monthly by
the Transformation Board.
8.3.3. The table overleaf highlights specific financial risks that are embedded within this
Medium Term Financial Plan:
Revenue Risks

Capital Risks

 Inflationary assumptions
 Interest rates
 Revenue consequences of
capital
 Housing benefits
 Fees and charges
 Universal Credit
 Business Rates Retention
scheme
 Council Tax collection
 New Homes Bonus
 Financial benefits from
partnerships / shared services
 Pension costs
 Insurance costs
 Waste management costs
 Brexit implications














Interest rates
External funding
Capital receipts
Capacity to deliver capital
programme
Project overspend
Project overrun
External factors (e.g.
planning objections, judicial
reviews etc. leading to
project delay)
Housing Joint Venture
Suppliers / Contractors /
Contract Management
Weather
Brexit implications

8.3.4. In addition, there are a number of Covid-19 related financial risks to the MTFP to
be regularly reviewed and considered:



The impact that a recession may have on Council Tax and Business Rates
collection and increased risk of non-payment which is not subsequently
collected
The period of recovery is prolonged which has further cost pressure
consequences for the Council – especially in regard to the operation of leisure
centres
Fees and Charges income levels do not return to pre-Covid levels as forecast
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The economy is deflated post-recovery leading to ongoing economic problems
in town centres and the broader economy, as well as community safety issues,
which lead to increased cost pressures
Increased demand on certain services e.g. Benefits and economic support.
Further national lockdowns / tiered systems imposed which leads to further
pressures on businesses and households and additional costs to the Council
in providing support

9.

Budget 2022/23

9.1.

Budget preparation work has now been completed and an overall balanced budget
position has been reached with the inclusion of a projected contribution into
reserves of £120,230.

Proposed Budget
9.2.

The proposed 2022/23 Budget is detailed below:Budget Heading
Employees
Premises
Transport
Supplies & Services
Benefits
Borrowing
Total Expenditure
Fees and Charges / Other Income
Interest Receipts
Net Expenditure
Council Tax
Business Rates Retention
Government Funding
New Homes Bonus
Earmarked Reserves
Contingency Balances
Collection Fund
Total Financing

2022/23
£
6,650,920
2,312,230
141,260
7,569,450
5,010
99,310
16,778,180
(5,905,900)
(79,390)
10,792,890
(5,882,250)
(4,344,950)
(361,850)
(255,050)
(914,280)
120,230
845,260
(10,792,890)

Cumulative Deficit / (Surplus)

0

Efficiency Requirement

0

In Year Deficit / (Surplus)

0
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Council Tax Requirement 2022/23
9.3.

The table below illustrates the Council Tax requirement for 2022/23:2022/23
Net Expenditure

£
10,792,890

Efficiency Target
New Homes Bonus
Government Funding
Business Rates Retention
Use of Reserves
Collection Fund

0
(255,050)
(361,850)
(4,344,950)
(794,050)
845,260

Net Requirement from Council Tax

5,882,250

9.4.

Members will be aware that the Council has adopted the following items of
expenditure as Special District Expenses (SDEs) to be levied on specific parishes:
 Leek – Brough Park, Birch Gardens, Recreation Grounds and Leek Cemetery;
and
 Biddulph – Recreation Grounds.

9.5.

Estimated net expenditure for 2022/23 in respect of Special District Expense items
is set out in the table below:
Special District Expense

Net Cost
£

Leek
Brough Park
Recreation Grounds
Birch Gardens
Cemetery
Total

100,340
81,920
30,730
135,010
348,000

Biddulph
Recreation Grounds
Total

67,430
67,430

TOTAL LEVY

415,430

9.6.

Members should note that overall Special District Expenses have been adjusted to
stay within the 2.99% overall increase, to accord with the Council’s strategy for
District Council Tax levels in 2022/23.

9.7.

The overall Council Tax requirement contained within these proposals is
summarised in the table below.
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Budget
Requirement Tax Base
£
District Council Tax

Band D
Increase/
Council Tax (Decrease)
£
%

5,466,820

33,510

163.14

2.99%

348,000
67,430

6,576
6,337

52.92
10.64

0%
0%

Special District Expense
Leek
Biddulph

10.

MTFP General Fund Revenue Position

10.1. The medium term general fund revenue position is as set out in the table below,
which summaries the impact of the discussions in the previous sections of the
report:Summary Revenue Position

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

£

£

£

£

657,680

44,970

38,010

21,900

(318,750)

(79,470)

(62,070)

7,940

664,800

442,410

310,240

318,840

(558,900)

(266,500)

4,400

129,700

0

0

0

0

Increased Council Tax Income (section 7.2.3)

(203,100)

(158,140)

(162,030)

(166,010)

Business Rates Retention (section 7.3.5)

(543,650)

(123,300)

(140,050)

(136,880)

(3,216,530)

(875,300)

(1,410)

(1,480)

Reduction in Government Grant (section 7.5.7)

144,380

317,880

25,000

0

Additional Fees and Charges (section 7.6.8)

(85,000)

(25,000)

(25,000)

(125,000)

3,459,070

722,450

12,910

50,990

In Year Change in Position

0

0

0

100,000

Efficiency & Rationalisation Plan (section 5.4.7)

0

0

0

(100,000)

Budget (Surplus) / Deficit

0

0

0

0

Revenue Consequences of Capital Spend (section 5.3.27)
Interest Rate Changes (section 6.2.2)
Inflation Pressures (section 6.3.3)
Increased / (Reduced) Budget Demand (section 6.4.2)
Budget Growth (section 6.5.1)

Changes in Collection Fund Surplus (section 7.4.4)

Contribution to/(Use of) Reserves & Balances (section 8.2.4)
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10.2. The table above table shows a balanced position over the life of the Medium Term
Financial Plan assuming Efficiency Programme savings of £100,000 are achieved.
10.3. The above position includes the contribution of £5,340 into contingency reserves
during the life of the plan.
10.4. ANNEX D shows the indicative detailed revenue budget for the period 2022/23 –
2024/25.
11.

Consultation

11.1

The Council is committed to consulting with residents and other stakeholders to
help inform the budget setting process and spending priorities/non-priorities. The
Council already holds comprehensive information gathered about residents’
spending priorities. Normal processes of consultation have been hampered by
Covid, so the consultation process for the 2022/23 Budget was undertaken via an
online communication on the Council’s website. With significant uncertainty and
risk around the MTFP (particularly around Government funding reviews), it has
been extremely difficult to undertake meaningful consultation. This will be
enhanced again for next year’s budget setting and MTFP process.
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ANNEX A
Proposed Capital Projections (2021/22 to 2025/26)

Capital Schemes

Asset Management Plan
Public Buildings
Car Parks
Public Conveniences
Infrastructure/Waterways
Leisure Centres
Depots & Park Buildings
Industrial Units

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

2025/26

Total

£

£

£

£

£

£

100,000
2,240
247,730
158,690
508,660

50,000
400,000
64,900
9,360
60,000
150,000
734,260

183,340
99,640
208,220
373,080
645,510
1,509,790

368,220
171,950
172,400
5,130
717,700

603,220
441,350
1,279,050
360,060
140,710
2,824,390

1,204,780
1,113,300
166,780
217,580
2,132,260
1,319,390
140,710
6,294,800

23,200

-

-

-

-

23,200

Loan - Housing Company

10,000,000

-

-

-

-

10,000,000

Disabled Facilities Grants

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

7,500,000

122,000

20,000

50,000

50,000

40,560

282,560

1,062,630

774,070

320,000

15,000

-

2,171,700

53,520
150,000
251,720
85,650
200,000
740,890

50,000
373,000
50,000
473,000

41,920
130,000
171,920

50,000
120,000
170,000

50,000
70,000
120,000

245,440
373,000
200,000
571,720
85,650
200,000
1,675,810

13,957,380

3,501,330

3,551,710

2,452,700

4,484,950

27,948,070

1,519,940

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

7,519,940

12,437,440

2,001,330

2,051,710

952,700

2,984,950

20,428,130

Private Housing Grants

ICT Projects
Fleet Management
Other Schemes
Conservation
Market Town Regeneration
Outdoor Sports Facilities
Public Parks/Play Facilities
CCTV
Community Facilities

TOTAL PROGRAMME
CONTRIBUTIONS
NET PROGRAMME
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ANNEX B
Medium Term Financial Plan – Principal Risks
Risk Category

Risk

Mitigation and Controls

Financial
Implications

Robustness of financial
assumptions within Efficiency
and Rationalisation Strategy

Structured project management
arrangements have been put in place with
detailed business cases for each initiative –
these will be strengthened in the service
review process

Financial
Implications

Additional financial pressures
emerge – cost & income

The strategy is kept under constant review
and adjustments will be made where
necessary.

Service
Continuity

Interruptions to key services or
performance standards

Resource implications and impact are
identified as part of the business case
process. Service continuity and
maintenance of standards of service are
key requirements of any new proposals.

Corporate
Governance

Maintaining stakeholder
confidence; lack of clarity on
accountability

Ongoing review of standards of internal
control (e.g. Financial Procedure Rules
reviewed and updated). Internal Audit Plan
takes into account the new approach.

Management of
Change

Management of corporate and
local, cultural change;
behavioural risks; residual
effects of aggregation;
proposed changes to
organisational structure, roles
& responsibilities

Progress with achievement of aims will be
monitored through an effective performance
management structure. Investment has
been made in a new approach to
Organisational Development.

People Risks

Impact of cultural changes;
assessment of skills;
recruitment & retention;
capacity issues

Continuing communications process for the
delivery of transformation programme

Key Projects &
Partnerships

Managing changes to shared
service delivery arrangements

The project management methodology
provides for an adequate transition where
there are changes in service delivery

Performance
Management

Adequacy of framework to
monitor transition

Risk management processes are
embedded

Reputation and
Relationship
Risks

Maintaining existing partner
confidence

Continuing communications process for the
delivery of transformation programme

Programme

Delays in implementation of

Effective governance arrangements in place
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Risk Category
Delivery

Risk

Mitigation and Controls

efficiency savings

to monitor plans.
Executive Directors and Senior Managers
own delivery of efficiencies.
Chief Executive Director acts as
programme director.

Programme
Delivery

A number of the efficiency /
rationalisation initiatives are
not achieved

Structured project management approach is
in place for delivery including effective
exception reporting
The strategy is kept under constant review
Identification of further efficiency /
rationalisation opportunities through
benchmarking / effective member working
groups

Political Support

Lack of Members support for
Plan.

Regular reporting and member briefings
including effective scrutiny arrangements
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ANNEX C
Chief Finance Officer’s Review of Contingencies / Reserves
Chief Finance Officer’s Section 25 Review
The purpose of this statement is to provide councillors with information on the robustness
of the estimates and the adequacy of reserves in the Medium Term Financial Plan
(MTFP).
Background
The Council sets in budget in February each year. In setting the budget the level of
Council Tax and other fees and charges are established. Decisions are based on a
budget that sets out estimates of what the Council plans to spend on each of its services
in the forthcoming year.
The decision on the level of the income is taken before the financial year begins and it
cannot be changed during the year, so allowance for risks and uncertainties that might
increase service expenditure above that planned, must be made by:



Making prudent allowance in the estimates for each of the services; and
Ensuring that there are adequate reserves to draw on if the service estimates turn out
to be insufficient.

Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 requires that the Council’s Chief Finance
Officer reports to Full Council when it is considering its Budget for the forthcoming
financial year. The report must deal with the robustness of the estimates and the
adequacy of the reserves allowed for in the budget proposals, so that councillors have
professional, authoritative advice available to them when they make their decisions.
Section 25 also requires members to have regard to this report in making their decisions.
Robustness of Spending Forecasts
Heads of Service in conjunction with the Council’s Head of Finance monitor detailed
budgets throughout the year. This enables additional service pressures to be identified
on an on-going basis.
Reports are presented on a quarterly basis to the Corporate Select Scrutiny Committee
and Executive. These reports highlight all variances between spending and budgets.
The proposal for the 2022/23 Budget and updated MTFP are based on analysis and
assurances from Heads of Service and their finance support staff. Executive Portfolio
Holders have worked with their respective Executive Directors throughout the process.
Corporate Select members scrutinised the progress of spending throughout the year and
received a report on the draft MTFP in September 2021.
Extensive work has also been carried out to produce the MTFP. A range of broad
assumptions have been utilised and robustly challenged as part of the process.
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Forecasts take account of the financial commitments that emerge from the Council’s
Corporate Plan.
The Council has taken all reasonable and practical steps to identify and make provision
for the Council’s commitments in 2022/23 in order to achieve a balanced budget.
Robustness of Income Forecasts
The level of Council Tax has been established with reference to the maximum increase
allowed without requiring a referendum. A £5 (Band D equivalent) increase has been
provided for in 2022/23, followed by a 1.9% increase in years 2-4 of the MTFP.
The forecasts of the business rates that will be retained by the Council have been
calculated in line with the current Business Rates Retention Scheme. The forecasts
taken account of the following:







The baseline income set by government;
Prudent forecast of the financial benefits of being a member of the Derbyshire pool
arrangements;
The award of reliefs and the receipt of Section 31 grants to compensate;
Adequate provision to meet the impact of successful appeals; and
Predicted levels of business rates income are based on known and expected changes
to the business rates listing.
Impact of Covid-19 on collection and debts

The level of fees and charges has been assessed in conjunction with Heads of Service.
The proposed levels for 2022/23 take account of the following factors in line with the
Council’s Charging Policy:






The cost of providing services should be fully met by income;
There is a standard approach to concessions for those on low incomes;
Where a subsidy is agreed, this should be used to support the development
of Council services in accordance with priorities; and
Subsidies should be reconfirmed annually.
Impact on demand for services in light of Covid-19

Key Budget Risks
The Government is expected to consult on a number of national reforms which will
impact of the Council’s finances. These include:




Fair funding review;
The Business Rates Retention Scheme including resetting the baseline income;
Replacement of the New Homes Bonus Scheme.

These changes will have a significant impact on the Council’s finances.
The national economic situation remains unpredictable. The coronavirus pandemic has
and will continue to impact on the Council in terms of both the response phase and
subsequent recovery phase. The economic position remains volatile and there is a risk
that a number of local and national drivers such as inflation, interest rates, the valuation
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of assets and liabilities and the demand for and funding of services will be affected. In
response to this, the Council will set up a financial resilience reserve in 2022/23 and start
planning for a new efficiency programme.
Adequacy of Reserves
The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s (CIPFA) Local Authority
Accounting Panel (LAAP) has a guidance note on Local Authority Reserves and
Balances (LAAP Bulletin 77) to assist local authorities in this process. This guidance is
not statutory, but compliance is recommended in CIPFA’s Statement on the Role of the
Finance Director in Local Government. It is best practice to follow this guidance.
The guidance however states that no case has yet been made to set a statutory
minimum level of reserves, either as an absolute amount or a percentage of budget.
Each Local Authority should take advice from its Chief Finance Officer and base its
judgement on local circumstances.
Reserves should be held for three main purposes:




A working balance to help cushion the impact of uneven cash flows and avoid
unnecessary temporary borrowing – this forms part of general reserves;
A contingency to cushion the impact of unexpected events or emergencies – this also
forms part of general reserves;
A means of building up funds known as ‘earmarked reserves’, to meet known or
predicted funding requirements.

The CIPFA Guidance highlights a range of factors, in addition to cash flow requirements,
that Councils should consider including:






The treatment of inflation;
The treatment of demand led pressures;
Efficiency savings;
Partnerships; and
The general financial climate, including the impact on investment income.

The guidance also refers to reserves being deployed to fund recurring expenditure and
indicates that this is not a long-term option. If the Council chooses to use reserves as
recommended within the Budget, appropriate action will need to be factored into the
MTFP to ensure that this is addressed over time.
The risk assessment process has identified a number of key risks which could impact on
the Council’s resources. The Council continues to face significant funding reductions and
on-going budget pressures.
With these risks in mind, it is recommended that the Council adopts a policy for reserves
as follows:


Set aside sufficient sums in earmarked reserves that it considers prudent. These
reserves are established as are required and are reviewed regularly for both
adequacy and purpose and levels are reporting appropriately in line with the
established reporting processes; and
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General Reserves are maintained to be at least at the level of the contingency
requirement calculated with reference to LAAP Bulletin 77 and reported to Council as
part of the approved MTFP.

Earmarked reserves have been established to provide resources for specific purposes.
CIPFA Resilience Indicators
In 2019 CIPFA produced a Financial Resilience Index. This is a comparative analytical
tool that may be used by Chief Finance Officers to support good financial management,
providing a common understanding within a council of their financial position.
The index shows a council’s position on a range of measures associated with financial
risk. The selection of indicators has been informed by the extensive financial resilience
work undertaken by CIPFA over the past four years, public consultation and technical
stakeholder engagement.
The index is made up of a set of indicators. These indicators take publicly available data
and compare similar authorities across a range of factors. There is no single overall
indicator of financial risk, so the index instead highlights areas where additional scrutiny
should take place in order to provide additional assurance. The indicators where the
Council is showing higher risk are associated with the use and level of reserves and – in
particular\r – earmarked reserves. In response to this, the Council has increased its level
of earmarked reserves by £1,293,000 as well as adding £1,668,000 to Contingency as
part of the 2020/21 outturn.
Opinion
In my professional view, if the Council were to accept the current MTFP then the level of
risks identified in the budget process, alongside the Council’s financial management
arrangements suggest that the level of reserves is adequate.
John Betts
Interim Executive Director & Chief Finance Officer
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ANNEX D
Proposed Revenue Projections (2022/23 to 2025/26)

2022/23
Projection
£
6,650,920
2,312,230
141,260
7,569,450
5,010
99,310
0
16,778,180

2023/24
Projection
£
6,802,250
2,404,720
142,670
7,500,130
5,010
160,780
0
17,015,560

2024/25
Projection
£
6,927,890
2,452,810
144,100
7,639,610
5,010
186,470
0
17,355,890

2025/26
Projection
£
7,055,660
2,501,870
145,540
7,909,880
5,010
254,500
0
17,872,460

Fees and Charges / Other Income

(5,905,900)

(5,930,900)

(5,955,900)

(6,080,900)

Interest Receipts
Recharges
Net Expenditure

(79,390)
0
10,792,890

(175,360)
0
10,909,300

(225,110)
0
11,174,880

(263,300)
0
11,528,260

Council Tax

(5,882,250)

(6,040,390)

(6,202,420)

(6,368,430)

(361,850)

(199,020)

(199,020)

(199,020)

(4,344,950)

(4,468,250)

(4,608,300)

(4,745,180)

New Homes Bonus

(255,050)

(100,000)

(75,000)

(75,000)

Earmarked Reserves

(914,280)

(7,700)

(7,700)

(7,700)

Contingency Balances

120,230

(63,900)

(50,990)

0

Collection Fund

845,260

(30,040)

(31,450)

(32,930)

(10,792,890)

(10,909,300)

(11,174,880)

(11,428,260)

Cumulative Deficit / (Surplus)
Efficiency Requirement (cumulative)

0
0

0
0

0
0

100,000
(100,000)

Deficit / (Surplus)

0

0

0

0

Budget Heading

Employees
Premises
Transport
Supplies & Services
Benefits
Borrowing
Financing Costs
Total Expenditure

Covid-19 Grant Funding
Business Rates Retention

Total Financing
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APPENDIX D

STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

CAPITAL STRATEGY
2022/23
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1

Introduction & Background

1.1

The 2017 edition of the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and
Accountancy (CIPFA) Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities
requires local authorities to produce a ‘Capital Strategy’ from 2019/20. The
purpose of the Capital Strategy is to demonstrate that the Council’s capital
expenditure and investment decisions are taken in line with corporate
priorities and properly take account of the following:






Stewardship;
Value for money;
Prudence;
Sustainability; and
Affordability.

1.2

The Capital Strategy is intended to give a high level overview of how capital
expenditure, capital financing and treasury management activity contribute to
the provision of services along with an overview of how associated risk is
managed and the implications for future sustainability. It allows authorities to
give greater weight to local circumstances and explain their approach to
borrowing and investment.

1.3

The Strategy forms part of the Council’s integrated revenue, capital financial
planning and sets out the long term context in which capital expenditure and
investment decisions are made. It is an integral component of the Medium
Term Financial Plan (MTFP) and is aligned with the Council’s:





Corporate Plan
Asset Management Strategy;
Growth Strategy; and
Treasury Management Strategy

1.4

The strategy will provide for a balanced, sustainable capital programme over
the medium term planning period ensuring that limited resources are applied
in the most effective, efficient and economical way to contribute to the
achievement of the Council’s Corporate Plan.

1.5

The strategy sets out how the Council will prioritise its capital spending plans
within the resources available and indicates the action to be taken to
maximise resources for capital spending. The strategy is strategic in nature
and will focus upon the process for determining capital investment priorities.

1.6

The strategy sets out the strategic approach to the management of debt and
borrowing. The detailed implications of this are contained within the Treasury
Management Strategy (TMS) which is updated annually. .

1.7

The Capital Strategy will be updated annually alongside the Council’s MTFP.
There will also be a fundamental review of the strategy alongside a revision of
the Corporate Plan.
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2.

Corporate Priorities

2.1

The Capital Strategy is driven by local priorities. The Council’s spending
strategy is set out in the Corporate Plan formally adopted by the Council.

2.2

Following the elections in May 2019, there was a fundamental review of the
Corporate Plan focussing on the period 2019-2023 (up to the end of the
current political administration). The Corporate Plan was agreed by Council
on 16th October 2019 with 2020/21 representing the first full year of the new
Corporate Plan.

2.3

The Council’s 4-year Corporate Plan (2019-2023) establishes the Council’s
vision, corporate objectives and key priorities for the medium term. It in effect
establishes the Council’s commitment in the delivery of service and
community leadership to the residents of the Staffordshire Moorlands.

2.3

The Council’s vision is restated as:
“Achieving Excellence in the delivery of high quality services that meet the
needs and aspirations of our communities”

2.4

This vision is articulated further by four aims:





2.5

Help create a safer and healthier environment for our communities to live
and work
Effective use of resources and provide value for money
Help create a strong economy by supporting further regeneration of towns
and villages
Protect and improve the environment and respond to the climate
emergency

These aims are supported by a number of objectives which also provide the
framework for the delivery of service plans. The Council’s objectives are
summarised below:
Aim

1

2

Help create a safer
and healthier
environment for our
communities to live
and work

Effective use of
resources and
provide value for
money

Objectives












Increased supply of good quality affordable homes
Develop a positive relationship with communities
Effective relationship with strategic partners
Effective support of community safety arrangements including
CCTV
Provision of sports facilities and leisure opportunities focused
upon improving health
Effective use of financial and other resources to ensure value for
money
Ensure services are easily available to all our residents in the
appropriate channels and provided “right first time”
A high performing and well motivated workforce
More effective use of Council assets
Effective procurement with a focus on local business
Effective use of ICT
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Aim

3

4

Objectives

Help create a strong
economy by
supporting further
regeneration of towns
and villages
Protect and improve
the environment and
respond to the climate
emergency






Encourage business start-ups and enterprises
Flourishing town centres that support the local economy
Encourage and develop tourism
High quality development and building control with an “open for
business” approach





Effective recycling and waste management
Meeting the challenge of climate change
Provision of high quality public amenities, clean streets and
environmental health
Provision of quality parks and open spaces
Car parking arrangements that meet the needs of residents,
businesses and visitors




2.6

The Council is committed to playing the lead role in championing the local
area. In so doing the Council recognises its community leadership role.
Fulfilling this role effectively means influencing partners in a number of key
areas in order to ensure that services are shaped and delivered around the
needs and aspirations of citizens.

2.7

The Council’s influencing role is focused in the following areas:

Support the police and other partners to reduce crime, the fear of crime
and anti social behaviour

Ensure there is effective health provision particularly for the elderly

Ensure that there an effective provision of waste and recycling centres
across the district

Work with Staffordshire County Council to provide accessible on-street
parking

We will work with partners to improve the provision of bus services which
connect our villages with our three market towns for services, shopping
and leisure.

Expand the Growth Deal partnership with Staffordshire County Council
on the will be expanded to provide inward investment

Work to combat illegal money lenders such as loan sharks

Continue to support the Churnet Valley Railway with their plans to bring
trains back to Leek

Work with Staffordshire County Council

2.8

The Plan identifies key priority outcomes, which will be the highest priority in
the development of performance targets and key actions. A significant
proportion of the Council’s resources will be directed towards achieving them:
Aim

Objectives

Help create a safer and healthier
environment for our communities
to live and work





Increased supply of quality affordable homes
Improved health
Improved community safety

Effective use of resources and
provide value for money




Council services provide value for money
High level of resident and customer
satisfaction
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Aim

Objectives

Help create a strong economy by
supporting further regeneration of
towns and villages





Sustainable towns and rural communities
Increased economic growth
Increased tourism

Protect and improve the
environment and respond to the
climate emergency




High recycling rates
Reduction in carbon emissions

3.

Capital Spending Priorities

3.1

The Council’s capital investment priorities are determined by the corporate
priorities set out above. The key capital investment priorities for the Council
are therefore as follows:
Corporate Property – the Council will invest in maintaining the properties
that support the delivery of services direct to residents.
Other Corporate Assets – the Council will invest in other assets that support
the delivery of services e.g. transport fleet.
Affordable Housing & Private Sector Housing Renewal – the Council will
support the development of affordable housing and investment in the
improvement in housing conditions throughout the district
Enabling Growth – the Council will support the growth of business and
employment opportunities within the district in addition to housing
development in line with the commitments set out in the Local Plan
Service Transformation – the Council will invest in projects that improve
service performance or reduce service expenditure on an “invest to save”
basis the will include investment in ICT

4.

Asset Management Planning

4.1

The overriding objective of asset management is to ensure that the Council
maintains a portfolio of property assets that is appropriate, fit for purpose and
affordable.

4.2

The council’s property portfolio consists of the following:

4.3



Operational property i.e. assets that support core business and service
delivery



Investment properties held to support economic growth and / or to
provide a financial return to the Council e.g. industrial units



Community assets e.g. parks, playgrounds and open spaces.

Asset management is an important part of the council’s management
arrangements and is crucial to the delivery of value for money services. The
Council through production of its Asset Management Plan (AMP) is committed
to:
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Optimise the Council’s land and property portfolio through proactive estate
management and effective corporate arrangements for the acquisition and
disposal;
A regular review of the condition of retained properties including a longterm (30-year) assessment of the necessary investment to maintain the
assets fit for purpose; and
Realise the value of any properties that have been declared surplus to
requirements in a timely manner, having regard to the market conditions.

5.

Commercial Activities

5.1

The Council currently undertakes and will continue consider commercial
activities. These are in two forms:
Alternative service delivery arrangements – where the Council has a stake
in a company which is established for the delivery of Council services
Commercial investments - investments taken for mainly financial reasons these may include:



5.2

Investments explicitly taken with the aim of making a financial surplus for
the Council.
Commercial investments also include fixed assets which are held primarily
for financial benefit or to support economic growth.

The reasons for commercial investments are:





Financial returns to fund services to residents;
Reductions in service spending;
Pursuing the Council’s Growth Strategy; and
Economic development and regeneration activity in the district

5.3

The Council will continue to invest prudently on a commercial basis and to
take advantage of opportunities as they present themselves, supported by our
robust governance process.

5.4

Such investments do not always give priority to security and liquidity over
yield. In these cases, such a decision will be explicit, with the additional risks
set out and the impact on financial sustainability identified and reported.
Before considering any such investments the Council will ensure:



5.5

That it has the appropriate legal powers to undertake such investments;
and
That any investment is proportionate of all investments in order to avoid an
excessive level of risk.

The commercial investments may involve the acquisition of property. The
Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) define
investment property as property held solely to earn rentals or for capital
appreciation or both. Historically, property has provided strong investment
returns in terms of stable income. Property investment is not without risk as
property values can fall as well as rise and changing economic conditions
could cause tenants to leave with properties remaining vacant. These risks
will continue to be identified and managed through the Council’s Risk
Management Framework.
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5.6

The council may fund commercial investments by borrowing. The revenue
returns should exceed the cost of repaying the borrowed money each year.

6.

Loans to Third Parties

6.1

The council has discretion to grant loans to third parties for a number of
reasons. These loans are treated as capital expenditure. In making loans the
Council is exposing itself to the risk that the borrower defaults on repayments.
The Council, in making these loans, will therefore ensure they are prudent
and that the risks have been identified and fully considered.

6.2

The Council will periodically review its loan portfolio in order to ensure that the
cumulative exposure of the Council is proportionate and prudent.

6.3

The Council will ensure that a full due diligence exercise is undertaken for
each individual loan and will ensure that adequate security is in place. The
business case for each loan will consider all of the benefits and the risks.

6.4

It will be necessary to assess the level of risk attached to the provision of
each individual loan and consequently build in a ‘risk premium’ into the
interest rate charges to account for this. The factors taken into account in
determining this premium:





6.5

the level of security;
financial position and credit rating;
the overall term of the loan; and
the value of the loan.

The step by step process undertaken is outlined below:-

STEP 1 – Assessing In liaison with the Council’s Advisors, the interest rate the third
available market rates party would be expected to pay if accessing funding from the
market (based on amount/loan term etc) is estimated. This is to
ensure the rate the Council is offering is competitive and not
undercutting the market. Reference is also made in this
consideration to subsidy (formerly known as state aid)
implications.
STEP 2 – Assessing The next consideration is credit quality – which may then
credit quality
consequently reduce/increase the rate. Factors that are taken
into account include:- credit ratings (if applicable), the financial
position of the borrower, what security is available etc.
STEP 3 – Assessment Finally, there is an overall assessment of the purpose of the third
of Corporate Plan party loan and linking this to the Council’s Corporate Plan
objectives
objectives – local factors based on the outcomes of the loan
may have an influence on the rate charged.
6.6

All loans are agreed by full Council in line with the Council’s constitution. All
loans will also be subject to regular monitoring.

7

Capital Expenditure
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7.1

Capital spending decisions will appropriately reflect the aspirations and
priorities included within the Corporate Plan and its supporting strategies.

7.2

Any scheme / project to be added to the Capital Programme will be subject to
a ‘gateway’ process and prioritised according to availability of resources and
the longer-term impact on the council’s financial position. The ‘gateway’
process will be undertaken in line with the Council’s agreed project
management methodology with a robust business case being developed at
the critical stages of project approval and initiation. This process will be
overseen by the Council’s Transformation Board.

7.3

The business case will include the following considerations:



A clear assessment of the cost of financing the capital scheme, net of
revenue benefits, profiled over the lifetime of each scheme; and
Commissioning and procuring for capital schemes will comply with the
requirements set out in the Council’s Procurement Procedure Rules.

7.4

The Capital Strategy and the Capital Programme will be agreed by the
Council in February each year as part of the budget setting process. The
Medium Term Financial Plan, Asset Management Plan and Treasury
Management Strategy will be considered at the same time. In year variations
of spend (subject to budget tolerance levels) and the re-profiling of schemes
will be considered and approved by Cabinet.

7.5

The Cabinet and the Resources Overview & Scrutiny Panel receive capital
monitoring reports as part of the quarterly performance and financial
monitoring reports.

7.6

Cabinet considers and approves new bids for inclusion in the capital
programme. Approval to spend on individual capital schemes will only be
given once this approval has been achieved.

7.7

Each approved scheme will be included in the Council’s Transformation
Programme and one of the Council’s Alliance Management Team (AMT) will
be assigned as Project Executive and will be responsible / accountable for the
delivery of the scheme.

7.8

Wherever possible the Council will take a long term view of plans in order to
assess affordability and the demand on future capital resources. It is essential
for example to consider the lifespan and fitness for purpose of assets. This
will be considered through asset management planning (condition surveys)
and wider service based exercises e.g. leisure centre provision evaluation.

7.9

There is a clear demand for long term planning for capital and treasury
management purposes. The council’s current debt portfolio contains loans
that mature up to 2023. The debt repayment profile needs to be managed
alongside the longer term expectations for capital expenditure and funding
forecasts.

7.10

Long-term forecasts are not easily predicted and the accuracy of all financial
estimates will be limited. However, long-term forecasting is valuable in
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informing strategic plans taking account of the cumulative sustainability and
affordability of existing and planned investments which will need to be repaid
over future periods. For major projects and investment the funding and
financial implications need to be planned well in advance.
8

Resourcing Capital Expenditure

8.1

In order to fund its capital investment, the Council will have access to limited
sources of funding. The main sources of funding are as follows:


Capital Receipts

These will be yielded from the disposal of land and property. A programme of
disposal will be agreed by the Cabinet. This will be informed by the asset
management planning process. In considering disposals the Council will take
account of the following:
o Potential loss of income from investment properties
o Projected saving in running costs, and capital costs of major investment
required
o Assessment against fitness of premises for purpose and current patterns
of need
The Secretary of State has allowed the flexible use of capital receipts. It is
considered that individual local authorities will be best placed to decide which
projects will be most effective for their area. The key criteria to use when
deciding whether expenditure can be funded by the capital receipts flexibility
is that it is forecast to generate ongoing savings. If the Council plans to use
this funding option a proposal will be prepared setting out the planned use,
listing the projects and the expected savings and / or improvements in service
outcomes for each project, and the impact on the Council’s prudential
indicators.


Borrowing

Capital projects that cannot be funded from any other source can be funded
from borrowing. Local Authorities can borrow to fund schemes where it is
prudent to so. They need to consider their ability to pay for the borrowing. The
levels of borrowing are determined by using the indicators set out in the
Prudential Code. The borrowing repayment and interest charges on the loan
need to be met from existing revenue budgets or identify them as new growth
in the annual budget setting process and factor them into the MTFP.
The Chief Finance Officer will make an assessment of the overall prudence,
affordability and sustainability of the total borrowing requested and the impact
of the Council’s borrowing will be reported in the Treasury Management
Strategy alongside the Prudential Indicators required by CIPFA’s Prudential
Code for Capital Finance.
The Chief Finance Officer will also determine whether the borrowing should
be from internal resources or whether to enter into external borrowing. This
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decision making will be undertaken in line with the Council’s Treasury
Strategy and will be reported to the Audit & Accounts Committee as part of
the monitoring of treasury management activity.


Revenue Funding

The Council may use revenue budgets to fund capital expenditure. This may
be via a capital reserve which has been established to finance capital
expenditure as an alternative to external borrowing.
The Council will formally review such reserves and their application both as
part of the budget setting process and at finalisation of the annual accounts.


S106 contributions

The principal purpose of S106 agreements is to support individual planning
applications in line with the Council’s planning policies. Wider contributions
are constrained by legislation and have to be negotiated and justified.
The Council will ensure these are where possible focussed towards corporate
priorities subject to the legislative constraints.


External Grant Funding

The Council has a history of success in bidding for grants from a number of
sources. There is a risk of reacting to funding opportunities informed by
external priorities rather than chasing those that match the Council’s priorities
/ needs.
The Council will seek to ensure that bids are submitted to support investment
that is directed to the commitments made in the Corporate Plan.


Partnership Funding

There are a number of examples where the Council has attracted third party
funding from partners e.g. leisure centre investment from long-term
contractor.
The Council is aware of the need to be innovative and to work closely with the
private, public and voluntary Sectors to deliver outcomes in line with the
Corporate Plan priorities at a time when there will be reduced levels of capital
resources.
Any such investments will be considered only if they are more cost effective
than the Council investing directly.

9

Forecast Expenditure and Resources
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9.1

The forecasted spend over the current financial planning period (2021/22 to
2025/26) is as follows:

Service Area
Asset Management Plan
Housing Grants
Housing
ICT Strategy
Fleet Management
Other Schemes

2021/22
£
508,660
1,523,200
10,000,000
122,000
1,062,630
740,890

2022/23
£
734,260
1,500,000
20,000
774,070
473,000

2023/24
£
1,509,790
1,500,000
50,000
320,000
171,920

2024/25
£
717,700
1,500,000
50,000
15,000
170,000

2025/26
£
2,824,390
1,500,000
40,560
120,000

Total
£
6,294,800
7,523,200
10,000,000
282,560
2,171,700
1,675,810

Total Revised Programme

13,957,380

3,501,330

3,551,710

2,452,700

4,484,950

27,948,070

9.2

The individual projects that are included in the above include:


Asset Management Plan (AMP) – the costs identified in ensuring the
Council’s property portfolio remain fit for purpose. This includes: - Public Buildings
- Car Parks
- Public Conveniences
- Waterways & Infrastructure assets
- Leisure Centres
- Depots & Parks Buildings



Housing Grants – the District Council is the duty holder for the mandatory
Disabled Facilities Grants (DFG’s). All eligible applicants are entitled to
receive mandatory funding for certain major adaptations to their properties.
Funding for this scheme is provided through the Better Care Fund via the
County Council



Housing - A capital loan of £10million is being made to Your Housing
Group for the maintenance of and provision of affordable housing within
the Staffordshire Moorlands District. This is anticipated at the end of
January 2022.



ICT Strategy – the key priorities of the ICT Strategy are to provide the
technological infrastructure to support joint working, new ways of workings
and improve access to services for the Council’s customers



Fleet Management – the estimated costs of the replacement fleet
programme are included within the capital programme. However, options
appraisals are undertaken prior to purchase to determine the most cost
effective method of financing.
Therefore, other funding models, for
example, contract hire or leasing may be undertaken for some vehicles
categories



Other schemes – include schemes such as park and play facility
improvements, community facility improvements, conservation grants,
CCTV equipment
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9.3

Further detail of the above capital schemes is included within the main body
of the Medium Term Financial Plan.

9.4

The resources that are to be used to finance the Capital Programme are as
follows:

Service Area
External Contributions
Capital Receipts
Revenue Reserves
Earmarked Reserves
Borrowing
Total Revised Financing

9.5

2022/23
£
1,500,000
71,000
1,930,330

2023/24
£
1,500,000
16,000
2,035,710

2024/25
£
1,500,000
11,000
941,700

2025/26
£
1,500,000
2,984,950

Total
£
7,519,940
3,313,750
1,200,000
1,185,650
14,728,730

13,957,380

3,501,330

3,551,710

2,452,700

4,484,950

27,948,070

The commercial investments held by the Council can be summarised as
follows:




9.6

2021/22
£
1,519,940
3,215,750
1,200,000
1,185,650
6,836,040

Industrial units – commercial units available for small and medium sized
organisations to rent for the operation of their business
Property rentals – rental streams generated from sharing Council
properties with partners/external organisations
Alliance Environment Services (AES) – company established in
partnership with ANSA (wholly owned company of Cheshire East Council)
to deliver waste, streets, fleet and grounds maintenance.

The following investments are currently being considered:





Investment in key strategic land to enable housing and business
development
The purchase of additional investment property
An alternative funding model working with Your Housing to further
enhance the provision of affordable housing
Alternative service delivery arrangements for the delivery of trading
services

10

Long-term Considerations

10.1

There a number of functions where there are long term capital spending
liabilities have been identified.
Asset Management Plan

10.2

In line with the commitment made in this strategy, asset condition surveys
were last completed for the Council’s property portfolio in 2016. A new
conditions survey is currently in progress. These ascertain the overall
condition of the properties and establish the necessary capital investment
required to ensure that they are maintained to an appropriate standard.

10.3

The indicative capital investment required at that stage can be summarised
as follows:
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SMDC AMP Capital Investment & Revenue
Consequence
(AS AT SEPT 2016)
Public Buildings
Car Parks
Public Conveniences
Waterways & Infrastructure Assets
Leisure Centres
Depots and Parks Buildings
Industrial Units
TOTAL

2016-17 –
2019-20
£
1,010,850
754,000
181,400
479,361
310,000
97,070
80,380
2,913,061

2020-21 –
2045-46
(26 years)
£
2,761,600
4,293,431
415,800
448,761
10,005,995
2,355,714
392,050
20,673,351

TOTAL
£
3,772,450
5,047,431
597,200
928,122
10,315,995
2,452,784
472,430
23,586,412

*The latest update of the 30year plan is presented in the Medium Term Financial Plan report Appendix A

10.4

The overall outcomes of the surveys can be summarised as follows:






A number of the Council’s operational assets are dated in appearance and
require investment;
The Council’s car parks require capital investment;
There are structural issues associated with a number of the Council’s
buildings which require resolution;
There are urgent works related to health and safety requirements that
need to be resolved; and
Investment is required to the electrical and mechanical infrastructure of a
number of buildings.

10.5

The results from these surveys have informed the development of the
Council’s four-year Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP). Adjustments have
been made to exclude any major investment in the Council’s leisure centres
and operational depots where it is assumed that investment will be deferred
pending the major decisions that linked to changes in the service delivery
arrangements which are in progress.

10.6

The indicative investment for 30-years will have a significant impact on the
Council’s future revenue budgets and the analysis showed that the Council’s
property portfolio in its current form is unaffordable. The estimated impact of
the indicative capital projections for the 30-year investment requirements at
the point the surveys were completed is detailed below:

SMDC Estimated Revenue Consequences - Cumulative
Impact

Fit for Purpose Standard works - Cumulative Cost
Less Existing MTFP - Cumulative Cost
Potential Additional Budget Requirement
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2016-17 2019-20
(MTFP)

2020-21 2045-46 (26
Years)

TOTAL

£

£

£

115,959
(111,403)

943,653
-

1,059,612
(111,403)

4,556

943,653

948,210

10.7

The above analysis showed that providing the investment in the longer term to
maintain the Council’s property portfolio in its current form is unaffordable.

10.8

In order to address this, the Council agreed to a number of actions to reduce
the impact of the necessary capital spending. It was agreed that the following
are considered before investment in each of the assets is made:







Asset rationalisation
Shared use of assets
Reduction in specification and functionality
Generate additional capital receipts
Identify grants to support investment
Generate additional revenue from asset holdings

Review of Strategic Land Holdings
10.9

In order to address a number of the considerations above the Council agreed
to review the Council’s strategic land holdings with a view to developing
options to either generate additional capital receipts or opportunities to
generate ongoing financial returns. The outcome of this review is reflected in
the revised programme funding.
Leisure Centres

10.10 Given the age and condition of the leisure centres, significant capital
investment is required over the next 30 years in order that these assets
remain fit for purpose.
10.11 The Council commissioned a review of its leisure centre provision in the
context of its sports facility needs focusing on sports halls, swimming pools
and other indoor provision. The purpose of undertaking this review was to
inform the Council on options for future provision of council leisure centres
and other sports facility based services.
10.12 The outcome from this review in effect set out a position statement on the
suggested facility hierarchy and approach, along with recommendations for
the phasing of future facility developments and rationalisation. The aim is to
ensure that the Council can develop a more sustainable solution in relation to
meeting customer needs, affordability and partner aspirations, whilst
supporting the overall vision of the Council’s newly adopted Physical Activity
& Sports Strategy.
10.13 The effectiveness of the current leisure centre provision was also assessed.
This assessment considered current income and expenditure benchmarks.
The conclusion of the review was that the Council should consider the
following investment requirements:




Replacement of South Moorlands Leisure Centre with smaller community
pool and fitness offer.
Refurbishment and essential works at Biddulph Valley Leisure Centre;
Replacement pool at Brough Park Leisure Centre & 3G pitch development;
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Increased access to school sites for sports hall provision / club use; and
Development of 3G pitch provision – potentially linked to school sites

10.14 The indicative capital cost for these investments would be in the region of
£19.25m. At this stage the investment costs are significantly in excess of
revenue savings, and consequently it will be necessary for the Council to
identify additional sources of capital investment to deliver these
improvements. Options are currently being explored in the on-going future
Leisure Provision review.
Operational Depot Provision
10.15 In 2017 established Alliance Environmental Services (AES) which was
created jointly with High Peak Borough Council and ANSA (a company owned
by Cheshire East Council) to deliver the Council’s waste collection, street
cleansing and grounds maintenance services. The Council’s waste collection
service was transferred to the company in July 2018 with the rest of functions
transferred in April 2019.
10.16 Major investments in the operational depot facilities which have been leased /
licensed to AES has been deferred until the opportunity has been taken to
review the requirements of the new company in light of widening of the base
of the services provided.
11

Debt, Borrowing & Treasury Management

11.1

Effective treasury management is critical to the safeguarding and
management of the financial resources at the Council’s disposal. Investment
and borrowing decisions are made in accordance with the Council’s formally
adopted Treasury Management Strategy.
The Treasury Management
Strategy is presented annually and approved by Full Council.

11.2

There are key prudential indicators set in respect of the impact of capital
expenditure. The report details the forecast borrowing requirement over a
four year period, the consequential borrowing costs and the impact of the
Council’s capital financing requirement (CFR). The CFR is total outstanding
capital expenditure which has not yet been paid for either from revenue or
capital resources, essentially the Council’s underlying borrowing need.

11.3

The table below summarises the impact of the Council’s capital expenditure
plans on the CFR:-

Capital Financing
Requirement (CFR)

CFR – service investments

Movement in CFR

2020/21
Actual

2021/22
Estimate

2022/23
Estimate

2023/24
Estimate

2024/25
Estimate

2025/26
Estimate

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

18,082

10,832

12,541

14,315

14,956

17,620

1,254

(7,250)

1,709

1,774

641

2,664
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Represented by:
Net financing need for the
year

1,313

(7,164)

1,931

2,035

942

2,984

(59)

(86)

(222)

(261)

(301)

(320)

1,254

(7,250)

1,709

1,774

641

2,664

Less Minimum Revenue
Provision*
Movement in CFR

11.4

Where a borrowing requirement is identified, an assessment takes place on
the most cost effective way to fund this. This could result in ‘external
borrowing’ from the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB), other Local
Authorities, direct from the market or by utilising lease arrangements.

11.5

Alternatively, ‘internal borrowing’ – the use of cash balances – could be used
temporarily, particularly in the current interest rate climate where investment
returns remain low. However, this needs to be carefully reviewed to avoid
incurring higher borrowing costs in the future when the Council may not be
able to avoid new borrowing to finance capital expenditure and/or the
refinancing of maturing debt.

11.6

The Council’s forward debt projections are shown in the table below in relation
to the CFR:March ’21
Actual
£000

External Borrowing

March ‘22
Estimate
£000

March ‘23
Estimate
£000

March ‘24
Estimate
£000

March ‘25
Estimate
£000

March
‘26Estimate
£000

15,000

12,604

10,104

11,104

11,104

14,104

0

0

0

0

0

0

15,000

12,604

10,104

11,104

11,104

14,104

5,000

(2,396)

(2,500)

1,000

0

0

Capital Financing
Requirement

18,082

10,832

12,541

14,315

14,956

17,620

(Under) / over borrowing

(3,082)

1,772

(2,437)

(3,211)

(3,852)

(3,516)

Other long-term liabilities*
Gross Debt at 31st March
Change in Debt position

*Other long-term liabilities will include Right-of-Use assets under accounting standard IFRS16 to be adopted
from 2022/23. These are assets formerly k nown as operating leases which will be included on the balance
sheet and therefore increase the CFR, similar to the former treatment of Finance Leases. The impact is
expected to be immaterial therefore is not included at this stage. Should any changes be significant, the CFR
limit and forecast will be revised during the year.

12

Risk Management

12.1

There are a number of key risks that will impact upon the successful
implementation of the Council’s Capital Strategy

12.2

The Council operates effective risk management through its Risk
Management Framework. Risk management is the process of identifying
risks, evaluating their potential consequences and determining the most
effective methods of managing them and/or responding to them. It is both a
means of minimising the costs and disruption to the Council caused by
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undesired events and of ensuring that the element of risk in all activities is
properly understood.
12.3

In order to manage risk effectively, the risks associated with each capital
project need to be systematically identified, analysed, influenced and
monitored. It is important to identify the appetite for risk by each scheme and
for the capital programme as a whole, especially when investing in capital
assets held primarily for financial returns.

12.4

An assessment of risk should therefore be built into each individual capital
project and the major risks that identified should be recorded in the Projects
Risk Register which is reported to the Council’s Audit & Accounts Committee.

12.5

The risks associated with the Capital Strategy are detailed below with the
mitigating actions:

Risk
Diminishing Resources

Mitigating Actions




Project Delivery





Commercial Investments



VAT Partial Exemption




The Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) carefully monitored
and managed
New grant / funding opportunities explored
Partnership opportunities explored to share investment
Spending / Funding closely monitored
Projects managed through the Council’s project management
methodology
Major projects reported through the council’s performance
framework
Exposure to non-repayment carefully managed through the
contract management arrangements
Disinvestment potential will be regularly considered
Each capital investment will be closely reviewed to assess its
VAT implications.
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APPENDIX [ D ]

STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

PROCUREMENT FORWARD
PLAN 2022/23
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1.

Introduction

1.1

The Procurement Procedure Rules, which support the Joint Procurement
Strategy (to be updated and presented for approval shortly), are essential to
the achievement of the Alliance Procurement Objectives and set out the
processes that must be followed.

1.2

A revised version of the Procurement Procedure Rules were presented and
approved by full Council on 11th October 2017. The Rules were updated to
reflect recent changes for example:
the service review process has resulted in a fully resourced central
procurement unit incorporating the whole purchase to pay stream
(procurement activity through to the payment of supplier invoices)

Processes have been reviewed and electronic systems implemented
with the procurement process now utilising online procurement webforms and an e-tendering system, removing paper records and
improving efficiency.

1.3

The opportunity was also taken to review the Rules as a whole, with specific
amendments made to:
Sourcing thresholds – advertising periods updated

Process for applying Performance Bonds / Parent Company Guarantees

Applying extensions/variations to contracts

Updated processes to include technology now utilised (for example, ewebform platform and e-tendering system)

Additional references where necessary – for example, the requirements
of the Transparency Code

Expansion of Contract Management responsibilities / processes

1.4

In addition, consideration was given to how the authority to procure and award
procurement activities is undertaken - with the aim of simplifying and ensuring
the process is as efficient as possible.

2.

Authorisation to Procure and Award

2.1

It was proposed within the Rules that the Procurement Forward Plan would be
reported as part of the Budget and Medium Term Financial Plan in February
each year.

2.2

This would identify all potential procurement activity to be completed in the
following financial year (subject to business case), with approval sought to
commence procurement of all activity listed. Performance and activity
(including confirmation of award) against the forward plan would then be
monitored and reported within the Quarterly Procurement Report to
Committee.

2.3

The approval limits to be applied to then authorise the award of contracts and
apply exemptions are in line with Public Contract regulations supplies and
service thresholds which are refreshed every two years. The latest revision to
thresholds were implemented in 01 January 2022, this will therefore instigate
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a change to the levels of authorisation included within the Council’s
Procurement Procedure Rules.
2.4

Notification of the new threshold values to apply for the purposes of the Public
Contracts Regulations 2015, Utilities Contracts Regulations 2016, Concession
Contracts Regulations 2016 and the Defence and Security Public Contracts
Regulations 2011. The threshold values are refreshed every two years and it
is mandatory for public sector contracting authorities to adhere to these
regulations.

2.5

The new procurement threshold values will apply to contracts advertised on
and after 1 January 2022 and are detailed as follows:

2.6

The revised thresholds below are exclusive of VAT and relate to the full life of
the Contract:
PUBLIC CONTRACT THRESHOLDS
2022 & 2023
Works Contracts
Small Lots
Supply, Services and Design Contracts
Small Lots
Social and other specific Services
Light Touch Regime
Subsidised services contracts
Concession Contracts

2.7

£
5,336,937
884,720
213,477
70,778
663,540
213,477
5,336,937

The Council’s Procurement Procedure Rules for Authorisation to procure and
award contracts are requested to be updated to reflect the changes in the new
thresholds. For procurements which commence after 1 st January 2022 the
revised thresholds as detailed in Annex C (see below table) of the
Procurement Procedure Rules will apply (these values are not inclusive of
VAT).
Award and Exemptions Authorisation Limits:

Total Contract Value
<25,000

(£)

Authorisation
Head of Service
Executive Director

>25,000 - <213,477
(EU Service Threshold)

Executive Director
Chief Executive

>213,477 (EU Service
Threshold) - <1,000,000

Delegated
Decision

>1,000,000*

Cabinet SMDC
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/

/

Member

Authorisation By
Procurement Webform
Procurement Webform

Delegated Member
Report (Portfolio
Holder for
Procurement and the
relevant service area)
Committee Report

* Committee reports may b e presented where the total contract value is less than £1,000,000 - where considered
appropriate due to the nature of the procurement or where it relates to a key decision

2.8

Any procurement activity undertaken during the year which was not included
on the forward plan will also follow the authorisation rules (to procure/award) as
detailed above - and detail will be included within the Quarterly Procurement
Report.

2.9

Irrespective of the total contract value, Committee reports may be presented
to Executive to obtain authority to procure and award where considered
appropriate due to the nature of the procurement or where it relates to a key
decision.

3.

Procurement Forward Plan 2022/23

3.1

The Procurement Forward Plan, detailing all anticipated higher value
procurement activity during 2022/23, is detailed at ANNEX A. This includes
activity specific to Staffordshire Moorlands D.C. and also any joint
procurement activity with Alliance partner High Peak B.C. Procurements
which have already had approval in 2021/22 but not yet completed, will be
progressed in addition to the programmed 2022/23 schedules.

4.

Procurement undertaken by Agent

4.1

In addition to procurement activity commissioned by the Council, there may
also be procurement activity commissioned via an agent on behalf of the
Council where appropriate to do so. For example, the new Leisure Centre
contract will allow provision for capital works required on the Leisure centres
to be commissioned by the Contractor, but funded by the Council. In this
case, the Council would complete due diligence to ensure compliancy and
value for money has been achieved.

4.2

Similarly, ANSA on behalf of Alliance Environmental Services will be procuring
fleet required by specific services, but this will be funded by the Council and
appropriate due diligence undertaken.

4.3

Agents delegated to procure contracts on behalf of the Council, where the
Council
is the
Contracting Authority, will be required to procure in
compliance to Public Contract Regulations 2015 (PCRs15) for above
threshold contracts and for contracts for lower values demonstrate that their
procurement practice is as robust and transparent as that the Council would
apply.
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ANNEX A
PROCUREMENT FORWARD PLAN 2022/23 – SMDC
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Ref

Auth

Contract Title

Brief contract description

Capital /
Revenue

Service Area

Total est.
value of
contract [£]

731

SMDC

Moorlands House Flat Roof / Air
Handling

Works contract

Capital

Assets

185,000

1359

SMDC

Moorlands House Insultation

Works contract

Capital

Assets

50,000

121
450

SMDC

Car Parks Pay and Display
machine upgrades

Supply and Installation

Capital

Assets

200,000

1360

SMDC

EV Charging Points SMDC Car
Parks

Supply and Installation

Capital

Assets

200,000

1361

SMDC

Biddulph Grange County Park
Drainage

Works Contract

Capital

Assets

64,900

1013

SMDC

Public Conveniences
Refurbishments

Works Contract
Wetton
Milldale

Capital

Assets

99,640

933

SMDC

Fowlchurch Depot works

Works Contract

Capital

Assets

650,000

5

1094

SMDC

Upgrade to cttee audio / visual
systems

Equipment upgrade

1348

SMDC

Fleet purchases (AES)

Replacement vehicles

Revenue

Capital

Democratic
Services
Service

TBC

320,000

Commissioning

1345
1346
1066

SMDC

Play Area refurbishments / Out
Door sports developments 22/23
(Subject to feasibility and approval)

Various projects :
Hot Lane Biddulph MUGA
Birchall Leek Improvement project
Glebeville Leek Play Area
Church Road Biddulph Play Area

Capital

Service
Commissioning

310,000
(combined)
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PROCUREMENT FORWARD PLAN 22/23 – JOINT (HPBC/SMDC)
Ref

Auth

239

JOINT

Contract Title

Civils Groundworks Contractor
Framework

Brief contract description

Capital /
Revenue

Service Area

Total est.
value of
contract [£]

Works contract framework
(2 yr – local small contractor
opportunity)

Revenue /
Capital

Assets /
Service

150,000 (est)

Revenue /
Capital

704

JOINT

Structural and Civil Engineer
Framework

Professional Services

980

JOINT

Electricity Supply Council Buildings

Utility Supply contract
(Framework sourced – 4 yr term)
(Climate Change: Review
alternative options)

Commissioning

Revenue

/ Housing
Assets

Assets

150,000 (est)

700,000

6

523

JOINT

Architectural Services for HPBC &
SMDC

Professional Services

Revenue /
Capital

Assets

400,000 (est)

Recurring fixed term framework 4
yrs
374

JOINT

Collection and Banking of Income
and Internal Mail Courier Services

1258

JOINT

522

Service Contract
(Fixed term 3 + 2 yrs)
(Under Review)
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Revenue

Customer
Services

190,000

Hybrid Mail and Annual billing (Bulk Hybrid Mail Printing and
mailings)
Distribution services
Annual Billing Council Tax

Revenue

Customer
Services /
Income

200,000 (est)

JOINT

Elections Printing / Stationery /
Annual Canvass

Supply and support service
contract
(5 yr fixed term)

Revenue

Legal and
Elections

800,000 (est)

351

JOINT

External Legal Professional
Services

Access to East Midlands Law
Share – legal professional
framework
(4 yr term)

Revenue

Legal and
Elections

200,000 (est)

975

JOINT

Committee Management and
Reporting System (Modern Gov)

Licence renewal for new fixed term
Recurring

Revenue

Democratic
Services

40,000

7
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Environmental Health

Animal Boarding Establishments (Kennels &
Cateries) including Domestic Day Care &
Over Night Licence (initial or renewal,
excluding vet fees). Vets fees are charged in
addition to these fees based on full cost
recovery:

% increase

Fair charging

Officer Time

£150.00

£150.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Officer Time

£200.00

£200.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Officer Time

£300.00

£300.00

0.00%

1-10 animals

Non Business VAT (-%)

25 Plus Animals

Approved Food Premises
Camping Site Registration
Caravan & Camping Site Registration
New application
Fee per additional
pitch
Licence amendment
Transfer of Licence
Annual fee
Deposit of site rules
(Initial Enquiry 2
Hours Minimum
Charge )
Each subsequent
hour or part thereof
Cooling Tower Notification
Dangerous Wild Animals Licence (initial or
renewal, excluding vet fees). Vets fees are
charged in addition to these fees based on full
cost recovery
Dog Breeding Establishments Licence (initial
or renewal, excluding vet fees). Vets fees are
charged in addition to these fees based on full
cost recovery:

2022/23
Charge

Charging
Category

Animal boarding (Crèche Facility) Commercial
Commercial Home Boarding (Host franchise)
upto 5 Households
Commercial Home Boarding (Host franchise)
upto 5 - 10 Households
Commercial Home Boarding (Host franchise)
upto 10 Plus
Re-Rate Inspection
Interim Inspection (Commercial)
Interim Inspection (Domestic)

Contaminated Land Enquiry:

2021/22
Current
Charge

VAT

11 + animals

Park Homes:

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

Unit

1-4 dogs

5 - 10 dogs
10 Plus

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

Officer Time

£250.00

£250.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Officer Time

£400.00

£400.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Officer Time

Statutory

Each subsequent
hour or part thereof
Environmental Permit

Fees Set by DEFRA

Copy of Register of Authorisations (Permits):
Copying Charge Plus officer time charged for
photocopying per hour or part thereof.

per side of A4 (or
equivalent electronic
format)

Officer Time (EIR)
Export Health Certificate
Export Health Certificate Unlimited Yearly
(Max 25 Certificates)
Export Health Certificate Unlimited Yearly
(Max 50 Certificates)
Export Health Certificate Unlimited Yearly (50
Plus)
Export Health Certificate for Brewery/Artisan
Products

0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Statutory

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£350.00

£350.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£10.50

£10.50

0.00%

Fair charging

£180.00

£180.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£120.00

£120.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£190.00

£190.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£110.00

£110.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Statutory

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

Officer Time

£400.00

£400.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

Officer Time

£150.00

£150.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Officer Time

£300.00

£300.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Officer Time

£350.00

£350.00

0.00%

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

£20.00

£20.00

0%

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Interim Inspection
Environmental Health Pre-Application advice
(minimum 2 hours)

£600.00
Price on
Request
£100.00
£100.00
£50.00

Statutory

Re-Rate Inspection

(Initial Enquiry 2
Hours Minimum
Charge)

£600.00
Price on
Request
£100.00
£100.00
£50.00

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Statutory

Cost recovery

Cost recovery

Officer Time

Fair charging

Officer Time

£130.00

£130.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Officer Time

£1,600.00

£1,600.00

0.00%

£3,000.00

£3,000.00

0.00%

Price on
Request

Price on
Request

£65.00

£65.00

Fair charging
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Officer Time

0.00%

Environmental Health

Unit

Export Health Certificate Unlimited Yearly
Brewery/Artisan Products (Max 25
Certificates)
Export Health Certificate (Samples/ Low Value
goods up to £500 per consignment)
Amendment to Health Certificate
Amendment to Health Certificate
(Artisan/Brewery Products)
Food Hygiene Rating Scheme - Re-Rate
within 3 Months of Inspection
Enhanced Food Registration & Advice Visit
with Safer Food Better Business Pack (upto 2
hours)

Price On Application
Officer Time hourly

Enhanced Food Registration & Advice Visit
with Safer Food Better Business Pack (upto 3
hours)
Safer Food Better Business Pack Incl 2 Year
Diary
Copy of Food Register (Full Copy of
database)

Full Register

One Copy of Any Entry in the Register
List of Food Premises In a Particular Category
Food Premises Registration
House in Multiple Occupation Licence:

First application

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Fair charging

Officer Time

£600.00

£600.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Officer Time

£65.00

£65.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£15.00

£15.00

0.00%

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Fair charging

Officer Time

£150.00

£150.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

Officer Time

£125.00

£125.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

£175.00

£175.00

0.00%

£20.00

£20.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£175.00

£175.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£15.00

£15.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£75.00

£75.00

0.00%

Statutory

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

£385.00

£385.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£310.00

£310.00

0.00%

Change of ownership Non Business VAT (-application
%)

Fair charging

£310.00

£310.00

0.00%

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

£200.00

£200.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Statutory

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Full Price On
Standard Rated VAT
Application inc. Officer
(20%)
Time hourly

Fair charging

£55.00

£55.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

£180.00

£180.00

0.00%

£100.00
£100.00

£100.00
£100.00

0.00%
0.00%

per application

Hypnotism Registration
Land Drainage/Culvert Maintenance for
Private Individuals or Companies

2021/22
Current
Charge

Charging
Category

Subsequent
Non Business VAT (-application/renewal by
%)
same landlord

Improvement Notice Fee
Immigration Housing Certificate

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

VAT

Pet Shop Licence (initial or renewal)
(excluding vet fees. Vets fees are charged in
addition to these fees based on full cost
recovery):
Interim Inspection
Re-Rate Inspection
Pleasure Boats & Pleasure Vessels to be let
for hire or used for carrying passengers for
hire (Exemption for such boats on any inland
waterway owned or managed by the British
Waterways Board)

Officer Time

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Fair charging

£120.00

£120.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

£150.00

£150.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£175.00

£175.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£200.00

£200.00

0.00%

Re-Rate Inspection

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Interim Inspection

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£3,100.00

£3,100.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£1,700.00

£1,700.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£700.00

£700.00

0.00%

Statutory

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Full commercial

£105.00

£105.00

0.00%

Full commercial

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Riding Establishments Licence (initial or
renewal, excluding vet fees). Vets fees are
charged in addition to these fees based on full
cost recovery: (Annual Vet Inspection
required)

1-10 animals

11-20 animals
21+ animals

Sex Shop & Cinema Licence (including Sexual
Entertainment Venues of any type):

New Application
Renewal
Transfer

Special Treatments Registration (Premises)
including: Massage; Manicure; Other Special
Treatments e.g. Vapour, Sauna or Other Bath
Treatments
Statement of Officers Opinion:

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Initial Enquiry 2 Hours
subsequent hour or
part thereof

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
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Environmental Health

Home/Mobile Tattooing, Piercing,
Acupuncture Including 1 person
Tattooing, Piercing, Acupuncture, Electrolysis
Licence (initial or renewal):

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Fair charging

£200.00

£200.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£150.00

£150.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£90.00

£90.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

£1,250.00

£1,250.00

0.00%

Second & subsequent Non Business VAT (-(6 year licence)
%)

Statutory

£1,250.00

£1,250.00

0.00%

Interim periodical

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Vet fees as
applicable
only

Vet fees as
applicable
only

Renewal periodical

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Vet fees as
applicable
only

Vet fees as
applicable
only

Informal inspections

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Vet fees as
applicable
only

Vet fees as
applicable
only

Full commercial

£110.00

£110.00

0.00%

Full commercial

£110.00

£110.00

0.00%

Unit

Premises/ Person
Premises
Person
Guest Tattooist

Ear Piercing Only:

Premises
Person
Amendment (e.g.
Change of address)

Zoo Licence (excluding vet fees). Vets fees
are charged in addition to these fees based on First (4 year licence)
full cost recovery:

Zoo Licence:

Charging
Category

VAT

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Pest Control
Contract Work (Commercial)
treatments in addition to contract agreement:

Officer Time/ Pesticides/ Transport
Per hour Per officer
Single treatment
up to 3 treatments
up to 5 treatments

Non Contract Work (Commercial)

Per hour Per officer

Rodents (Rats) (Domestic) - up to three visits
to treat:
Wasps Nest (Domestic Treatment):
Recipients of Means
Tested Benefits
(Housing Benefit/
LCTRS) & Vulnerable
Adults
Rodents (Mice) (Domestic) - up to three visits
to treat:
Recipients of Means
Tested Benefits
(Housing Benefit/
LCTRS) & Vulnerable
Adults
Bed Bugs:
2 bed house
Recipients of Means
Tested Benefits
(Housing Benefit/
LCTRS) & Vulnerable
Adults
3 bed house
Recipients of Means
Tested Benefits
(Housing Benefit/
LCTRS) & Vulnerable
Adults
4 bed house
Recipients of Means
Tested Benefits
(Housing Benefit/
LCTRS) & Vulnerable
Adults
>4 bed house

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Full commercial

£215.00

£215.00

0.00%

Full commercial

£315.00

£315.00

0.00%

Full commercial

£150.00

£150.00

0.00%

Free

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Full commercial

£65.00

£65.00

0.00%

£32.50

£32.50

0.00%

£65.00

£65.00

0.00%

£32.50

£32.50

0.00%

£150.00

£150.00

0.00%

£62.50

£62.50

0.00%

£200.00

£200.00

0.00%

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

£250.00

£250.00

0.00%

£125.00

£125.00

0.00%

£400.00

£400.00

0.00%

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Subsidised

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Full commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Subsidised

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Full commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Subsidised

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Full commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Subsidised

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Full commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Subsidised

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Full commercial
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50% reduction

50% reduction

50% reduction

50% reduction

50% reduction

Environmental Health

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

50% reduction

£200.00

£200.00

0.00%

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

£125.00

£125.00

0.00%

£62.50

£62.50

0.00%

£150.00

£150.00

0.00%

£75.00

£75.00

0.00%

Full commercial

£250.00

£250.00

0.00%

Full commercial

£70.00

£70.00

0.00%

£35.00

£35.00

0.00%

£70.00

£70.00

0.00%

£35.00

£35.00

0.00%

Price on
Application

Price on
Application

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

£300.00

£300.00

0.00%

£400.00
£500.00
£500.00

£400.00
£500.00
£500.00

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

£60.00

£60.00

0.00%
0.00%

Unit

VAT

Charging
Category

Recipients of Means
Tested Benefits
(Housing Benefit/
LCTRS) & Vulnerable
Adults

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Subsidised

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Full commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Subsidised

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Full commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Subsidised

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Full commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Subsidised

Fleas:
2 bed house
Recipients of Means
Tested Benefits
(Housing Benefit/
LCTRS) & Vulnerable
Adults
3 bed house
Recipients of Means
Tested Benefits
(Housing Benefit/
LCTRS) & Vulnerable
Adults
4 bed house
Recipients of Means
Tested Benefits
(Housing Benefit/
LCTRS) & Vulnerable
Adults

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

>4 bed house
Ants
Recipients of Means
Tested Benefits
(Housing Benefit/
LCTRS) & Vulnerable
Adults

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Other insect pests (domestic):
Recipients of Means
Tested Benefits
(Housing Benefit/
LCTRS) & Vulnerable
Adults
Moles (Commercial Only)

Subsidised

50% reduction

50% reduction

50% reduction

50% reduction

Benchmark with other Derbyshire
Full commercial Districts where info. Available on
website

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Subsidised

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Full commercial

Appointment Missed/Cancelled (Site)

50% reduction

Private Water Supply Charges
Risk Assessment:

Upto 2 properties

Including Officer Time on Site

3-5 Properties
5 Plus Properties
Large Commercial
Officer Time per
Sample

Sampling
Investigation

Per investigation

Analysing a sample under regulation 10

Re-Charge

Analysing a check monitoring sample
Regulation 9

Re-Charge

Analysing an audit monitoring sample

Re-Charge

Request from Search Company for Data
relating to Private Water Supplies in a
particular area.

Hourly Rate

Stray Dogs

Statutory fee
Admin fee

Non Business VAT (-%)

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

Fair charging
Fair charging

£120.00

£120.00

Laboratory
Charge
Laboratory
Charge
Laboratory
Charge

Laboratory
Charge
Laboratory
Charge
Laboratory
Charge

Fair charging

£60.00

£60.00

0.00%

Statutory

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Statutory

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Fair charging
Fair charging
Fair charging

Fee set by
Fee set by
kennel owner kennel owner

Kennel fee per day or
part thereof
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Licensing

Unit

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Statutory

£2,500.00

£2,500.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,000.00

£1,000.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,500.00

£1,500.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,200.00

£1,200.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,200.00

£1,200.00

0.00%

Statutory

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,200.00

£1,200.00

0.00%

Statutory

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Statutory

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Statutory

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,000.00

£1,000.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,000.00

£1,000.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,200.00

£1,200.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,200.00

£1,200.00

0.00%

Statutory

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,200.00

£1,200.00

0.00%

Statutory

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Statutory

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,500.00

£1,500.00

0.00%

Statutory

£750.00

£750.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,000.00

£1,000.00

0.00%

Statutory

£950.00

£950.00

0.00%

Statutory

£950.00

£950.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,600.00

£1,600.00

0.00%

Statutory

£950.00

£950.00

0.00%

Statutory

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Statutory

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Statutory

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

0.00%

Statutory

£600.00

£600.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,300.00

£1,300.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,200.00

£1,200.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,200.00

£1,200.00

0.00%

Statutory

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,200.00

£1,200.00

0.00%

Statutory

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Statutory

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Charging
Category

VAT

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

Gambling Act
Bingo - New Application
Annual Fee
Application to Vary
Application to Transfer
Application for Reinstatement
Application for Provisional Statement
Application in respect of Provisional Statement
Holder
Notification of Change
Copy of Licence

Adult Gaming Centre - New Application
Annual Fee
Application to Vary
Application to Transfer
Application for Reinstatement
Application for Provisional Statement
Application in respect of Provisional Statement
Holder
Notification of Change
Copy of Licence

Family Entertainment Centre - New Application
Annual Fee
Application to Vary
Application to Transfer
Application for Reinstatement
Application for Provisional Statement
Application in respect of Provisional Statement
Holder
Notification of Change
Copy of Licence

Betting Premises (excluding Tracks) - New
Application
Annual Fee
Application to Vary
Application to Transfer
Application for Reinstatement
Application for Provisional Statement
Application in respect of Provisional Statement
Holder
Notification of Change
Copy of Licence

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
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Licensing

Unit

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Race Tracks - New Application
Annual Fee
Application to Vary
Application to Transfer
Application for Reinstatement
Application for Provisional Statement
Application in respect of Provisional Statement
Holder
Notification of Change
Copy of Licence

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Statutory

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,000.00

£1,000.00

0.00%

Statutory

£1,250.00

£1,250.00

0.00%

Statutory

£950.00

£950.00

0.00%

Statutory

£950.00

£950.00

0.00%

Statutory

£2,000.00

£2,000.00

0.00%

Statutory

£950.00

£950.00

0.00%

Statutory

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Statutory

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Charging
Category

VAT

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

Gambling Act Permit Fees set by the
Secretary of State
Licensed Premises Automatic Notification
Process: Payable on Notification

Up to 2
machines

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Small society Lotteries Application

Application

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£40.00

£40.00

0.00%

Small Society Lotteries Annual Renewal

Renewals

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£20.00

£20.00

0.00%

Annual Rate

Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

£3,100.00

£3,100.00

0.00%

Annual Rate

Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

£1,600.00

£1,600.00

0.00%

Daily rate

Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

£40.00

£40.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging

£10.50

£10.50

0.00%

Yearly

Non Business VAT (-%)

Cost recovery

£180.00

£180.00

0.00%

Per
Plate/Badge

Non Business VAT (-%)

Cost recovery

£10.00

£10.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Cost recovery

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Annual

Non Business VAT (-%)

Cost recovery

£75.00

£75.00

0.00%

3 years

Non Business VAT (-%)

Cost recovery

£150.00

£150.00

0.00%

1 Year

Non Business VAT (-%)

Cost recovery

£105.00

£105.00

0.00%

5 years

Non Business VAT (-%)

Cost recovery

£315.00

£315.00

0.00%

Statutory

Price on
Application

Price on
Application

Price on
Application

Price on
Application

£20.00

£20.00

Price on
Application

Price on
Application

£245.00

£245.00

Charges for Annual Licences (unless
stated)

Street Trading Consent
Street Trading Consent - Upto 2 Days
Daily Street Trading consent
Street Trading Change of Name & Address
Taxi Licences - Hackney Carriage & Private
Hire Vehicles
Taxi & Private Hire Vehicle Licence (new &
renewal) Including Brackets & Plates/Decals
(The fee includes 10% for enforcement duties)
Replacement Driver Badge or Vehicle Plate
Hackney Carriage Decals - Provided by 3rd
party company
Change of Vehicle Including Plate/Card
New Licensed Driver/Renewal: Including
Knowledge Test and Resit, Safeguarding
Training & Driver Badge (The fee includes 10%
for enforcement duties)

Private Hire Operators Licence (The fee
includes 10% for enforcement duties)
Private Hire Operators Licence (The fee
includes 10% for enforcement duties)
Document Identification Check (Fee set by
Crown Post Office

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

DBS Check by 3rd Party Company
Re-Sit Knowledge Test

Non Business VAT (-%)

Cost recovery

Taxi Test (Paid Directly to Garage)

0.00%

Scrap Metal Dealers
Collectors Licence

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory
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0.00%

Licensing

Variation to Collectors Licence
Site Licence
Variation to Site Licence
Variation to licence Change of Name or
Address
Copy of Licence

Unit

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Statutory

£95.00

£95.00

0.00%

Statutory

£390.00

£390.00

0.00%

£115.00

£115.00

0.00%

Statutory

£32.00

£32.00

0.00%

Statutory

£15.00

£15.00

0.00%

Charging
Category

VAT

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

Licensing Act 2003
Premises Licences and Club Premises
Certificates - First Year Fee:
Band A

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Band B

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£190.00

£190.00

0.00%

Band C

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£315.00

£315.00

0.00%

Band D

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£450.00

£450.00

0.00%

Band E

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£635.00

£635.00

0.00%

Band A

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£70.00

£70.00

0.00%

Band B

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£180.00

£180.00

0.00%

Band C

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£295.00

£295.00

0.00%

Band D

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£320.00

£320.00

0.00%

Band E

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£350.00

£350.00

0.00%

Personal Licence (Application or Renewal)

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£37.00

£37.00

0.00%

Temporary Event Notice

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£21.00

£21.00

0.00%

Permitted Temporary Activities, Personal
Licences and Miscellaneous:
Theft/ Loss, etc. of Premises Licence or
Summary
Application for a Provisional Statement where
premises being built etc.

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£10.50

£10.50

0.00%

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£315.00

£315.00

0.00%

Notification of change of name or address

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£10.50

£10.50

0.00%

Application to vary licence to specify individual
as premises supervisor

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£23.00

£23.00

0.00%

Application for transfer of premises licence

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£23.00

£23.00

0.00%

Interim authority notice following death etc. of
licence holder

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£23.00

£23.00

0.00%

Theft, loss etc. of certificate or summary

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£10.50

£10.50

0.00%

Notification of change of name or alteration of
rules of club

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£10.50

£10.50

0.00%

Change of relevant registered address of club

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£10.50

£10.50

0.00%

Theft, loss etc. of temporary event notice

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£10.50

£10.50

0.00%

Theft, loss etc. of personal licence

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£10.50

£10.50

0.00%

Duty to notify change of name or address

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£10.50

£10.50

0.00%

Right of freeholder etc. to be notified of
licensing matters

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£21.00

£21.00

0.00%

Minor Variation

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£89.00

£89.00

0.00%

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£150.00

£150.00

0.00%

Premises Licences and Club Premises
Certificates Annual Fee:

Licensed Premises Gaming Machine Permit
Grant
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2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Statutory

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Transfer

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Annual Fee

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Change of Name

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Grant

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£200.00

£200.00

0.00%

Grant (Club Premises Certificate Holder)

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Existing Operator Grant

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Variation

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Renewal

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£200.00

£200.00

0.00%

Renewal (Club Premise Certificate Holder)

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Annual Fee

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Grant

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£200.00

£200.00

0.00%

Grant (Club Premises Certificate Holder)

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Existing Operator Grant

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Variation

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Renewal

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£200.00

£200.00

0.00%

Renewal (Club Premise Certificate Holder)

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Annual Fee

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Grant

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£300.00

£300.00

0.00%

Existing Operator Grant

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Renewal

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£300.00

£300.00

0.00%

Change of Name

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Statutory

£25.00

£25.00

0.00%

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Free

No Cost

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

Appropriate Fee Structure

£55.00

£55.00

0.00%

VAT

Charging
Category

Existing Operator Grant

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Variation

Licensing

Unit

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

Club Gaming Permits

Club Machine Permits

Family Entertainment Centre Gaming
Permits

Copies of all Permits

Each

Other Licences
Street Collection Licence

Registrations
Statement of Officers Opinion
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Land Charges

Unit

LLC1

Residential

LLC1 Additional Parcels

Residential

Con 29R

Residential
(plus SCC fee incurred)

Con 29R Additional Parcels

Residential

Full Standard Search (LLC1 + Con 29R) Part
Con 29 (Inc. Vat)

Residential
(plus SCC fee incurred)

Full Standard Search Additional Parcels Part
Con 29 (Inc. Vat)

Residential

Con 29O - Each

Residential

Each Additional Enquiry

Residential

Personal Search of the Land Charges
Register

Residential

VAT

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Charging
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

%
increase

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£27.80

£27.80

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£10.00

£10.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£39.60

£39.60

0.00%

Cost recovery

(plus recovery of SCC fee)

TBC

TBC

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£26.00

£26.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£67.40

£67.40

0.00%

Cost recovery

(plus recovery of SCC fee)

TBC

TBC

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£36.00

£36.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£9.00

£9.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£18.00

£18.00

0.00%

Statutory

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Free

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

A search on each individual part of the Local
Land Charges Register:
Parts 5, 7, 8 & 12

Residential - each

Parts 1, 2, 6, 9, & 11

Residential - each

Parts 4 & 10

Residential - each

Part 3

Residential - each

LLC1

Commercial

LLC1 Additional Parcels

Commercial

Con 29R

Commercial
(plus SCC fee incurred)

Con 29R Additional Parcels

Commercial

Full Standard Search (LLC1 + Con 29R) Part
Con29 (Inc. Vat)

Commercial
(plus SCC fee incurred)

Full Standard Search Additional Parcels Part
Con29 (Inc. Vat)

Commercial

Con 29O - Each

Commercial

Each Additional Enquiry

Commercial

Personal Search of the Land Charges
Register

Commercial

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£1.00

£1.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£4.00

£4.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£12.00

£12.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£40.00

£40.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£24.00

£24.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£82.80

£82.80

0.00%

Cost recovery

(plus recovery of SCC fee)

TBC

TBC

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£42.00

£42.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£122.80

£122.80

0.00%

Cost recovery

(plus recovery of SCC fee)

TBC

TBC

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£66.00

£66.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£9.00

£9.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£18.00

£18.00

0.00%

Statutory

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Free

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

A search on each individual part of the Local
Land Charges Register:
Parts 5, 7, 8 & 12

Commercial - each

Parts 1, 2, 6, 9, & 11

Commercial - each

Parts 4 & 10

Commercial - each

Part 3

Commercial - each

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£1.50

£1.50

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£4.50

£4.50

0.00%

Cost recovery

Officer Time

£18.50

£18.50

0.00%

Fees for access to individual Con 29R
questions:
Con 29R Q1.1 a-j

Residential Block

Con 29R Q1.1 j-l

Residential Block

Con 29R Q1.2
Con 29R Q2

Residential Block

Con 29R Q3.1

Residential
Residential - request direct
to SCC

Con 29R Q3.4

Cost recovery

£4.80

£4.80

0.00%

Cost recovery

£4.80

£4.80

0.00%

Cost recovery

£2.40

£2.40

0.00%

SCC

SCC

£1.20

£1.20

SCC

SCC

£1.20

£1.20

SCC

SCC

Residential - request direct
to SCC

Con 29R Q3.2
Con 29R Q3.3 a-c

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Residentail Block

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Cost recovery

Cost recovery

Residential - request direct
to SCC
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0.00%

0.00%

Land Charges

Con 29R Q3.5 a & b
Con 29R Q3.6
Con 29R Q3.7 (a-d, f)
Con 29R Q 3.7 e

SCC

SCC

Cost recovery

£2.40

£2.40

SCC

SCC

Residential request direct
to Staffordshire County

Residential Block
Residential Block

Con 29R Q3.12

Residential Block

Con 29R Q3.13 a-c

Residential Block

Con 29R Q3.14

Residential Block

Con 29R Q3.15 a & b

Residential Block

Con 29R Q1.1 a-l

Commercial Block

Con 29R Q1.1 j-l

Commercial Block

Con 29R Q1.2

Commericla Block

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Commerical Block

Con 29R Q3.2

Commercial - request direct
to SCC
Commercial Block

£1.20

£1.20

0.00%

£10.80

£10.80

0.00%

Cost recovery

£1.20

£1.20

0.00%

Cost recovery

£2.40

£2.40

0.00%

Cost recovery

£1.20

£1.20

0.00%

Cost recovery

£1.20

£1.20

0.00%

Cost recovery

£1.20

£1.20

0.00%

Cost recovery

£2.40

£2.40

0.00%

Cost recovery

£12.00

£12.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

£12.00

£12.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

£5.40

£5.40

0.00%

SCC

SCC
£2.40

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Cost recovery

£2.40
SCC

SCC

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Cost recovery

£2.40

£2.40

SCC

SCC

£2.40

£2.40

SCC

SCC

£5.40

£5.40

SCC

SCC

Cost recovery

£2.40

£2.40

0.00%

Cost recovery

£18.00

£18.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

£2.40

£2.40

0.00%

Cost recovery

£5.40

£5.40

0.00%

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Cost recovery

Commercial - request direct
to SCC
Commercial Block

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Cost recovery

Commercial Request direct
to SCC

Con 29R Q3.8

Commercial Block

Con 29R Q3.9 a-n

Commercial Block

Con 29R Q3.10 a-h

Commercial Block

Con 29R Q3.11 a & b

Commercial Block

Con 29R Q3.12

Commercial Block

Con 29R Q3.13 a-c

Commercial Block

Con 29R Q3.14

Commercial Block

Con 29R Q3.15 a & b

Commercial Block

0.00%

Cost recovery

Commercial - request direct
to SCC
Commercial Block

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

Cost recovery

Commercial - request direct
to SCC

Con 29R Q3.1

Con 29 R Q 3.7 e

0.00%

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Residential Block

Con 29R Q3.10 a-h

Con 29R Q3.7 a-d, f

£1.20

Residential - request direct
to SCC

Con 29R Q3.11 a & b

Con 29R Q3.5 a & b

£1.20

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Residential Block

Con 29R Q3.6

Cost recovery

Residential Block

Residential Block

Con 29R Q3.4

%
increase

Charging
Category

Con 29R Q3.8

Con 29R Q3.3 a-c

2022/23
Charge

VAT

Con 29R Q3.9 a-n

Con 29R Q2

2021/22
Current
Charge

Unit

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Cost recovery

£2.40

£2.40

0.00%

Cost recovery

£2.40

£2.40

0.00%

Cost recovery

£2.40

£2.40

0.00%

Cost recovery

£5.40

£5.40

0.00%
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Planning Enforcement

Unit

Charging
Category

VAT

Justification for Charging Category

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

£40.00

£40.00

0.00%

£80.00

£80.00

0.00%

Charges do not apply to alleged breaches of planning
regulations which are provided free of charge
Desk-based history check requested by
member of the public
Site visit requested by member of the public

Per check
Per visit

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Cost recovery
Service benefits applicant
Cost recovery
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Planning

Unit

Charging
Category

VAT

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Householder PD check
Listed Building enforcement check

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

%
increase

Fair charging

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

£67.00

£67.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

£47.00

£47.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

£31.00

£31.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

£7.00

£7.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

£1.00

£1.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

£18.50

£18.50

0.00%

Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

£13.50

£13.50

0.00%

Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

£8.25

£8.25

0.00%

Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

£370.00

£370.00

0.00%

Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

£51.25

£51.25

0.00%

£32.00

£32.00

0.00%

COPYING
Decision Notice

Per notice

A4 OS maps

4 Copies

Planning Applications (Current & Historic):

First page
Additional
pages

Planning Applications Plans - AO size

Per copy

Planning Applications Plans - A3 size

Per copy

Planning Applications Plans - A4 size

Per copy

Weekly Planning List

Per year

Informal or history Searches:

First hour
Additionals

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

Cost of
Postage

Charge not VAT-able

Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

Admin Charge

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Cost recovery

Freeze - justification - in excess of costs

£8.25

£8.25

0.00%

Strategic major applications

Over 50
dwellings or
10,000sqm
commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Fair charging

Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; do
not want to deter applications

£1,130.00

£1,130.00

0.00%

Major proposals

Between 10
and 50
dwellings or
1,00010,000sqm
commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Fair charging

Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; do
not want to deter applications

£845.00

£845.00

0.00%

Between 1 and
9 dwellings or
under
1,000sqm
commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Fair charging

Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; do
not want to deter applications

£570.00

£570.00

0.00%

Strategic major applications

Over 50
dwellings or
10,000sqm
commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Fair charging

Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; do
not want to deter applications

£565.00

£565.00

0.00%

Major proposals

Between 10
and 50
dwellings or
1,00010,000sqm
commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Fair charging

Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; do
not want to deter applications

£425.00

£425.00

0.00%

Minor proposals

Between 1 and
9 dwellings or
under
1,000sqm
commercial

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Fair charging

Freeze - Fees currently make profit ; do
not want to deter applications

£285.00

£285.00

0.00%

Postage:

Postage Cost Postage Cost

PRE-APPLICATION ADVICE
Meetings

Minor proposals and other
structures/developments not in the above
categories

Written Advice

Statutory Planning Fees

Statutory
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See Planning See Planning
Portal
Portal

Street Naming

New Properties, small developments
New Properties, large developments
New Street Name
Renaming Existing Properties
Confirmation of Postal Address

-Rationale
2021/22
-Benchmarking
Current
-Reason for changes/ freezes Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

£72.00

£72.00

0.00%

£42.00

£42.00

0.00%

£215.00

£215.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£72.00

£72.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£46.00

£46.00

0.00%

Charging
Category

Unit

VAT

1-5 Properties
(each)
6+ Properties
(each)

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging
Fair charging
Fair charging
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Benchmarked against other
LAs and service providers

Waste

Unit

VAT

Charging
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

£31.00

£31.50

1.61%

Trade Waste & Recycling
To ensure that the Council remains competitive and is
commercially focused, rates levied for trade waste and trade
recycling collections will be calculated based upon volumes and
demand ensuring at all times that they do not fall below the cost
of service provision to the authority.

All benchmarked to other LAs

Domestic Waste
Charge for supply & delivery of new or
replacement waste or recycling bin of any size
or colour for use at a single domestic dwelling.

per bin

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Cost recovery

Charge for supply & delivery of new or
replacement 140l, 180l or 240l bin for use by
multiple domestic dwellings or for a trade
premise to replace a bin damaged by the
customer.

per bin

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Cost recovery

£43.50

£44.00

1.15%

Charge for supply & delivery of new or
replacement 360l bin for use by multiple
domestic dwellings or for a trade premise to
replace a bin damaged by the customer.

per bin

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Cost recovery

£69.00

£70.00

1.45%

Charge for supply & delivery of new or
replacement 660l bin for use by multiple
domestic dwellings or for a trade premise to
replace a bin damaged by the customer.

per bin

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Cost recovery

£280.00

£285.00

1.79%

Charge for supply & delivery of new or
replacement 1100l bin for use by multiple
domestic dwellings or for a trade premise to
replace a bin damaged by the customer.

per bin

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Cost recovery

£315.00

£320.00

1.59%

Full commercial

£3.95

£3.95

0.00%

service charge is over and
Full commercial
above cost to authority

£0.70

£0.70

0.00%

Full commercial

£75.00

£75.00

0.00%

Purchase of one roll of blue sacks

roll of 16

Purchase of a paper garden waste sack

Each

Supply and delivery of additional Garden
Waste Bin and ongoing collection

Each

Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
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to recover cost of service

Cemeteries

Unit

Charging
Category

VAT

Burial Plots Exclusive right of burial &
issue of certificate

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/
freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

All benchmarked to other
LAs

Purchase Fee
New Coffin Grave - Leek parish resident

per grave

New Coffin Grave (all other SMDC residents)

per grave

New Coffin Grave (residents from outside
SMDC area)
New Cremated remains Grave - Leek parish
resident
New Cremated remains Grave (all other
SMDC residents)
New Cremated remains Grave (residents from
outside SMDC area)

per grave
per grave
per grave
per grave

Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)

Pre-purchased new coffin grave

per grave

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Pre-purchased cremated remains grave

per grave

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Fair charging

Single fees

£700.00

£700.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Double fees

£1,400.00

£1,400.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Triple fees

£2,100.00

£2,100.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Single fees

£350.00

£350.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Double fees

£700.00

£700.00

0.00%

Fair charging

Triple fees

£1,050.00

£1,050.00

0.00%

Fair charging

10% uplift on costs to
discourage pre purchases
which are using up valuable
grave space

£770.00

£770.00

0.00%

Fair charging

10% uplift on costs to
discourage pre purchases
which are using up valuable
grave space

£385.00

£385.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£954.00

£954.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£822.00

£822.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£734.00

£734.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£241.00

£241.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£154.00

£154.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£180.00

£180.00

0.00%

Interment/burial Fees
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)

Coffin grave for three (Leek Cemetery only)

per grave

Coffin grave for two

per grave

Coffin grave for one

per grave

Cremated remains casket burial

per grave

Lawn burial of ashes

per grave

Cremation Casket in Garden of Remembrance

per grave

Out of area fees:

per grave

Leek Parish residents only

per grave

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Fair charging

Single fees

Single fees

per grave

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Fair charging

Double fees

Double fees

per grave

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Fair charging

Triple fees

Triple fees

Child's grave or ashes grave

per grave

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Free

Free

Free

Child's new full size grave

per grave

Child's reopened Grave

per grave

Out of SMDC area child's interment fee

per grave

Re-opened graves for those not residing in the
Leek Parish and
New graves for SMDC residents not residing in
Leek Parish
Outside Staffs. Moorlands (newly dug graves
only)

Interment/burial of a child (aged 0-15 years)

Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)

Subsidised

Half fee

£411.00

£411.00

0.00%

Subsidised

Half fee

£367.00

£367.00

0.00%

£241.00

£241.00

0.00%

Full commercial This is a permit

£165.00

£165.00

0.00%

Full commercial This is a permit

£117.00

£117.00

0.00%

Full commercial This is a permit

£117.00

£117.00

0.00%

Full commercial This is a permit

£70.00

£70.00

0.00%

Free

Free

0.00%

Nominal

We have separated out
permits from memorials to
aid the VAT query

Memorial permits
Permit for a new upright memorial including 1st
inscription
Permit for a memorial desk tablet/ vase
including 1st inscription
Permit for a replacement memorial
Permit for an additional inscription on memorial/
tablet/ vase etc.
Permit for a child's "single use" memorial on
any grave type

Free in line with
recommended best practice
nationally

per permit
per permit
per permit
per permit
per permit

Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)

Free
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Policy

Cemeteries

Unit

Memorial items
Cast Bronze/ Granite memorial plaque (up to
75 letters)
Cast bronze sponsored tree plaque (existing
tree only)
Sponsored memorial bench & bronze plaque

per plaque
per plaque

VAT

Charging
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/
freezes

We have separated out
permits from memorials to
aid the VAT query
Standard Rated
This is for a memorial
Full commercial
plaque
VAT (20%)
Standard Rated
This is for a memorial
Full commercial
plaque
VAT (20%)

50% deposit
Standard Rated
This is for a memorial
required before
Full commercial
VAT (20%)
plaque and bench
order

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

£390.00

£390.00

0.00%

£390.00

£390.00

0.00%

£1,356.00

£1,356.00

0.00%

£49.00

£49.00

0.00%

£27.00

£27.00

0.00%

£27.00

£27.00

0.00%

£72.00

£72.00

0.00%

£72.00

£72.00

0.00%

£72.00

£72.00

0.00%

£72.00

£72.00

0.00%

£72.00

£72.00

0.00%

£72.00

£72.00

0.00%

Other Charges
Replacement or transfer of grave deed
Search fee
Grave selection requiring Cemetery Officer
attendance
Large coffin (both dimensions over 6' 5" and
25")
Cancellation of funeral within 72 hours of burial
Coffin size not confirmed within 48 hours of
burial
Headstone not removed from grave when
requested
Paperwork not received in cemetery office
before burial
Late arrival of funeral at cemetery (>30
minutes)

Per half hour

Non Business
VAT (--%)
Standard Rated
VAT (20%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)
Non Business
VAT (--%)

Fair charging
Fair charging
Fair charging
Fair charging
Fair charging
Fair charging
Fair charging
Fair charging
Fair charging
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min increase proposed due
to lack of demand
min increase proposed due
to lack of demand
min increase proposed due
to lack of demand
min increase proposed due
to lack of demand
min increase proposed due
to lack of demand
min increase proposed due
to lack of demand
min increase proposed due
to lack of demand
min increase proposed due
to lack of demand
min increase proposed due
to lack of demand

Horticulture

Copy of Tree Preservation Order

Unit

VAT

Charging
Category

Per hard copy

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Full commercial

Standard Rated
VAT (20%)

Fair charging

Fishing Tickets (Biddulph Grange Country
Park)

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Changed from 25 to 0.Have not supplied
a charged for copy for a couple of years

£41.00

£41.00

0.00%

Benchmarked to compare prices at
neighbouring fishing locations

£7.00

£7.10

1.43%

Memorial Bench in a countryside park

Purchase &
Installation

Standard Rated
VAT (20%)

costs should be comparative with bench
Full commercial
in open space

£1,050.00

£1,050.00

0.00%

Memorial bench purchase and installation in a
public open space

Purchase &
Installation

Standard Rated
VAT (20%)

min increase proposed due to lack of
Full commercial
demand

£1,050.00

£1,050.00

0.00%

Adoption of an existing memorial bench located
in a public open space

Purchase &
Installation

Standard Rated
VAT (20%)

Fair charging

£550.00

£550.00

0.00%

Per complaint

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£510.00

£510.00

0.00%

Per session

Non Business
VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£6.90

£7.00

1.45%

min increase proposed due to lack of
demand

High Hedges
High Hedge Complaints
Parks & Open Space Concession
Sport / Fitness Classes

min uplift to encourage phsical activity

Park /Open Space Event Charges
Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£56.50

£58.50

3.54%

Commercial Fairs - Small (< 10 items)

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£225.50

£230.00

2.00%

Commercial Fairs - Large (> 10 Items)

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£115.00

£120.00

4.35%

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£430.00

£445.00

3.49%

Commercial Circus - Small (1- 300)

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£56.50

£58.50

3.54%

Commercial Circus - Small (1- 300)

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£137.50

£143.00

4.00%

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£112.50

£117.00

4.00%

Commercial Circus - Large (300 +)

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£370.00

£385.00

4.05%

Commercial Event - Small (1-500)

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£57.00

£58.50

2.63%

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£132.50

£140.00

5.66%

Commercial Event - Medium (A) (500 - 1000)

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£85.00

£88.00

3.53%

Commercial Event - Medium (A) (500 - 1000)

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£260.00

£270.00

3.85%

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£110.00

£115.00

4.55%

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£385.00

£400.00

3.90%

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£220.00

£230.00

4.55%

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£520.00

£535.00

2.88%

Commercial Event - Very Large (5000 - 10,000)

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£272.50

£285.00

4.59%

Commercial Event - Very Large (5000 - 10,000)

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£670.00

£700.00

4.48%

Commercial Event - Major (+ 10,000)

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£545.00

£560.00

2.75%

Commercial Event - Major (+ 10,000)

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£980.00

£1,000.00

2.04%

Commercial Fairs - Small (< 10 items)

Commercial Fairs - Large (> 10 Items)

Commercial Circus - Large (300 +)

Commercial Event - Small (1-500)

Commercial Event - Medium (B) (1000 - 2000)
Commercial Event - Medium (B) (1000 - 2000)
Commercial Event - Large (2000 - 5000)
Commercial Event - Large (2000 - 5000)

Charitable Event - Some Commercial
Activity<1500

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
(--%)

Subsidised

£28.50

£29.50

3.51%

Charitable Event - Some Commercial
Activity>1500

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
(--%)

Subsidised

£82.50

£85.00

3.03%

Community Event -Some Commercial Activity
<1500

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
(--%)

Subsidised

£28.50

£29.50

3.51%

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
(--%)

Subsidised

£82.50

£85.00

3.03%

Charitable Event - No commercial activity

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
(--%)

Free

maintains current charging position

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Community Event -No Commercial Activity

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
(--%)

Free

maintains current charging position

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£57.50

£58.50

1.74%

Community Event - Some Commercial Activity
>1500

Commercial Filming
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Horticulture

NEW - Commercial Filming
Commercial Filming
Commercial photo shoot
Commercial photo shoot

Unit

Charging
Category

VAT

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Hour rate

New fee created as a result of demand
Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
for shorter filming
(--%)

£80.50

£83.00

3.11%

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£645.00

£665.00

3.10%

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£57.50

£58.50

1.74%

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
Half Day Rate
(--%)

£325.00

£335.00

3.08%

Discretionary Commercial Event

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
(--%)

Discretionary Commercial Event

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
(--%)

Fair charging

£66.00

£68.00

3.03%

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
(--%)

Free

£0.00

£0.00

0.00%

Catering concessions - leisure sites

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£57.50

£58.50

1.74%

Catering concessions - leisure sites

Day Rate

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£26.00

£27.00

3.85%

Admin Fee

Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
(--%)

£57.50

£58.50

1.74%

Day Rate / Per Exempt from VAT
Full commercial
Item
(--%)

£36.00

£37.00

2.78%

Educational Establishments

New sites for concessions - amusements
New sites for concessions - amusements

Fair charging

£57.50

£58.50

1.74%
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Car Parks - Subject to separate report

Unit

VAT

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/
freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Fair charging

£370.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£190.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£100.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£320.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£170.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£90.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£250.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£130.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£70.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£350.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£55.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£220.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£10.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£2.40

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£2.40

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£2.40

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Charging
Category

Season tickets (long stay car parks)
Leek:

Per annum
Half yearly
Quarterly

Cheadle:

Per annum
Half yearly
Quarterly

Biddulph:

Per annum
Half yearly
Quarterly

Smithfield Centre
California Car Park (proven Leek workers &
Residents)
Buxton Road Car Park (proven Leek workers
only)

Per annum
Per annum
Per annum

Replacement Passes

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Pay and Display
Leek: Brook Street

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours

Leek: Buxton Road

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours
Up to 10 hours

Leek: High Street

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours
Up to 10 hours

Leek: Joliffe Street

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours
Up to 10 hours

Leek: Market Place

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours

Leek: Market Street East

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
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Car Parks - Subject to separate report

Leek: Market Street West

Up to 1 hour

Up to 3 hours

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours

Leek: Silk Street

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours

Leek: Smithfield South

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours

Leek: Stockwell Street

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours

Leek: St Edward Street

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours

Leek: Vicarage Road/ California

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours
Up to 10 hours

Leek: West Street

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£2.40

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Up to 2 hours

Leek: Regent Street

Fair charging

Up to 3 hours

Up to 3 hours

Leek: Queen Street

% increase

Charging
Category

Up to 2 hours

Leek: Moorlands House

2022/23
Charge

VAT

Up to 1 hour

Up to 1 hour

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/
freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

Unit
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Car Parks - Subject to separate report

Unit

Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours
Up to 10 hours

Cheadle:Tape Street

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours

Cheadle:Well Street

Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours
Up to 10 hours

Biddulph: Wharf Road

Up to 1 Hour
Up to 2 hours
Up to 3 hours
Up to 10 hours

VAT

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/
freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Fair charging

£1.50

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£2.40

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£0.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.40

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.80

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£0.90

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.40

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.80

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£2.20

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£0.60

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£0.80

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.00

TBC

0.00%

Fair charging

£1.80

TBC

0.00%

Statutory

£50.00

TBC

0.00%

Statutory

£25.00

TBC

0.00%

Statutory

£70.00

TBC

0.00%

Statutory

£35.00

TBC

0.00%

Statutory

£15.00

TBC

0.00%

Statutory

£15.00

TBC

0.00%

Charging
Category

Penalty Charge Notices Off Street: Two tier
system depending on the seriousness of the
offence
Tier one:

Per fine
If paid within 14
days

Tier two:

Per fine
If paid within 14
days

Charge levied for grant of parking waiver

Vehicle per day

Charge levied for grant of parking waiver

Bay per day

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
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2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

%
increase

Fair charging

£20.00

£20.00

0.00%

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£10.00

£10.00

0.00%

Per day

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£23.50

£23.50

0.00%

- Regular Traders

Per day

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£21.50

£21.50

0.00%

- Regulars - non attendance

Per day

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£10.75

£10.75

0.00%

- Casual Traders

Per day

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£23.50

£23.50

0.00%

Per day

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£16.00

£16.00

0.00%

- Regular Traders

Per quarter

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£192.00

£192.00

0.00%

- Casual Traders

Per day

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£20.00

£20.00

0.00%

Per day

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£17.50

£17.50

0.00%

- Per Stall

Per day

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£26.00

£26.00

0.00%

- Per Stall

Per day
(payment in
advance)

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£21.00

£21.00

0.00%

Per day

Exempt from VAT (--%)

Fair charging

£20.00

£20.00

0.00%

Unit

VAT

Charging
Category

- Regular Traders

Per day

Exempt from VAT (--%)

- Regulars - non attendance

Per day

- Casual Traders

Markets

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

LEEK RETAIL MARKETS
Wednesday Outdoor (General Retail):

Wednesday Trestle (General Retail):

Friday Trestle (Franchised Archer Fairs)
- Per Stall
Saturday Trestle (General Retail)

Saturday Outdoor Craft (Franchised Archer
Fairs)
- Per Pitch
Festival of Fine Food

CHEADLE MARKETS
Cheadle Outdoor Market - Friday
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Lettings

Unit

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Fair charging

£121.00

£123.42

2.00%

Fair charging

£175.00

£178.50

2.00%

Fair charging

£189.00

£192.78

2.00%

Fair charging

£278.00

£283.56

2.00%

Fair charging

£62.00

£63.24

2.00%

Fair charging

£89.00

£90.78

2.00%

Fair charging

£109.00

£111.18

2.00%

Fair charging

£124.00

£126.48

2.00%

Fair charging

£174.00

£177.48

2.00%

Fair charging

£97.00

£98.94

2.00%

Fair charging

£122.00

£124.44

2.00%

Fair charging

£151.00

£154.02

2.00%

Fair charging

£196.00

£199.92

2.00%

Fair charging

£49.00

£49.98

2.00%

Fair charging

£62.00

£63.24

2.00%

Fair charging

£109.00

£111.18

2.00%

Fair charging

£99.00

£100.98

2.00%

Fair charging

£122.00

£124.44

2.00%

Fair charging

£109.00

£111.18

2.00%

Fair charging

£157.00

£160.14

2.00%

Fair charging

£170.00

£173.40

2.00%

Fair charging

£251.00

£256.02

2.00%

Fair charging

£57.00

£58.14

2.00%

Fair charging

£81.00

£82.62

2.00%

Fair charging

£109.00

£111.18

2.00%

Fair charging

£111.00

£113.22

2.00%

Fair charging

£157.00

£160.14

2.00%

Fair charging

£47.00

£47.94

2.00%

Fair charging

£27.00

£27.54

2.00%

Fair charging

£50.00

£51.00

2.00%

Fair charging

£23.00

£23.46

2.00%

Fair charging

£18.00

£18.36

2.00%

Fair charging

£35.00

£35.70

2.00%

Fair charging

£35.00

£35.70

2.00%

Charging
Category

VAT

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

All Room Booking fees exclude optional extra Facilities (Bar,
Kitchen etc) - Charitable and Non Profit Making organisations
subject to 20% discount - Bookings outside hours stated and
commercial events by special arrangement
Moorlands House Leek
Churnet Room Full Day (9am - 5pm) - MondayFriday
Churnet Room Full Day (9am - 5pm) Saturday
Churnet Room Full Day + Evening (9am 10pm) - Monday-Friday
Churnet Room Full Day + Evening (9am 10pm) - Saturday
Churnet Room Monday - Friday half day
charge
Churnet Room Saturday (9am-12noon)
Churnet Room Saturday (1pm-5pm)
Churnet Room Evening (6pm - 10pm) Monday-Friday
Churnet Room Evening (6pm - 10pm) Saturday
Trent Room Full Day (9am - 5pm) - MondayFriday
Trent Room Full Day (9am - 5pm) - Saturday
Trent Room Full Day + Evening (9am - 10pm) Monday-Friday
Trent Room Full Day + Evening (9am - 10pm) Saturday
Trent Room Monday - Friday half day charge
Trent Room Saturday (9am-12noon)
Trent Room Saturday (1pm-5pm)
Trent Room Evening (6pm - 10pm) - MondayFriday
Trent Room Evening (6pm - 10pm) - Saturday
Dove Room Full Day (9am - 5pm) - MondayFriday
Dove Room Full Day (9am - 5pm) - Saturday
Dove Room Full Day + Evening (9am - 10pm) Monday-Friday
Dove Room Full Day + Evening (9am - 10pm) Saturday
Dove Room Monday - Friday half day charge
Dove Room Saturday (9am-12noon)
Dove Room Saturday (1pm-5pm)
Dove Room Evening (6pm - 10pm) - MondayFriday
Dove Room Evening (6pm - 10pm) - Saturday
Dove Room Excess Hours - 10pm - Midnight

Per hour

Rooms in the One Stop Shop: Tean,
Rudyard, etc
Monday-Friday (Half day) between 9am and
5pm

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Monday-Friday (Full day) 9am-5pm
Moorlands House Other Facilities for Hire:
Kitchen

Per booking

Piano

Per booking

Bar

Per booking

Portable Drinks Machine:

Per session

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
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Lettings

Unit

VAT

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Fair charging

£23.00

£23.46

2.00%

Fair charging

£16.00

£16.32

2.00%

Fair charging

£16.00

£16.32

2.00%

Charging
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

Audio Visual Equipment: NB All prices are per
booking/ session - am or pm. Whole day usage
will be 2 x per item hired.
- Overhead Projector
- OHP Screen
- Nobo Flipchart Easel with Paper (provide own
markers)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
Standard Rated VAT
(20%)
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Finance

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Cost recovery

no subsidy as document
available on line

£21.60

£21.60

0.00%

Cost recovery

no subsidy as document
available on line

£10.00

£10.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£60.00

£60.00

0.00%

Fair charging

£65.00

£65.00

0.00%

£35.00

£35.00

0.00%

Unit

VAT

Charging
Category

Per copy (plus
postage)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Per copy (plus
postage)

Standard Rated VAT
(20%)

Financial Services
Statement of Accounts

Committee Services
Agenda

Recovery Services - Summons costs
recharged
Application for summons re Liability Order:

Council Tax
Non-Domestic
Rates

Issue of Liability Orders:

Council Tax
Non-Domestic
Rates

Committal summons
Arrest warrants
Committal to prison

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Fair charging
Fair charging
Fair charging

Fee charged as a preventative
measure for non-payment of
CTAX/NNDR. Income should
cover costs of Recovery team

£35.00

£35.00

0.00%

£310.00

£310.00

0.00%
0.00%

Fair charging

£150.00

£150.00

Fair charging

Reasonable
charge

Reasonable
charge
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2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Nominal

£138.50

£138.50

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Nominal

£193.50

£193.50

0.00%

1.00

Non Business VAT (-%)

Nominal

£23.00

£23.00

0.00%

Purchase of Full Register (Paper)

1.00

Non Business VAT (-%)

Nominal

£405.00

£405.00

0.00%

Purchase of Rolling Register Alterations
(Paper)

1.00

Non Business VAT (-%)

Nominal

£135.00

£135.00

0.00%

Purchase of list of overseas voters (Paper)

1.00

Non Business VAT (-%)

Nominal

£20.00

£20.00

0.00%

Elections

Unit

VAT

Charging
Category

Purchase of Full Register (Data)

1.00

Non Business VAT (-%)

Purchase of Rolling register Alterations (Data)

1.00

Purchase of list of overseas voters (Data)
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-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

Environmental Crime
(statutory charges correct at time of budget
setting)

Unit

VAT

Charging
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/
freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Full FPN

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

If paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-working days
%)

Statutory

Discount to encourage early
payment

£60.00

£60.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£200.00

£200.00

0.00%

If paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-working days
%)

Statutory

Discount to encourage early
payment

£120.00

£120.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£120.00

£120.00

0.00%

If paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-working days
%)

Statutory

Discount to encourage early
payment

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£120.00

£120.00

0.00%

If paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-working days
%)

Statutory

Discount to encourage early
payment

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£120.00

£120.00

0.00%

If paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-working days
%)

Statutory

Discount to encourage early
payment

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£300.00

£300.00

0.00%

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£300.00

£300.00

0.00%

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

If paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-working days
%)

Statutory

Discount to encourage early
payment

£75.00

£75.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

If paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-working days
%)

Statutory

Discount to encourage early
payment

£75.00

£75.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

If paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-working days
%)

Statutory

Discount to encourage early
payment

£75.00

£75.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

If paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-working days
%)

Statutory

Discount to encourage early
payment

£75.00

£75.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

£5,000.00

£5,000.00

0.00%

If paid within 14 Non Business VAT (-working days
%)

Statutory

£2,500.00

£2,500.00

0.00%

Statutory

£50.00

£50.00

0.00%

Statutory

£30.00

£30.00

0.00%

Statutory

£200.00

£200.00

0.00%

Statutory

£150.00

£150.00

0.00%

Fixed Penalty Notices (FPN)
Unlawful repairs / sale of vehicle on roads:

Abandoning a vehicle:

Depositing litter:

Unauthorised distribution of free printed matter:

Criminal Damage and fly-posting:

Failure to produce authority (waste carrier’s
licence)
Failure to furnish documentation (waste
transfer notes)
Failure to remove dog faeces from land
forthwith:

Not putting, and keeping, a dog on a lead when
directed to do so by an authorised officer:

Permitting a dog to enter land from which dogs
are excluded:

Not keeping a dog on a lead in a designated
area:

Smoke & Carbon Monoxide Alarm (England)
Regulations 2015:

Health Act 2006 Smoking in a smoke free
designated vehicle or area:

Health Act 2006 Failure to Display appropriate
smoke free signage as dictated by law:

Fly-tipping

Household Waste Receptacles

Full FPN

Full FPN

Full FPN

Full FPN

Full FPN
Full FPN
Full FPN

Full FPN

Full FPN

Full FPN

Full FPN

Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
Non Business VAT (-%)

Non Business VAT (-%)
if Paid within 15 Non Business VAT (-Days
%)
Full FPN

Full FPN

Non Business VAT (-%)

if Paid within 15 Non Business VAT (-Days
%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
If Paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-Days
%)
Non Business VAT (-%)
If Paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-Days
%)

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£400.00

£400.00

0.00%

Statutory

Discount to encourage early
payment

£300.00

£300.00

0.00%

Statutory

Amounts set by statute

£60.00

£60.00

0.00%

Statutory

Discount to encourage early
payment

£40.00

£40.00

0.00%
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Community
(statutory charges correct at time of budget
setting)

Unit

VAT

Charging
Category

-Rationale
-Benchmarking
-Reason for changes/ freezes

2021/22
Current
Charge

2022/23
Charge

% increase

Full FPN

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Set by statute

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

If paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-working days
%)

Statutory

Set by statute

£75.00

£75.00

0.00%

Non Business VAT (-%)

Statutory

Set by statute

£100.00

£100.00

0.00%

If paid within 10 Non Business VAT (-working days
%)

Statutory

Set by statute

£75.00

£75.00

0.00%

Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime & Policing Act 2014
Failure to comply with a Community Protection
Notice:

Failure to comply with a Public Spaces
Protection Order:

Full FPN
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1.

Reason for the Report

1.1

The purpose of this report is to inform members of the Council’s overall
performance and financial position for the period ended 31st December (“Third
Quarter 2021/22”); and

2.

Recommendations

2.1

It is recommended that the Committee:


Note the Third Quarter 2021/22 financial, procurement and performance
position detailed in Appendices A, B and C and summarised at 3.3 of this
covering report.

3.

Executive Summary

3.1

This report essentially summarises the Council’s financial, procurement and
performance position after considering service activity up to the end of the Third
Quarter (i.e. 31st December 2021).

3.2

Detailed analysis is provided in Appendix A (Finance), Appendix B (Procurement)
and Appendix C (Performance).
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3.3

The position can be summarised as follows:

Subject
Finance

Procurement

Performance

4.

Headline

Reference

The Finance headlines for the Third Quarter are:
Performance against Budget
 At the Third Quarter stage the General Fund projected outturn for
2021/22 is an underspend of £1,749,210 including £0.906m in
Section31 grants, which will need to be placed into reserves at yearend for distribution via the Collection Fund in future years.
Efficiency Programme
 At Quarter Three £633,000 in savings have been taken against the
2021/22 general fund efficiency target of £830,430. It is anticipated
that there will be a £160,000 shortfall in the year.
Capital Programme
 The revised Capital Programme budget for 2021/22 is £4.83 million
including the carry forward of capital underspends from 2020/21.
The projected outturn for the year at Quarter Three is £13.96million;
an overspend of £9.13million. This reflects a £10m loan to Your
Housing Group in relation to the provision of affordable housing in
the District.
Treasury Management
 Cash investments held at 31 December 2021 totalled £18.7 million.
The Ascent loan and debenture currently stands at £17.15 million.
 Council borrowing at 31 December 2021 totals £8 million (relating to
the Ascent loan)
 The Council’s net interest income receipts for the year is forecast to
exceed the budget by £2,130 at the Quarter Three stage.
Revenue Collection
 83.07% of Council Tax was collected by 31 December 2021
compared to 83.03% for the same period last year (43.92% in
2019/20)
 76.34% of Business Rates was collected by 31 December 2021
compared to 80.61% for the same period last year (80.45% in
2019/20)
 At the end of the Third Quarter debt that was over 60 days old was
£46,727 which compares with £71,620 at 31 December 2020.
The Procurement headlines for the Third Quarter are:
 13 procurement activities were completed
 The Procurement forward plan included 41 procurement activities for
completion in 2021/22 (either SMDC only or joint)
 At the 31 December 2021, 50% of procurement activity undertaken
was on the forward plan.

Appendix A

The Performance headlines for the Third Quarter are:
 74% of the key performance indicators on track
 The Council received 47 complaints, 142 comments and 35
compliments
 Priority Actions - 13 green, 2 amber, 1 completed, 16 grey

How this Report Links to Corporate Priorities
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Appendix B

Appendix C

4.1

The successful delivery of all corporate priorities is dependent upon the effective
management of performance and financial resources, which is the subject of this
report.

5.

Options and Analysis

5.1

Detailed Analysis is contained within the main body of the Report.

6.

Implications

6.1

Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)
None.

6.2

Workforce
None.

6.3

Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Council's Equality
and Diversity policies.

6.4

Financial Considerations
There are substantial financial considerations contained throughout the
report.

6.5

Legal
None.

16.6

6.7

Risk
6.8 A

Climate Change
None.
External Consultation
None.
Risk Assessment
There are a number of risks to the financial position presented, which are
identified and explained in the financial report attached at Appendix A.

JOHN BETTS
Interim Executive Director Finance and Revenues & Benefits
Web Links and
Background Papers

Location

Contact details

Report appendices A-C

Moorlands House

Keith Pointon
01538 395400 Ext. 4193
Vanessa Higgins
01538 395400 Ext. 4195
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APPENDIX A

2021/22
Third Quarter
Financial
Review

1
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1.

Background and Introduction

1.1.

In accordance with the Council’s Financial Procedure Rules and
recommended good practice, a quarterly financial report is presented to
members. This is the third report for 2021/22.

1.2.

The report summarises overall financial performance for 2021/22 with
particular emphasis on the key sources of financial risk to the Council.
Specific considerations are as follows:


General Fund Revenue Account (Section 2) – considers budgetary
performance on the General Account by looking at variations in
income and expenditure and the funding received by the Council.



Efficiency and Rationalisation Programme (Section 3) – considers
progress in achieving the efficiency and rationalisation savings
forecast for 2021/22.



Alliance Environmental Services (Section 4) – highlights the
performance of the Council’s Joint Venture Company providing Waste
and Fleet services.



Capital Programme (Section 5) – provides an update to Members on
progress against the Council’s capital plan



Treasury Management (Section 6) – sets out the key statistics in
terms of investments and borrowings;



Revenue Collection (Section 7) – considers progress-to-date in
collecting the Council Tax, Business Rates and Sundry Debts.

2
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2. General Fund Revenue Account
2.1.

This section of the report considers the financial performance of the
General Fund Revenue Account against budget by setting out variations
in income and expenditure and funding received by the Council.

Service (with staff*)

Expected
Outturn
2021/22

2021/22
Budget

Variance

Contribution
to / (Use of)
Earmarked
Reserves

Net Variance

£
51,780
9,940
702,760
52,360
360,310
640,970
(243,160)
(357,460)
54,510
132,280
64,520
97,790
(210,970)
59,020
128,830
24,660
6,760
151,050
129,410
(303,120)
5,920,340
1,936,010
386,930
455,970
539,400
(24,660)

£
34,350
6,880
736,600
61,770
299,200
758,120
(237,390)
(462,000)
50,000
86,140
28,500
50,000
(214,970)
(115,230)
124,920
33,080
2,570
76,150
135,510
(231,180)
6,031,340
1,701,470
402,520
352,330
563,150
(42,700)

£
(17,430)
(3,060)
33,840
9,410
(61,110)
117,150
5,770
(104,540)
(4,510)
(46,140)
(36,020)
(47,790)
(4,000)
(174,250)
(3,910)
8,420
(4,190)
(74,900)
6,100
71,940
111,000
(234,540)
15,590
(103,640)
23,750
(18,040)

Net Total of Services

10,766,230

10,231,130

(535,100)

Net Interest

(319,010)
10,447,220

(321,140)
9,909,990

(2,130)
(537,230)

113,580

(2,130)
(423,650)

(6,179,940)

(7,887,120)

(1,707,180)

-

(1,707,180)

(256,080)
(14,160)
(3,989,340)
(7,700)

(256,080)
(14,160)
(3,615,420)
113,580

373,920
121,280

(113,580)

373,920
7,700

-

(1,749,210)

(1,749,210)

-

(1,749,210)

Alliance Leadership Team
Audit
ICT
Human Resources
Member Services
Property Services
Benefits
Planning Applications
Building Control
Customer Services
Legal Services
Electoral Services
Licensing and Land Charges
Regeneration
Communities and Cultural
Housing Strategy
Transformation
Community Safety and Enforcement
Finance & Procurement
Revenues
Corporate Finance*
Waste Collection
Street Scene
Leisure Services
Horticulture
Environmental Health

Funding
- external
- reserves contribution to/(from)
general contingency
use of carry forward from 20/21
Earmarked – business rates
Earmarked – general
Projected (Surplus)/Deficit

* Staff budgets are currently budgeted w ithin Corporate Finance.

3
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£
(22,350)
40,000
210,000
(13,380)
(95,490)
(5,200)
-

£
(17,430)
(3,060)
33,840
9,410
(61,110)
94,800
5,770
(104,540)
(4,510)
(46,140)
(36,020)
(7,790)
(4,000)
35,750
(3,910)
(4,960)
(4,190)
(74,900)
6,100
71,940
111,000
(234,540)
15,590
(199,130)
18,550
(18,040)
(421,520)

2.2.

A revenue budget of £10,433,060 was set for 2021/22. In accordance with
Financial Procedure Rules, the roll forward of £14,160 in unused budgets from
2020/21 has been authorised.
Planning (£5,500): in respect of the development of the Local Plan in 2021/22
Member Services (£8,660): in respect of Member Initiative funds to
applied in 2021/22.
This brings the 2021/22 budget to £10,447,220

2.3.

The table above shows how this budget has been allocated to services.

2.4.

The Q3 projected outturn on the General Fund Revenue Account for the year
is £8,698,010. This represents a projected surplus for the year of £1,749,210.

2.5.

There are five areas of significant underspend (>£50,000):

2.6.



Member Services (£61,110 underspend); Savings across a number of
budget heads such as policy consultations, civic transport, councillor
expenses and initiatives.



Planning Applications (£104,540 underspend); Savings of some
£24,000 are accruing against policy and other budget heads. Application
fee income is projected to exceed expectations by £80,000.



Community Safety and Enforcement (£74,900 underspend); To date
grant monies received towards community initiatives are exceeding
anticipated in-year spend by some £34,000. A further £38,000 underspend
is accruing against the CCTV equipment budgets, both purchase and
repair.



Waste Collection (£234,540 underspend); £20,000 of the underspend is
as result of asset sales being credited to the service. The remainder
arises from an anticipated rebate of the AES management fee as a result
of improved recycling basket of goods prices achieved. This more than
offsets other budgetary pressures such as increased disposal costs.



Leisure Services (£199,130 underspend); There is scope to make
operational savings of some £104,000 mainly against the Covid-19
support budget put in place to fund the cost-plus arrangement with the
leisure contractor. The service will also benefit from the application of
some £95,490 of earmarked reserves arising out of Government support
earmarked at the end of 2020/21.

There are three areas of significant overspend (>£50,000):


Property (£94,800 overspend); Covid-19 has impacted this service
significantly. Firstly car parking, where a £95,000 reduction in income is
forecast. Secondly, the on-going cost pressures deriving from the facilities
management arrangements are currently forecast to result in a £20,000
overspend, mainly in respect of additional building and public convenience
4
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cleaning costs. These latter costs are however offset by savings against
building repair and maintenance budgets. Similarly the additional £22,000
cost of an energy audit is being funded out of the earmarked climate
change reserve.


Revenues (£71,940 overspend); The impact of Covid-19 on the
Recovery service was initially predicted to be significant. However the
income generated from summons activity is now running only £4,000
below original expectations. Further budget pressure in the region of
£70,000 is predicted in local taxation from the level of spending on
external services to support billing processes and address backlogs
arising out of Covid.



Corporate Finance (£111,000 overspend); At this stage of the year the
impact of Covid-19 on the Authority’s ability to achieve its efficiency targets
is predicted to result in a £160,000 shortfall in budgeted savings offset in
part by predicted net savings of £77,000 in the establishment. Further
pressure across a number of Corporate budget heads could add a further
£28,000 to this overspend.

2.7.

Net interest costs, as detailed in section 6, are currently expected to
generate £2,130 more income than budgeted.

2.8.

The level of funding anticipated for the year is £1,211,980 above that budgeted
due to the following:
External Funding: (£1,707,180)


Business Rates Retention (£1,707,180 additional funding):
o The Council expects to receive £2,111,770 in additional S31 grants
in the year due to continuation of Extended Retail and Nursery
Discounts to respond to the covid-19 situation as well as the Covid19 Additional Relief Fund – at the time of budget setting central
government had not confirmed these reliefs. Accounting practice
dictates that these grants are treated as general fund revenue in the
year. However, the extended reliefs impact the Collection Fund by
increasing the deficit in the year, which will need to be distributed in
future years, therefore this additional funding needs to be
earmarked to accommodate this and cannot be used to support
other services.
o The Council’s share of the business rates collection fund deficit to
be distributed in 2022/23 is £906,580; this amount of the s31
funding will be put in to reserves at the end of this year to be drawn
down in 2022/23 to smooth the effect between years.
o An increase of £348,280 in the net levy payable on growth to the
Staffordshire Business Rates Pool is currently forecast compared to
the budgeted amount. This is due to fluctuations in the level of
growth affected by the provision for appeals.
Part of the levy payment savings achieved as member of the pool
are dependent on the performance of the whole pool so could only
be estimated at year end. The pool has now advised the draft final
5
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amount due for the previous year (subject to completion of external
audits), this is £56,310 greater than the accrued amount, which will
offset the surplus Business Rates Retention in the current year.

Movement of Reserves: (£495,200 contribution)


Earmarked Reserves (£495,200 additional contribution):
o Business Rates (£373,920 contribution); The 21/22 budgeted use of
reserves included a £3,989,340 use of the earmarked Business
Rates reserve to offset the collection fund deficit brought forward
from 20/21. This has left a balance of £532,660 on the reserve. As
reported in the Business Rates Retention section above a deficit of
£906,580 is anticipated to be funded out of this earmarked reserve
in 2022/23. Therefore an additional contribution of £373,920 is
required.
o Other Earmarked (£121,280 additional contribution); These reserves
exist to match available funding with future projects and activities.
Often it is not possible to anticipate when eligible spend will occur
and so as the year progresses services will identify projects and
schemes where earmarked reserves can be applied. To date across
the authority net contribution into these reserves amounts to
£121,280 more than nominally anticipated at the beginning of the
year.

3.

Efficiency and Rationalisation Programme

3.1.

This section of the report considers the financial performance of the
Council’s Efficiency and Rationalisation Programme in 2021/22.

3.2.

The Council’s Medium-Term Financial Plan (approved in February 2019)
included the four-year (2017/18 – 2020/21) Efficiency and Rationalisation
Strategy targeting savings of £3.14 million. This was required to balance the
forecast budget deficit position of £2.7m and also the carry forward of
unachieved efficiencies from 2016/17 of £0.4m.

3.3.

The Efficiency and Rationalisation Strategy is premised on the need to both
reduce expenditure and increase income. The need to grow income is now
more of a priority as the Council moves more towards being self-financing.
The strategy has been developed with the underlying principles of protecting
frontline service delivery. It is also intended that the strategy is a tool to
enable the Council to ensure that its service spending is determined by the
established priorities set out in the Corporate Plan.

3.4.

The 2021/22 budget was set in February 2021 with the assumption of
£448,000 of savings in the year. Unachieved efficiencies of £382,400 were
brought forward from 2020/21 in line with the MTFP, making an in-year target
for 2021/22 of £830,430. A large part of this savings requirement is focussed
on the removal of surplus budgets no longer needed.
6
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3.5.

The major focus of the savings programme in 2021/22 being on growth,
income generation and major procurements.

3.6.

At the end of Quarter Three, £633,060 in savings have been taken against
the 2021/22 efficiency target. These relate to the removal of surplus leasing
budgets (£419,660); removal of underspent budgets within the
Environmental services (£53,220) and insurance services (£15,000); and
savings in the AES contract (£145,180)

3.7.

There is a significant risk that not all of the current year savings will be
achieved in the year, particularly those relating to growing fees and charges
and income generation. At this stage it is assumed that £160,000 in savings
will remain unachieved at year-end. This will continue to be monitored over
the rest of the year and further savings opportunities explored to make up the
shortfall.

3.8.

The longer term need for a new Efficiency Programme will be considered as
part of the revision of the 2022/23 Medium Term Financial Plan.

3.9.

The Authority carries a longstanding reserve earmarked to support the
Efficiency Strategy, which can be drawn on to offset one-off costs of
delivering the efficiency programme, such as redundancy costs. The reserve
currently stands at £493,000. It has not been necessary to draw on this
reserve in previous years so it remains intact to underwrite performance
against future savings targets in the Efficiency Programme.

4.

Alliance Environmental Services

4.1.

Alliance Environmental Services Ltd (AES) delivers waste, fleet, street
cleansing and grounds maintenance services to both Staffordshire Moorlands
District and High Peak Borough Councils. The Councils are shareholders of
the company along with Ansa, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Cheshire
East Council.

4.2.

AES’s financial performance and impact on this Council’s budget is
summarised below:
2021-22

£

AES Contract budget

4,565,970

Management fee
Net additional claim/rebate
Allocation of AES efficiency
Covid-19 costs
Total management fee payable
Allocation of Joint Operation profit
Net total

4,683,331
(250,495)
(21,721)
16,305
4,427,420
(45,717)
4,381,703

Variance to budget

(184,267)

7
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4.3.

The AES business plan for all services being delivered to the Council during
2021/22 includes a budgeted management fee of £4,683,331. The Council’s
£21,721 share of the total AES forecast efficiency target for 2021/22 is
repayable to the Council at the end of the year and is allocated against the
management fee costs.

4.4.

An additional pressure on the Pay Award compared to the budgeted amount is
forecast to be offset by an anticipated rebate on recycling contracts income
following an improvement on the basket of goods rates. Whilst markets
continue to fluctuate this is subject to change, but is currently forecast at a net
benefit of £250,495.

4.5.

Some additional costs relating to Covid-19, such as additional cleaning
products, PPE and additional agency costs are forecast at £16,305.

4.6.

Under accounting standards, AES’s financial performance is incorporated in to
the Councils’ single entity statements as a ‘Joint Operation’ as opposed to
separate group accounts being reported. The profit is therefore apportioned
between the two Councils and the respective services in line with the input of
original budgeted resources from each department. The Council’s share of the
forecast profit based on the forecast outturn is £45,717 and is offset against
the management fee costs.

8
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5.

Capital Programme

5.1.

This section of the report provides an update to members on the Council’s
Capital Programme.

5.2.

The table below shows a high level (service) summary of the General Fund
Capital Programme position at 31st December 2021. Further detail – on a
scheme by scheme basis – is contained in Annex A:

Housing
Housing Standards
Property Services
ICT
Leisure Services
Fleet Management
CCTV
Community
Regeneration
Horticulture
Total

2021/22
Approved
Budget

Q3 Changes

2021/22
Revised
Budget

Expected
Outturn
2021/22

Expected
Variance
2021/22

£

£

£

£

£

1,523,200
711,010
143,560
150,000
1,712,530
85,650
200,000
53,520
251,720
4,831,190

-

1,523,200
711,010
143,560
150,000
1,712,530
85,650
200,000
53,520
251,720
4,831,190

10,000,000

10,000,000

1,523,200
508,660
122,000
150,000
1,062,630
85,650
200,000
53,520
251,720
13,957,380

(202,350)
(21,560)
(649,900)
9,126,190

1,519,940
25,000

-

1,519,940
25,000

1,519,940
3,215,750

3,190,750

88,500
3,197,750
4,831,190

-

88,500
3,197,750
4,831,190

1,200,000
1,185,650
6,836,040
13,957,380

1,200,000
1,097,150
3,638,290
9,126,190

Funding:External Contributions
Capital Receipts
Revenue Reserves
Earmarked Reserves
Borrowing
Total

5.3.

The 2021/22 General Fund Capital Budget was approved by Members in
February 2021 as part of the Medium Term Financial Plan (£4,689,570); and
then updated in Sept (£141,620 – relating to carry forwards from 2020/21
resulting in a revised overall capital programme of £4,831,190, no changes
have been made during quarter three.

5.4

The changes made to the capital programme since approval in February
are as follows:-

9
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5.5

The carry forward of 2020-21 capital budget variances as a result of
projects which were either behind schedule or had progressed quicker
than expected in the year

The General fund capital programme is currently forecast to record an overall
net overspend position of £9,126,190, significant variances are:



Housing £10,000,000 Following the return of the Ascent loan ( reported
at 6.5) a capital loan of £10million is being made to Your Housing
Group for the maintenance of and provision of affordable housing within
the Staffordshire Moorlands District. This is anticipated at the end of
January 2022.
(Property Services £202,350 under-spend)
& (Fleet Purchases
£649,900 under-spend) caused by the revised timing of capital spend
against Asset Management Projects and vehicle purchases, which
have been reprofiled into the latest update of the 5 year rolling capital
programme,

5.6

Consequently overall capital funding which is anticipated to be applied to the
2021/22 Capital Programme is higher than forecast, reflecting the revised
timing of capital spend and repayment of Ascent loan and funding of the
Your Housing Group Loan

6.

Treasury Management

6.1.

This section of the report sets out the key treasury management statistics in
relation to the Council’s investments and borrowings. This report comprises a
high level treasury management summary.
The Audit and Accounts
Committee receives detailed operational updates on treasury management.
Investments

6.2.

Cash Investments held on the 31st December 2021 totalled £18.7million.
Interest earned on these investments up to the end of the third quarter totalled
£20,960 and the average level of funds available for investment was
£19.7million.

6.3.

The Council budgeted to receive £20,710 in investment income in 2021/22. As
interest rates have improved slightly since the time of budget setting following
the increase in the Bank of England base rate in December to 0.25%; a small
surplus of £6,450 is anticipated against the budget.

10
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Ascent Joint Venture
6.4.

The Council has a debenture of £5million paying 2% and loan of £14million
paying an average 3.02% with Ascent, the joint venture company established
to deliver affordable housing across the District.

6.5.

These are expected to be returned to the council at the end of January upon
the cessation of Ascent Housing LLP: £14million loan and £3.15million
impaired debenture.

6.6.

The investment income budget was based on the original investments
continuing for the full year: £100,000 income from the debenture and
£422,880 from the loan. Therefore there will be a shortfall against the budget
of £12,000 for the debenture and £81,870 for the loan.
Borrowing

6.7.

External borrowing outstanding as at 31st December 2021 was £8million
following the repayment of £7m of Local Authority loans during the year.

6.8.

The Council has agreed a £10million capital loan to a housing company, Your
Housing Limited, as part of the current year capital programme. Costs
associated with this are offset by income resulting in a net income of £40,020.

6.9.

The Council budgeted to incur £224,580 in net interest charges in 2021/22.
This was based on externally funding the full Ascent loan balance of
£14million and a £1million general fund borrowing requirement. Including the
net income above, there is an overall underspend of £89,550 forecast against
the borrowing costs budget.

7.

Revenue Collection

7.1.

This section of the report details progress to date in collecting the Council Tax,
Business Rates and Sundry Debt.

7.2.

The Quarter 3 collection rate was as follows:



Council Tax – 83.07% of Council Tax was collected by 31st December
2021, compared to 83.03% for the same period in 2020/21, and 83.92% in
2019/20.
Business Rates – 76.34% of Business Rates was collected by 31st
December 2021, compared to 80.61% for the same period in 2020/21, and
80.45% in 2019/20.
o The longer term effects of Covid-19 on collection rates continue
to be monitored. Timings of payments have also been affected
11
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by the change to the amount of Extended Retail discount by
central government.
7.3

At the end of Quarter Three the value of sundry debt that was over 60 days old
was £46,727 which compares with £71,620 at 31st December 2020.

ANNEX A
Capital Programme Update 31st December 2021

Capital Schemes

Housing Strategy
Other Housing
Total Housing Strategy
Housing Standards
Private Sector Grants
Total Environmental Health
Property Services
Asset Management Plan
Total Property
ICT
Total ICT
Vehicle & Plant Purchase
Fleet Management
CCTV - Upgrade
CCTV
Regeneration
Moorlands Partnership Grants
Total Regeneration
Community
Forsbrook Community Facilities
Total Community
Horticulture
Brough Park Improvements
Total Horticulture
Leisure
Sports Clubs Facilities
Total Horticulture

Total Programme

2021/22
Approved
Budget

Q3
Changes

2021/22
Revised
Budget

2021/22
Expected
Out-Turn

Expected
Variance
2021/22

£

£

£

£

£

-

-

-

10,000,000
10,000,000

10,000,000
10,000,000

1,523,200
1,523,200

-

1,523,200
1,523,200

1,523,200
1,523,200

-

711,010
711,010
143,560
143,560

-

711,010
711,010
143,560
143,560

508,660
508,660
122,000
122,000

(202,350)
(202,350)
(21,560)
(21,560)

1,712,530
1,712,530

-

1,712,530
1,712,530

1,062,630
1,062,630

(649,900)
(649,900)

85,650
85,650

-

85,650
85,650

85,650
85,650

-

53,520
53,520

-

53,520
53,520

53,520
53,520

-

200,000
200,000

-

200,000
200,000

200,000
200,000

-

251,720
251,720

-

251,720
251,720

251,720
251,720

-

150,000
150,000

-

150,000
150,000

150,000
150,000

-

4,831,190

-

4,831,190

13,957,380

9,126,190
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APPENDIX B

2021/22
Third Quarter
Procurement
Review
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1.

Introduction

1.1

A key element of the financial savings included in the Council’s Efficiency &
Rationalisation Strategy is being met from Procurement activity which was agreed
by Full Council in February 2017.

1.2

The current Procurement Strategy was developed to ensure that its objectives
linked closely with the Council’s overall strategic vision and aims and objectives.
The key actions included, delivery of cashable savings, development of a
professional Procurement unit, updated Procurement Rules to support
transparency and the implementation of electronic tendering processes and
procurement systems.

1.3

The revised Procurement Strategy is scheduled for presentation and
implementation following consultation with Members during 2021/22. The revised
strategy will focus on the following key objectives to support the aims of the
Council’s Corporate plan and align with the LGA National Procurement Strategy:







1.4

Delivering Value for Money
Commercial focus and effective Contract Management
Maintaining Transparency and Ethical practices through effective leadership
Promoting Responsible and Sustainable Procurement
Supporting the Local Economy and Business Growth
Delivering Social Value (CSR) through our Contracts

The strategy is timetabled for decision and implementation in March 2022, due to
further review on the key priorities and outputs to align with other relevant key
strategies currently being developed. Further consultation is planned with local
business forums to actively engage local small to medium businesses to gain
feedback on our key priorities.

2.

Third Quarter Completed Procurements

2.1

The activity supported by the procurement function during the third quarter
September 2021 to December 2021 is summarised below:
Third Quarter
SMDC Only
JOINT (SM/HP)
TOTAL

High Value
(> £181,000)

Low Value
(< £181,000)

[-]
[-]

Total
5
8

5
8
13

2.2

Annex A provides details of the 13 procurements exercises reviewed and
completed during Quarter three.

3.0

2021/22 Procurement Forward Plan
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3.1

The table below details the number of exercises which fall into either low or high
value (profiled over full contract term) scheduled for completion or starting in
2021/22.
2021/22 Activity

High Value
(> 181,000k)

SMDC
JOINT (SM/HP)
TOTAL

Low Value
(< £181,000k)

1
4

18
18

Total
19
22
41

In addition to the above, there are 223 listed entries brought forward from previous
years (for review and completion for both HPBC and SMDC combined).
3.2

Some of the more significant ‘high level’ procurement activity that is scheduled for
delivery in 2021/22 includes:




Facilities Management (Joint venture delivery model)
Cornhill West Industrial Units Project (Subject to Approval)
Consultancy levelling up fund
Professional Services Contract – Architectural

4.

Procurement Performance

4.1

This section reports on the Council performance in terms of procurement activity
and the payment of suppliers.

4.2

Performance for the second quarter is highlighted below:Target

Performance at
31st December
2021

% of Alliance Procurement
Activity on Forward Plan

68%

50%

Annual contract spend as %
of gross expenditure budget

94%

94%

Baseline

Result 20/21
6.3%

Contextual

Result 20/21
33%

Performance Indicator

Supplier (Creditor) spend
within the local area as a %
of total spend
% of Contracts awarded to
local suppliers following
submission of EOI (over
£5,000)

Performance Indicators – targets off track
4.3

We are continuing our communication programme of regular service review
meetings to ensure planned activity is captured and monitored on the plan. We are
continuing to work with service areas to ensure they are compliant in
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commissioning Supplies, Services or Works and that the internal processes are
adhered to.
5.0

Revised Public Contract Regulations Threshold changes 2022

5.1

Notification of the new threshold values to apply for the purposes of the Public
Contracts Regulations 2015, Utilities Contracts Regulations 2016, Concession
Contracts Regulations 2016 and the Defence and Security Public Contracts
Regulations 2011. The threshold values are refreshed every two years and it is
mandatory for public sector contracting authorities to adhere to these regulations.

5.2

The new procurement threshold values will apply to contracts advertised on and
after 1 January 2022.

5.3

The revised thresholds below are exclusive of VAT and relate to the full life of the
Contract:
PUBLIC CONTRACT THRESHOLDS
2022 & 2023
Works Contracts
Small Lots
Supply, Services and Design Contracts
Small Lots
Social and other specific Services
Light Touch Regime
Subsidised services contracts
Concession Contracts

£
5,336,937
884,720
213,477
70,778
663,540
213,477
5,336,937

5.4

Changes to the estimated value methodology will apply from January 2022 to
include VAT on contract values. Therefore when calculating the estimated value
of the contract to determine whether the regulations apply, the contract value
estimation should be inclusive of VAT (where applicable) from 1 January 2022.

5.5

This is a change in practice, as a result of the UK's independent membership of
the GPA. The revised thresholds have been calculated in accordance with
established GPA practice. Procurers should calculate the estimated value of a
contract based on the total amount payable including VAT without making a
deduction for any available VAT recovery.

5.6

The Council’s Procurement Procedure Rules for Authorisation to procure and
award contracts are requested to be updated to reflect the changes in the new
thresholds. This will be presented for approval in the Procurement Forward Plan
as part of the MTFP submitted to full Council in February 2022.
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ANNEX A
Third Quarter Procurement Activity Completed - SMDC
Contract Title

Brief contract
description

Recurring
or One Off

Biddulph
Grange Path
Surfacing

Minor works

Research
Services – High
Streets

GPS Based footfall
plus High Street data
provision and
Monitoring data for
SMDC towns

One Off

Staffordshire
Means Business
Staffs
Apprenticeship
500
Market Licence
reviews

SLA with
Staffordshire County
Council

Antiques Market
Leek

Service Area

One Off

Service

Procedure

Award Detail

Term
(years)

Total
Contract
Value £

RFQ

RGS (Leek)

n/a

2,387

Regeneration

RFQ

Place
Informatics Ltd

n/a

4,150

SLA

Regeneration

Change
control

Staffordshire
County
Council

Until
st
31
March
22

65,000

Recurring

Regeneration

Taken off work plan for individual review

n/a

Regeneration

Taken off work plan for exercise – delivered
through SLAs detailed in Q2 report

Commissioning

Welcome back High street Business
support Staffordshire Moorlands

Third Quarter Procurement Activity Completed – JOINT (HPBC & SMDC)
Contract Title

Brief contract description

Recurring
or One Off

Service Area

Procedure

Award Detail Term /
Duratio
n

Total
Contract
Value £

Email Security
SoftwareVIPRE

IT systems and software

Recurring

Transformation

RFQ

Vipre Security
Ltd

2 yrs

8,094

Stationery Items

Provision of stationery
supplies

Recurring

Customer
Services

Framework
via DCC

Banner Ltd

2 (+2)
yrs

Est
29,000

Levelling up
Fund

Consultancy Support (initial
scoping)

One Off

Regeneration

Single
Source

Mutual
Ventures

4 wks

12,000

Cycle to work
scheme

Employee incentive scheme

Recurring

Transformation
OD

Framework

Cyclescheme
Ltd

1 yr

5,000
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Water Sample
risk
Assessments

Risk Assessments for private
water supplies

Recurring

Environmental
Health

Single
Source

RH
Environmental

Until
31/03
/22

11,893

Climate Change
Explainer
Videos

Creation of videos – Climate
Change strategy and
measures

One Off

Communities
Climate Change

RFQ

Be Inspired

8-10
wks

2,160

Organisational
Consultancy Appointment to
Development
support Alliance’s OD
Consultancy
Strategy
Support
Collection and Disposal of Confidential waste
from offices

One Off

Transformation

Single
Source

Camburg
Collective

8-10
wks

29,850

Recurring

Assets
Compliance
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Taken off workplan – incorporated in wider FM
project (low value)
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Staffs Moorlands Performance & Customer Feedback Report: 2021/22 (Q3)
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Staffordshire Moorlands Q3 Summary
The following report provides Councillors with an overview of performance at Staffs Moorlands for the period April to December 2021 in
relation to the Council’s corporate plan priorities and the associated performance targets and projects. The report also provides an overview of
the results from the Council’s customer feedback system in terms of how we handle and learn from complaints and the level of comments and
compliments.
Performance Overview
There are 35 targeted measures against which the council reports on a monthly and quarterly basis, the remaining measures in the council’s
performance framework are considered contextual in nature and feature in the Annual Report. The charts below show the results for both
attainment and trend data up until December 2021; with 74% of targets on track at the end of Q3 and 68% of measures maintaining or
improving on their performance compared to last year. The actions being taken to address the ‘off track’ measures are detailed at the end of
this report.
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The report also provides an update on the progress of key projects that contribute to the priority actions outlined in the 2019-2023 Corporate
Plan. The table below right explains the colour coding used to describe the current status of these projects / actions.
100%
80%

100%
74%

Off Track

80%

60%

60%

40%

40%

In danger of going off Track
On Track

47%
32%

20%
20%

6%

0%

21%

20%

Complete / Closed

0%
On Track

Off Track

N/A

Not yet started / Decision
awaited

Better

Weaker

No Change

Customer Feedback Overview
There has been an increase in the number of complaints received compared to last year, although it remains low at just 47 in nine months.
There have been no repeat complaints and performance in handling complaints in 20 days is slightly ahead of its 97% target. Further
information about lessons learned is included in the report.

Aim 1: Help create a safer and healthier environment for our communities to live and work
SM Aim 1: December Trends 2021/22

SM Aim 1: December Results 2021/22
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
On Track

Off Track

N/A

Better

Weaker

No Change
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The grey bar denotes data which has been unavailable due to IT issues with the Civica system and relates to the two housing benefit
processing measures for new claims and changes in circumstance. This issue is expected to be resolved by a software upgrade in early January
with data being provided from then onwards.
Three homelessness measures remain off track pertaining to temporary accommodation placements in excess of 6 weeks and settled
accommodation outcomes for homelessness applications, which are being hampered by slow turnover and reduced availability within the
private rented sector. However, the proportion of applications being opened at the ‘prevention’ rather than ‘relief’ stages has improved and is
now above target.

Celebrating Success:
At the end of Q3, the following performance indicators are outstripping their targets:
✓ initial homelessness applications opened at the prevention and relief duty stages
✓ external funding awarded in support of physical activity

2019-2023 Corporate Plan Priority Actions – Progress Highlights
Priority Actions
Develop a strategy for further
development of affordable and specialist
housing
Complete the review of the CCTV system
and implement the agreed
recommendations
Develop and implement an ongoing
indoor leisure facilities improvement
plan focused on improving the health
and wellbeing of residents

Status Commentary – December
A report on the Accelerated Housing Delivery Programme which includes affordable housing
has been prepared and was scheduled for Cabinet and Service Delivery. However, the report
has been delayed in regard to issues with Tape Street. A meeting will be arranged to discuss
this in detail.
Upgrades are currently underway and should have been finished by mid-December, however
there are complications around delivery.
Work is ongoing with FMG Consulting, internal project board met with a number of actions
assigned to members of the project group.
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Develop and implement an outdoor
leisure facilities improvement plan
focused around the 'sports village'
concept
Develop a Private Sector Housing
Strategy to improve conditions for
homeowners and private tenants

Report which summarises progress to date and required funds towards new projects is being
drafted for Service Delivery Panel on 26th January. Two new pipeline projects are in
development (Endon and Forsbrook). Waterhouses project is now complete, funding has
been given to Whiston Parish Council to progress their project.
Information digest report issued, and feedback received. Policy will be out for consultation in
the new year.

Refresh the Council’s Communication
Strategy in order to ensure that there is a
more effective dialogue with residents

Information digest report is being prepared.

Review the Council's community safety
arrangements in order to maintain
strong partnerships with community
groups
Influencing Action: Reducing crime, the
fear of crime and ASB

ACTION COMPLETED.
Completed and reported to Members.

Influencing Action: Combating illegal
money lenders such as loan sharks

Priority Actions
Review the Sport and Physical Activity
Strategy in order to integrate
communities and sports clubs into the
delivery of its objectives

Implement the Covid-19 Community
Recovery Plan

Status Commentary – December
Staffs Moorlands - work to progress this review will commence in the new year and will follow
a similar stakeholder engagement process to the review undertaken in High Peak.
Individual project updates within the action:
- Active Communities Plan: The plans are being refreshed to take into account new strategic
priorities and re-start of roles/activities which focus on communities via Lex Leisure.
- Refresh sports & physical activity strategy: Staffordshire Moorlands - stakeholder
consultation was paused due to Cheadle project residents survey but looking to restart this in
the new year. Information Digest report expected in February.
- Review Community Sport Grants: Review is complete.
The council is working with its county and community partners on recovery plans
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Influencing actions
Ensuring effective health provision
particularly for the elderly

The Council’s Health O&S Panel met on 15th Sept 2021, and members considered the following health
related matters: Health related matters considered:
•
Aftercare Following Discharge from Hospital
•
Midlands Partnership NHS Foundation Trust Annual Update included the latest update for Leek
Minor Injuries Unit.
•
West Midlands Ambulance Service - Review of Community Ambulance Stations & rural provision
of the Ambulance Service

Aim 2: Meet financial challenges and provide value for money
SM Aim 2 : December Results 2021/22
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

SM Aim 2 : December Trends 2021/22
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On Track

Off Track

Better

Weaker

No Change
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Performance under Aim Two at Staffordshire Moorlands remains strong with over 80% of aligned measures on track. Sickness absence across
the Alliance has now passed its reduced 6-day target for the year with 1,999 FTE days lost during the first nine months of 2021/22. Almost
three-quarters of these absences are due to cases of long term sickness.
There has also been an increase in reactive procurements to assist with external funding spend, which has affected the proportion of planned
commissioning activity. FOI responses have seen a small improvement but remain low.

Celebrating Success:
At the end of Q3, the following performance indicators are outstripping their targets:
✓
✓
✓
✓

IT systems and network availability
repeat complaints and complaint handling
customer interactions and portal accounts
internal audit recommendations implemented

2019-2023 Corporate Plan Priority Actions – Progress Highlights
Priority Actions
Develop and implement a plan to
identify new and innovative ways of
generating income
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Refresh and implement the Asset
Management Plan, including a
review of public estate, and ensure
adequate facilities management
arrangements are in place

Develop an Access to Services
Strategy to ensure that Council
services are accessible to all
Implement the Council’s Efficiency
and Rationalisation Programme
(This will focus on several projects
including procurement, income
generation, trading, advertising,
and sponsorship, etc.)
Develop a new Organisational
Development Strategy to ensure
that our workforce is developed

Status Commentary – December
Individual projects updates within the action:
Advertising/Sponsorship - On hold
Fees & Charges- Proceeding in line with the MTFP.
Empty properties-Review of empty properties completed in October 2021. This was a oneoff project that is now complete. Out of the caseload issued for review 19% of the cases
were found to be occupied.
Trade Waste- To be picked up when AES project resources become available.
Individual projects updates within the action:
- Asset Management Plan : Slight delays to Stock Condition and Energy Audits due to staff
sickness (Covid-19 related). Unlikely to get the surveys and data back before the end of
January.
- Capital program: Next year’s budget confirmed. Overall, most projects are on track and
few project will progress into next year.
- Norse Contract Options: Cleaning and Caretaking proposal should be here within the next
week. Service Spec being reviewed by Head of Service, final workshop happening on 11th
& 12th of January and final publication by Norse on 14th Jan. Cllr Work group is being
pulled together following this publication for January for both sides for wc.17th & 31st.
Report to be written and agenda to be prepared, with overall aim of agreement on 8th &
10th Feb.
- Facilities Management Arrangements: Vertas has given Notice on Atlas from 30th April.
Linked to Norse project.
To be presented to members alongside other strategies in 2022.

Staffordshire Moorlands report is being prepared. Individual project updates within the
action:
Parish Grants-Proceeding in line with MTFP timetable
Refresh Efficiency & Rationalisation programme-Proceeding in line with MTFP timetable

Report has been prepared - Due to go to members with other strategies (Feb 2022).

Priority Actions
effectively
Develop a new procurement
strategy with a focus on spending
money locally
Develop a new ICT strategy to
enhance and support the delivery
of services
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Implement the Covid 19 Reinstating
Service Plan, Financial Recovery
Plan and Positive Legacy Plan

Status Commentary – December
The procurement team had a brainstorming session in late November to review the
strategy ambitions and associated actions. Aspiration is to have the draft strategy
produced by early Feb 2022 with a committee report requesting its adoption in March
2022.
Digital Strategy due February 2022 meeting cycle.
Individual project updates within the strategy:
Civica Pay- Notification received from Civica on 7th December that owing to their need to
ensure that they have the resources to deliver 3Dsv2 compliance across their customer
base they were no longer able to support a March 2022 go-live.
Civica Open Revenues- First phase completed for automation of moves/MOP and benefit
forms completed June 2021.
Collective - We have published the Christmas changes calendars and launched the new
SMDC calendar for this period on time. However, we have identified some flaws with
original missed form coding not completely fitting our operational needs & the potential
to cause problems operationally. Negotiations with IEG4 have been underway, work
scheduled for early 2022 –workarounds put in place for the issues. We shifted some target
dates into 2022 to ensure maximum effort and attention can be put into each stage of the
implementation and get it right. Quality remains our highest priority, corners are not being
cut and extra effort is going into the detail setting the standard for future integration
projects.
ICT upgrade- Socitm Advisory has been commissioned to support the co-creation of a new
Digital Strategy and roadmap for the Alliance. To do this, the Socitm Advisory team has
been engaging widely with stakeholders across the councils’ as well as reviewing our
existing digital landscape to form a roadmap which considers our architecture as well as
our aspirations. Deliverables of the ICT / Digital Strategy will rely on this platform, and this
is a project that will lead on our future opportunities & benefits that could be gained from
a wider digital workspace - all yet to be fully scoped so project documentation cannot be
provided. Timescale from ongoing to Post TRA2.
Following the latest changes the group will be stood up to plan the Councils’ return.
Financial recovery is being built into the MTFP. The Agile Working Policy is with the Unions
for sign off and will be launched before the end of January.

Aim 3: Help create a strong economy by supporting further regeneration of towns and
villages
SM Aim 3: December Results 2021/22
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On Track

Off Track

Better

Weaker

No Change

The Council is on track for all the targets contained under Aim Three and 100% of major applications have been determined on time.

Celebrating Success:
At the end of Q3 2021/22, the following performance indicators outstripped their targets:
✓
✓
✓
✓

major planning applications processed on time
minor planning applications processed on time
other planning applications processed on time
major and minor developments allowed on appeal

2019-2023 Corporate Plan Priority Actions – Progress Highlights
Priority Actions
Support the development of Cornhill
and improved rail links
Influencing Action - Support the
Churnet Valley Railway with their
plans to bring trains back to Leek
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Support the development of the
former Churnet Works site, Leek
Develop and implement plans to
extend the public market operations

Develop a master plan for bringing
redundant mills back into use

Implement the Council’s growth
strategy to bring about the
regeneration of towns and rural
communities

Status Commentary – December
Individual projects updates within the action:
Cornhill development: East- The project is included within a long list as part of visioning work
on levelling up. Proposal provided of what we will do with the funding, if successful. West - In
contact with Developer regarding confirmation on owners willingness to sell freehold of
industrial units to support LEP funding application. Proposed to appoint Fisher German to
undertake RICs valuation and lead on negotiations for land purchase. Overall site viability
assessment (required to support s106 variation application) expected 10/12/21 - outcome of
which will have significant impact on delivery timescale both of industrial units and full site.
Remains the risk that landowner could disengage with site delivery and revert to sale for fully
commercially led development.
Rail projects: Stoke to Leek Rail feasibility -Inaugural meeting (chaired by MP) to be held
10/12/21. Leekbrook-Leek heritage rail track due to commence in January, resubmitted
planning application as expired (due to inability to start on site due to covid), unclear if this
has been approved - Planning to comment.
Subject to existing developer option expiry & continued Travelodge interest, business case
required for Council led development.
Quarterbridge project management 1st draft report received of market service overview. On
target for final report and Market Hall business case reports for end of December 2021,
Traders offered discount to trade in Market Hall on Fridays from January (following
withdrawal of antiques market). positive response to date. Wednesday outdoor trader
numbers remain low and officers dealing with high number of complaints. Final option to be
determined in January.
Leek Mills Commercial Demand Assessment: An external site tour was held with regeneration
and planning on 3rd November. Consultants Lambert Smith Hampton have almost completed
their background report and are working on the heritage review. LSH have arranged meetings
with three of the mill owners to date, these meetings are set up for the 9th of December.
Sixteen initiations have been sent to local agents on 12th November and LSH are starting to
get responses with meetings set up in the coming weeks. We are attempting to identify the
owners of York Mill. Review meetings have been set up with LSH.
Biddulph Wharf Rd masterplan- Reviewing next steps and required budget. Planning policy
have contacted the owners regarding delivery status. 2 responses received.
Tunstall Road- Planning Policy have contacted owners regarding status. Two responses
received to date.

Priority Actions
Influencing Action- HP - Ensure the
best use of public assets across the
borough by working via the One
Public Estate project

Influencing Action- SM-Expand the
Growth Deal Partnership to provide
inward investment
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Develop a Tourism Strategy to
maximise the positive impact to our
communities
Implement the Covid-19 Economic
Recovery Plan

Status Commentary – December
Blythe Vale- Meeting to be held with SCC to consider draft specification for procurement of a
masterplan. Meeting to be arranged with National Highways and St Modwen Homes to
discuss access to Phase 3, the employment allocation to the south of the A50. The council has
allocated £30,000 to the project - Progress should happen in the New Year.
Cheadle town centre masterplan - Stakeholder Panel meeting held 15th December. Report to
be taken to Cabinet meeting of 8th February 2022 to set out feedback from the public survey
and agree next steps. These are proposed to be:
1. Consider the Council response to feedback from the public and map out the way forward
under each theme (housing; High Street; parking; leisure; integrated health and well-being
services).
2. Consider an updated role for the Stakeholder Panel.
3. Issue a second community newsletter to update residents in February.
Specification being prepared. Cllr. Hart to comment before the project re-starts.

Recovery packages in place including grants to business, business support initiatives and close
liaison with partners to develop redundancy responses & job fair events. Tourism promotion
in partnership with DMO's to promote staycation market and launch of hospitality charter to
support recruitment to industry. Tourism Strategies commissioned for both districts.
Welcome Back funding used to attract footfall to town centres and support markets.

Influencing Actions
Provide bus services which connect
our villages with our three market
towns for services, shopping, and
leisure

Improve access and traffic flows to
our town centre

Staffordshire County Council have been successful in a bid to the Rural Mobility Fund to support demand
responsive transport projects in rural areas. The funding will be used to extend and enhance the Moorlands
Connect service over the next four years, linking in directly with the scheduled local bus services at interchange
points in the area to enable onward travel. There will be three buses with journeys available from 7am to 7pm
Monday to Friday and from 8am to 6pm Saturdays. A service on summer Sundays will also be starting from next
April. The new service will commence on the 25th of October 2021. A survey is currently running and has been
shared with the District Council, all the Parish Councils in the operating area, schools in the area, Leek and Buxton
College, the local bus service providers, and the Peak District National Park.
Continued liaison with Development Services and SCC regarding new development sites & key projects including
Cheadle Town Centre masterplan and Blythe Vale. CRF bid submitted for development of Blythe Vale ‘Long list' of
projects identified as part of Green Infrastructure plan now being taken forward with partners. Feasibility Study
funding agreed for the Stoke-Leek Railway. Development Control officers continue to consult with highways on
new schemes and S106 contributions towards town centre improvements are sought where appropriate.

Aim 4: Protect and Improve the Environment
SM Aim 4 : December Trends 2021/22

SM Aim 4: December Results 2021/22
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Staffs Moorlands has fallen to 83% on track this month with just one measure below target at the end of December – estimated recycling
rates, which now stand at 56.3% against a target of 57.5% at Staffs Moorlands. Fly tipping is showing an improved trend on last year with 267
incidents at Staffs Moorlands. The W.A.R on fly-tipping campaign was launched with the council’s waste partner – AES, at the end of the
summer.

Celebrating Success:
At the end of Q3 2021/22, the following performance indicators outstripped their targets:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

missed bins
paper consumption
residual household waste
high risk premises inspections
routine permitted process premises inspected

2019-2023 Corporate Plan Priority Actions – Progress Highlights
Priority Actions
Identify and implement an approach
to reduce the cost of country parks

Develop a plan to improve Brough
Park and John Hall Gardens
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Develop a climate change strategy &
an action plan of response to a
declared climate emergency
Review the Council's waste and
recycling arrangements to increase
recycling and to respond to the
emerging national strategy
Influencing Action- Provide waste
and recycling centres across the
district
Review the Environmental
Enforcement Policy in order to take
steps to further reduce
environmental crime
Develop a new Parking Strategy to
ensure that our car parks meet the
needs of residents and visitors

Status Commentary – December
Progress is slow as we are yet to have any response from SOTCC, despite chasing up their
Director in the last few weeks. This lack of response is requiring us to develop the
alternative options to progress the project and the legal support and advice required to
aid this process. Heads of Terms have been reviewed by SWT and a follow up meeting is
scheduled for the 10th of January.
Brough Park Improvement plan- Work to refurbish the two remaining tennis courts
commenced on 15th November as planned. The weather conditions meant that a
number of days were lost but the vast majority of the work is now complete. There are a
few snagging elements outstanding and also the new line marking needs to be finished.
The courts may have a temporary line marked until the spring as the normal thermolines are applied better in the warmer weather.
We have received confirmation from the LTA that the £30 million funding will not
commence until April next year and as such this project will not be able to apply for any
funds towards the refurbishment. We will continue to talk to the LTA over the potential
of having a gate system installed, but we need to understand the implications of this
before we move forward.
Reports are being considered during the current committee cycle, comments have been
received and provided back to the internal project group. Staffs Moorlands to be signed
off in December.
Consultation responses were issued to DEFRA ahead of 4th July deadline

Corporate Enforcement policy drafted.

Report being drafted for Service Delivery in January prior to Cabinet in February.

Priority Actions
Influencing Action - The provision of
accessible on street parking

Status Commentary – December
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Areas for Improvement: December 2021
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64%

Result
December
2021
56%

% of relief duty discharges
resulting in a settled
accommodation outcome

62%

49%

Christmas slowdown has impacted options
around accommodation, together with reduced
stock availability and demand issues.

Number of TA placements
(including B&B made for
families) placed over 6
weeks

5

8 (0)

The current Covid situation coupled with
Christmas and reduced turnover of housing stock
is impacting move options.

Response times have been affected by the impact
Covid 19 has had on resources within the Service
Areas

Measure of Success (PI)

Aim / Objective

Service Lead

% of prevention duty
discharges resulting in a
settled accommodation
outcome

Aim 1: Increased supply of
good quality affordable
homes

Head of Housing
Services

Target
2021/22

FOI requests: % responded
to within statutory time
frame (include numbers in
commentary)

Aim 2: Ensure our services
are easily available to all
our residents

Head of Legal and
Elections

95%

64%
(260/405)

% of household waste sent
for reuse, recycling and
composting

Aim 4: Effective recycling
and waste management

Head of Service
Commissioning

57.5%

56.31%

Joint Alliance Measures

Head of Service Commentary (reasons for
performance / SMART actions to improve)
Christmas slowdown has impacted options
around accommodation, together with reduced
stock availability and demand issues.

Results are estimated as data has not been
received from SCC relating to disposal tonnages
nor from recycling contractors for December.

Measure of Success (PI)

Aim / Objective

Service Lead

Ave days sickness per FTE
(Alliance measure) (include
short and long-term
absence per FTE)

Aim 2: Invest in our staff
to ensure we have the
internal expertise to
deliver our plans by
supporting our high
performing and wellmotivated workforce
Aim 2: Effective
procurement with a focus
on local business

Head of OD and
Transformation

6 days

Result
December
2021
6.62 days

Head of Service
Commissioning

68%

50%

% of Procurement activity
on forward plan (Joint
Alliance measure)

Target
2021/22

Head of Service Commentary (reasons for
performance / SMART actions to improve)
Ave days sickness per FTE short term: 1.90; long
term 4. 74. There have been 1999 FTE days lost to
sickness across the Alliance year to date. 1430 of
those days are due to long term sickness, the
majority of which sit within direct services.
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The PI is off track due to the increased level of
reactive procurement exercises as a result of the
pandemic external funding schemes which has
been made available to support our towns in both
regions throughout 21/22. In addition, there
continues to be an increased level of direct
awards outside of any prior planning as reactive
and urgent requirements for external spend. In
Q3 Procurement held service review meetings in
the aim to capture any further activity which is
known to be procured by the end of this financial
year with Service leads and plan ahead for 22/23.

For a full list of all performance measures and the Q3 results please visit the Performance Management page on the Intranet or click on this link.
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Agenda Item 12
STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report to Resources Overview & Scrutiny Panel
2 February 2022
TITLE:

Use of Consultants

PORTFOLIO HOLDER:

C LLR SYBIL RALPHS – COUNCIL LEADER

CONTACT OFFICER:

John Betts – Interim Executive Director
Finance and Revenues & Benefits

WARDS INVOLVED:

Non-Specific

1.

Reason for the Report

1.1

Members of the Scrutiny panel have requested additional information relating
to spend on consultancy and its resultant impact on the delivery of outcomes
for the Council. This report outlines the process for engaging consultants and
identifies recent spend on consultancy.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

Members of the Scrutiny Panel are recommended to:




Note the outlined process whereby consultants are procured
Note the recent spend on consultancy services (and the issues related
to any definition of “consultancy spend”)
Identify any specific areas of spend for further analysis

3.

Executive Summary

3.1

Consultants are generally commissioned to provide specific advice and / or to
fill a particular knowledge gap. As such, they are used to identify options and
recommendations in areas where the organisation does not have the in-house
knowledge or expertise or they supplement in-house capacity.

3.2

The process for commissioning consultants follows the same procurement
procedure rules that cover the commissioning of other works, supplies or
services. Planned procurement activity is reflected in the Procurement
Forward Plan that is considered by this committee as part of its scrutiny of the
Medium Term Financial Plan and Budget Setting Report. Performance and
activity (including confirmation of award) and updates are then monitored and
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reported on within the Quarterly Procurement Reports that are also considered
by this committee.
3.3

Details of spend on recent consultancy activity is contained in the report, for
any further Member consideration.

4.

How this report links to Corporate Priorities

4.1

The successful delivery of corporate priorities is dependent upon the effective
management of performance and financial resources. This report considers
how spend on consultancy is contributing to that overall process.

5.

Options and Analysis

5.1

This report is in response to a specific Member request for information, so no
other options are available. The scope of the analysis has been determined
primarily by available capacity. If further work is required by the committee this
would need to be considered alongside the existing work programme for the
committee.

6.

Implications
6.1

Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)
None

6.2

Workforce
None

6.3

Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment
None

6.4

Financial Considerations
Spend on consultancy is identified as part of the report.

6.5

Legal
The processes for procuring consultants is in line with public
procurement policy.

6.6

Sustainability
None

6.7

Internal and External Consultation
None

6.8

Risk Assessment
None

JOHN BETTS
Interim Executive Director Finance and Revenues & Benefits
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Web Links and
Background Papers

Location

Contact details

Moorlands House

John.betts@highpeak.gov. uk
07581 010628
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7.

Background and Detail

7.1

At the previous Resources Scrutiny panel meeting (on 17 November) and
subsequently at Audit & Accounts (on 3 December) queries were raised
regarding the procurement and use of consultants. It is appropriate for the
issue to be consider at this committee, as it relates to spend reported as part
of overall financial monitoring.
Defining & Identifying Consultancy Spend

7.2

It is not particularly easy to define what may constitute “consultancy” spend.
Generally it is the purchase of advice to fill a particular knowledge gap. As
such, consultants are generally commissioned to identify options and
recommendations in areas where the organisation does not have the in-house
knowledge or expertise. However, it can also be the case that consultants
provide a useful external perspective or they can complement in-house
capacity, particularly when that relates to the development of strategy.

7.3

Consultancy advice would not usually be about business as usual activity.
Those types of procurement activity tend to be to seek to fill gaps to deliver or
implement an operational service, which may relate to a temporary increase in
service volume or a time limited activity. This would generally be categorised
as “temp”, “interim” or “agency” work.
However, in practice the term “consultants” is used to describe support
procured to supplement staffing provision across a number of scenarios, such
as the following:








7.4

The procurement of specialist skills where the Council may not have those
skills internally e.g. architectural design, computer audit, etc.
The procurement of temporary or interim support in a particular area of
activity to either cover peaks in workload or shortfalls in staffing levels
requiring specialist knowledge e.g. in benefits of grants processing,
application processing etc.
The use of consultants to help with the development of strategy or policy in
order to provide external challenge and to help with the identification of
best practice e.g. service reviews and development of strategies (such as a
leisure service strategy)
Procurement of specialist support to provide skills to deal with a particular
project outside the scope of the day to day activities of the Council e.g.
grant funding bids
The use of training consultants e.g. member training and development
programme, customer care training etc.

However, the delineation between these definitions above can merge
somewhat. For example, procuring staff from Civica (who provide our revenue
and benefits software) to help with processing peaks and troughs would not
usually be classified as consultancy. But when we commission Civica to
support IT implementation of an upgrade to the system that also involves
decisions regarding different ways of working in the future, that distinction may
become quite blurred.
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7.5

So, to take forward any review the committee would need to consider what
sorts of “consultancy” spend it would wish to consider further. As there are
different ways of categorising this spend, there is also some understandable
inconsistency in capturing this activity in the Council’s financial system. For
example, similar activity could be captured as “consultancy”, but equally as
“sundry suppliers”, “professional services” or even “agency”. The most obvious
spend on consultants supporting major project activity over the past three
years is as follows, given the caveats around defining and categorising the
activity outlined in the preceding paragraphs:
Cost (£’000)

Company

Activity

Parking Matters

Car park strategy

Trade Risks

Advice on debt arrangement
services – proposed loan to
Your Housing company

16.5

FMG Consulting

Strategy and options for
future leisure provision

12.5

20

Bloom Procurement Services Leisure consultancy prior to
(*)
formal review

32

Link Asset Services

Due diligence review of
Ascent

6.5

CIPFA Solutions

Review of potential facilities
management arrangements
with Keir

15

(*) Commissioned jointly w ith High Peak Borough Council

7.6

The committee may consider whether it would like to consider further the
impact of such spend along the following lines:
-

Reasons for use of external support
Cost
Work produced
Benefits gained
An assessment of value for money
Lessons learned (if any)

Process for Commissioning Consultancy Activity
7.7

Services from consultants are procured in the same way as for other goods
and services. The Council has a set of Procurement Procedure Rules and
these support the Joint Procurement Strategy. The Procurement Procedure
Rules cover the processes that are followed for the commissioning of works,
supplies or services from third parties, including consultants. The Joint
Procurement Forward Plan is reported within the Medium Term Financial Plan
and Budget Setting Report in February each year. This identifies all registered
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procurement activity to be completed in the following financial year and seeks
approval to commence procurement of all activity listed. Performance and
activity (including confirmation of award) is then monitored and reported within
the Quarterly Procurement Reports, which come to this Committee (including
new procurement activity identified during the course of the year).
7.8

So the procedure rules, procurement strategy, procurement forward plan and
quarterly procurement reports all
underpin the objectives of effective
procurement at Staffordshire Moorlands District Council and this includes the
procurement of consultants. The committee has the opportunity to scrutinise
this through consideration of the Medium Term Financial Plan and Budget
Setting Report, as well as through procurement quarterly reporting to this
committee.

7.9

Procurement activity only commences when the budget available is verified.
The value of the contract is based on the services being commissioned during
the ‘lifetime’ of the contract.

7.10

Often, consultants will be commissioned via framework contracts. A framework
agreement is a type of contract that has already been tendered by another
organisation (by a third party buying organisation) and is a permissible
contracting route for public sector organisations, compliant with the Public
Contract Regulations 2015. Framework agreements tend to be either a ‘direct
call-off’ from the framework agreement, where terms are sufficiently precise
that a contract can be awarded directly; or by holding a ‘further competition’
whereby the framework suppliers provide their responses and price in return.
Typically, the Council may use framework contracts for consultants procured
via Eastern Shires Purchasing Organisation (ESPO) and the Crown
Commercial Service (which is an executive agency sponsored by the Cabinet
Office). Overall, commissioning routes, either by Framework or Open public
competition, are both compliant with the Council’s Procurement Procedure
rules and that of the Public Contract Regulations 2015.

7.11

Member responsibility for procurement and its strategic implementation
resides with the Cabinet and senior Officers are responsible for overall
compliance with the rules, specifically:


Responsibility for all contracts awarded within their directorate



Ensuring compliance in respect of the Procurement Procedure
Rules and Public Sector Contract Regulations



Awarding contracts up to their appropriate financial ‘approval
value’ level



Ensuring value for money is achieved; and



Taking action if the Procurement Procedure Rules are breached
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Agenda Item 13
STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL
Resources Overview & Scrutiny Panel
2 February 2022

TITLE:

Empty Properties Levy

PORTFOLIO HOLDER:

Councillor Sybil Ralphs – Council Leader

CONTACT OFFICER:

John Betts - Interim Executive Director
Finance
Joanne Wheeldon – Head of Revenues &
Benefits

WARDS INVOLVED:

Non Specific

1.

Reason for the Report

1.1

The purpose of the report is to update the Council Tax Levies Policy to include
a new charge on properties empty for at least ten years and to clarify
circumstances where the empty property premium levy may be waived.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

That the committee recommends Cabinet to approve amendments to the
current Council Tax Reductions and Levies Policy to cover:



a levy of 300% of Council Tax for properties empty for at least ten
years, from 1 April 2022
clarification on circumstances where the levy may be waived (outlined
in paragraphs 3.5 and 3.6)

3.

Executive Summary

3.1

The Council’s Council Tax reductions and levies policy was last reviewed (and
approved) in February 2020.

3.2

The Council’s Empty Property Strategy was considered during that review.
The aim of the policy is to bring empty properties back into use. Therefore, it
was agreed to increase the empty property levy chargeable on empty
properties from 1st April 2020 to:

Levy of 100% of Council Tax for properties empty for at least two years



Levy of 200% of Council Tax for properties empty for at least five years
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3.3

However, at the time the Council did not take a view on increasing the levy for
properties empty for at least ten years. The Rating (Property in Common
Occupation) and Council Tax Act 2018, which came into force in November
2018, gave the Council the power to impose an extra 300% Council Tax for
properties empty for at least ten years from 1st April 2021.

3.4

Therefore, it is recommended that the Council amends its Long Term Empty
Property Premium Levy Policy to include a levy of 300% of Council Tax for
properties empty for at least ten years, from 1 April 2022. It is estimated that
this policy could affect (and therefore encourage the bringing back into use) 60
dwellings within the Council’s area.

3.5

The policy also needs to identify exceptions where the empty property
premium levy will not be applied, as follows:

3.6



a property which has been left empty by a member of the Armed
Forces who has been posted away from home



a property which is an annexe to another property and it is being
used as part of the main property

There are further circumstances where the empty property premium may be
waived. The Council will treat applications on their individual merits where:


the property is actively being marketed for sale



the property is actively being marketed for let.



where a property requires extensive works to bring the property
back into use and the owner proposes and demonstrates a
commitment to execute a scheme of works with a commitment to
reoccupy, sell or rent



where the imposition of the council tax premium would result in
severe financial hardship to someone with a serious illness,
disability or vulnerability

3.7

When considering to waive an empty premium on a property the Council will
identify the evidence required to demonstrate eligibility and will review these
accounts every 6 months.

4.

How this report links to Corporate Priorities

4.1

The long term empty property levy aims to bring properties back into use in
line with the Council’s Empty Property Strategy.

5.

Options and Analysis

5.1

There is an option to do nothing and not amend the current policy on
properties empty for over ten years. However, where Government allows local
authorities to make discretionary decisions in respect of council tax due,
Members need to consider the proposals.
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6.

Implications
6.1
6.2

Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)
None
Workforce
None

6.3

Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment
The report has been prepared in accordance with the Council’s
Diversity and Equality Policy.

6.4

Financial Considerations
Financial considerations are considered within the report.

6.5

Legal
The Rating (Property in Common Occupation) and Council Tax Act
2018 gives the Council the powers to impose the proposed levy.

6.6

Sustainability
Using financial policy to encourage more properties back into use
helps support a more efficient way of using scarce housing assets.

6.7

Internal and External Consultation
In respect of the empty property levy increase, attention was drawn
to this option within the letters/survey issued as part of the empty
property review in 2020. This provided information to owners of
empty properties that the Council had the powers to increase to the
levy.

6.8

Risk Assessment
None.

JOHN BETTS
Interim Executive Director Finance and Revenues & Benefits
Web Links and
Background Papers

Location

Contact details

Moorlands House

John.betts@highpeak.gov. uk
07581 010628
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